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The objective of this nsearch is the numtrical determination of o v d  heat transfcr 

coefficients (U-Foctor), solar heat gain factors (SHGF)), and surfiacc temperature profiles of 

windows. The program uscd takts account of the p~itstnce of the naturai convection, the 

d a t i o n  between panes, and the thamal cffects of the hum. Temperature profiles are iiscful 

for the calculation of thermal stresses in giazings and the pndiction of condensation problcms. 

Resuits are compareci with masunmats and the numtrical calculations of others. in 

benchmark solution comparisons errors, are iess than lu2 %. Cornparisons with the 

nurnencaliy detennined heat flux through a cavity bounded by two sheets of glass and spacer 

ban, Le., a simple window, ciiffercd by kss than 1 96. In a comparison bctwctn simuiated 

solar heat gain factors and solar calorimeter exphentai rcsuits vcry good agreement is 

obtained for nine samples, with errors of 2.5% or less for seven sarnples, and errors of 12% 

and 5% for the other NO. 

From the simulation of more realistic windows, both geometrically and with respect to 

boundary conditions, dus work yielded the following obstmations: In modeling an entire 

wood frame window the error in U-factur is 0.3846 while the marrimm surface temperature 

difference is less than 0.596; A quantitative comparison with a set of thennopphic 

measurements for a flush mounted insulateci giazing unit @GU) yicldcd satisfactory nsults for 

clear double glazed units with the centcr glas temperature dinaing by about 1°C, and very 

good agreement for the triple glazd units and the double low-E unit with the center glas 

temperature d i f f e ~ g  by less than 0.2S°C; And, the effects of heat transfer coefficients in 

flush and recessed mounted IGU's cleady rtveal the importance of modtling a locally varying 

heat transfer coefficient. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The many benefits provided by windows in a building have been recognized and 

appreciated for hundreds of years. These benefits include daylighting, visual contact with the 

outdoors, and a potentinl for ventilation and naturai cooling. In addition. proper orientation 

and s i ~ n g  c m  enable windows to positively impact a building's heating and cooüng loads and 

to assist in energy load management However, windows have traditionally been 'energy 

losers" because of their low thermd resistmce relative to the other building envelope 

elements. In the early 1980's approximately five per cent of total United States (US) energy 

consumption was attributable to undesired heat gains or heat losses through windows 

(Sabatiuk. 1983; Seikowitz er al.. 1982). Also, in countries with cold winters, low window 

thermal resistance cm cause discornfort for occupants adjacent to large window areas. low 

allowable humidity levels. and damûging accumulations of condensation, thus increasing the 

need for windows with high thermal resistance (Wright, 1989). 

In the past windows were typicaliy consaucted of single or insulating (double) glass 

and wood or aluminum m e s .  Calcularing heat m s f e r  through the glass and fiame was 

relatively simple. because the heat m s f e r  coefficients, U-~actord, of these two components 

were not too different The window thermal performance was estimated simply by counting 
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the number of dazing panes where each pane of glass in a conventional glazing systern 

provided approximately R- 1 (1 ~ ~ ~ ? F / B T U )  of t h c d  resistmce (e-g., double glazing was 

R-2). However. evolving window designs (Arasteh and Wolfe. 1989; Wright, 1989; Hutchins, 

1995; Lampe- 1995; Planer and Braun. 1995; Sirnko et al.. 1995; and Smith et al.. 1995) 

are reducing heat msfer .  improving solv gain control. and improving thermal and visucil 

comfort conditions in residential and commercial buildings. Specûally selective low emissivity 

(low-E) coatings, angular selective coatings. solv control coating. i n h d  (IR) transparent 

glliung. optically switchable @;iring, and mti-reflective surface treatments. to reduce radiarive 

heat transfer; low-conductivity g3s fills, to reduce conductive heat mansfer; and honeycombs, 

silica aerogels and evacuated enclosu~s to suppress or avoid convection are being designed 

into many state-of-the-art window products. Therefore, advanced glazing materials offer a 

wide range of options for enhuicinp the optical and thermal performance of windows and the 

building envelope. 

Given these advances. researchers and manufacturers are focusing rheir attention on 

reducing hem m s f e r  through window edges. Metal spacers and fnmes gnatly detract from 

the performance of a low-E. gas filled unit (Arasteh and Wolfe, 1989). Wood frames, which 

once irnproved the overail thennai performance of însulated glas. now slightly lower overall 

performance. To solve these problems new desiens and new materials are king studied. For 

instance, the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) High-R window has achieved a thermal 



resistance of R-6 to R-10 (1.1-1.7 RSI) for the center @ass heat transfer (Arasteh et al.. 

These changes in window design and the vast array of products on the market mate  a 

need for accunte and consistent information about al1 aspects of window heat transfer. and 

means that a window cmnot be judged by its appearance alone anymore (Carpenter, 1991). 

According to Ballinger and Lyons (1993), 

" g  fazing pe #ormance parameters arc retpircd tu d e j k  the exact nature and 

qtidity of a glazing system. to provide product selectiort information for 

erzgirz cers and b ~ t  ilding desigricrs arzd to provide descriptive information foi- 

rise in compi(ter-bascd thermal performartce simulation programs for 

buildings. The three uses each have thcir owrz requirements and levels of 

accrtracy 

The d e ~ v  lopment of cornpirtcr design tools and simiilarion programs 

has crcatcd the necd for more sophisticared glazing performartcc data to input 

irtto sicch programs. Most of the cornputer programs developed to date hove 

very critdc descriptions for the gluzittg morerials and irz today's situation are 

quite inodequate. The Materiafs Scie~ztist on the other hand. working from a 

'pure physics' base where 411 materials must be properly and firlly defned in 

physical terms. has derdoped a wide range of parameters to fully identify 

ever). aspect of glazirzg systems. New prodicers and materials present the 

scientisr with addirional and excitittg challenges iii the field of measurement. 

The two positions must meet so thm erigineers and building designers con 

fil fy utilize the new technologies to produce energy Mcient, cornfortable. 

people-rcsponsive bitifdiiigs". 



Twenty years ago most engineers used various hand calculation methods based on the 

so cded steudy-state methods to design for peak-load conditions in a building. The most 

important design consideration then was to ensure that any HVAC plant could meet the worst 

design pedc load for heating and cooling. These conditions could be satisfactorily designed 

for using a U-fuctor for the themal conductance and a Solar Heat Gain ~acto?. SHGF, for 

peak solar gain. Nowadays engineen are interested in the optimization of a building's energy 

efficiency and thermal performance. Therefore, such approximations aione are no longer 

adequate. Also. with the development of new window technologies and marenais, @en the 

rise of so called super windows (Gilmore, 1986). even the determination of these parameten 

cmnot be handled by current calculation procedures. The design of super windows or their 

elements, such as edge-seais, fiames and gl;iung systems, cannot be done expenmentally alone 

because expenmenu are quite expensive and time consuming. and the type and accuracy of 

measurement are limited by experimentai capabilities. In addition, the development of 

measures for energy labeling schemes require that more detailed parameters be detennined, 

e.g., shading coefficient, condensation nsistance, solar heat gain. These needs. mentioned 

above, are leading to the development of new tools, both expenmental and numerical. to 

quantify the heat transfer, to design new elements. and to develop new parameters in addition 

to the U-factor and SHGF for fenestntion systems. 

'The SHGF is defincd in Sub-Section 2.1.4.2 
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The objective of this research is the numerical detemûnation of the overall heat 

tramfer coefficient (LI-Factor) and the solar heat gain factor (SHGF') to evaluate the themai 

per5ormance. and surface temperature profiles to assist in the prediction o f  condensation on 

windows. The program takes account of the presence of the natural convection. the radiaaon 

between panes and. the thermai effects of the fime. The in-house developed nwmricai 

model, a non-orthogonal finite-volume code. provides infornation regarding energy flows 

within the window and temperature dismbutions in individual glazings and frame. The latter 

is useful for the caiculation of themal stresses in giazinp and the prediction of condensation 

problems. The results are cornpared with measurements and numencal cûlculations of others 

(E1Sherbiny et al., 1982a; Lee md Korpela, 1983; Shewen, 1986; Wright. 1989; Curcija, 

1992; ASHRAE. 1993; Fraser et al.. 1993; H a ~ s o n  and Wonderen, 1994; AGSL, 1995; and 

Enennodal, 1995). Also, the code used is designed to mn on a PC or compatible platform to 

permit ponability and access by the ~search community and window manufacturers. 

At present there is no computer program capable of providing data for the thermal 

anaiysis of a whole window (glazing systems and frames) with two or more panes in the 

presence of radiation (solar and themai) with either the generation of secondary cens near the 

critical Rayleigh number, or with deflected glazings, or bar grills. Also, the code is used to 

investigate the existence of tertiary cells in windows which is an improvement in the analysis 

of naturd convection in rail cavities. Therefore, the code provides a unique instrument for the 

thermal analysis and design of new windows. 
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Instead of rnodmng an existing commercial code in order to provide al1 the features 

above, an in-house code is developed because most commercial codes: 

were too expensive (considering the economic nsources available). 

are a "black box", that for some problem could only be modined by the software house. 

and regardless, would not be easy to modi@, while the leaming curve to the modifications 

would be steep, 

do not run on a PC platform, and 

the author is most farniliar with a control volume formulation. 

Also. the code development is pan. of an effort by the University of Waterloo 

Advanced Glazing System Labontory to expand its capabiiities to analyze aspects of the 

window problem systernatically and, at the svne time, solve a whole fenestration system with 

the features dorementioned. By working systernatically the Laboratory can see how to 

improve the solution of the entire problem and understuid better fenestration system physicd 

phenornena. Moreover. an in-house code provides continuity to ongoing research. 

This work is divided into seven parts: Chapter 2 presents the background infornation 

on window heat transfer topther with a review of natural convection in a vertical cavity; in 

Chapter 3 the problem formulation is laid out; Chapter 4 describes the 2-D computational 

mode1 employed for thermal analysis of windows; Chapter 5 shows the procedures carrieci out 

to vaiidate the code; Chapter 6 presents cornparisons between simulaaons and experiments as 



weil as additional simulations of selected problerns of interest, e-g., deflected windows. and 

Chapter 7 outiines the conclusions, the contributions, and gives suggestions for future work. 



2 LITERATURE REVIEW AND BACKGROUND 

The pnmary objective of this chapter is to present a literanire review and some basic 

information on the physics of the heat transfer in windows. The contents of this chapter 

complernent sevenl well known and exceiient reviews that have appeared in the literature 

conceming U-Factor calculation procedures (McCabe and Goss, 1987) and nahinl 

convection in enclosures (Ostrach, 1972; Catton, 1978; Raithby and Hoiiands. 1985; Yang. 

1986; Yang. 1987: Ostrach, 1988; Wright and Sullivan, 1989a; Fuse@ and Hyun. 1994). 

Especially note wonhy is the work of Wright and Sullivan (1989a) that presenu a review in 

nanirai convection in sealed glazing units (SGU). 

This chapter is organized into 3 sections as follows: in Section 2.1, the parameten 

thnt are used to evaluate thermal performance are defined and a review of the themai 

performance of windows is presented; in Section 2.2. a review of the mechanisms of heat 

transfer with emphasis on natural convection in enclosures is given. It describes. in particular, 

a tali vertical cavity with its various flow regimes, instabilities of the flow, and details 

conceming effective rnodelinp; Section 2.3 provides a summary. 



2.1 Thermal Performance 

In the foilowing sections a ovenriew and basic definitions of the parameters used in 

Canada and United States to calculate heat m s f e r  performance are given. Section 2.1.1 gives 

a bit of window history; Section 2.1.2 describes the window componenu; Section 2.1.3 

outlines the factors that affect windows performance. Section 2.1.4. lays out calculation 

procedures for the ovedl coefficient of heat transfer, the shading coefficient, the solar heat 

gain factor and the net energy gain or loss. Also presented are the design conditions used by 

the Amencan Society of Heating, Refnpnting and Aïr Conditioning (ASHRAE, 1993) to 

sirnulate windows themdly. 

2.1.1 A Little History of Window 

According to Rousseau (1988) based on the book of Schmidt (1976): 

"Wirrthws are just about as old as civilization ifself. The Assyrians several 
centuries bflore Christ h d  long, narrow winhws divided by Little columns. 
The Egyptians depicted windows in their early wall paintings, and there are 
windows in the temple builf by Pharaohs Seri I and Ramses II at Karnak. In 
jusr about every case, the windows were only openings in walls, covered 
occasionally with hides, drapes, or matting. Not until the height of Roman 
architecture did windows actuaIly ston looking like windows. Ordinarily, 
the Romans glazed their windows with sheets of mica, panels of seashell, 
even thin sheets of translucent marble. By the tenth century, there war 
fuirly high production of winabw glars in notthern Europe, probably 
encoicraged by the dictates of the climate." 
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2.1.2 Components of a Window 

The basic parts of a windows ere the heghts. the giaziiig, the sash, the £ramt, the 

seaiants and the wcathcrstrippings, and the hadwut @gmc 2.1). The lights arc the 

transparent portion of the window, made of giass or plastic. Th glazing is the asscrnbly of 

Figure 2.1: Components of a ~ i n d o w *  . 

multiple lights and their connections. The 

sash holds the giazing end is the operable 

portion of the window. nie hime ho& 

the sash and is m e c M y  connectcd to 

the wall or the roof. The weatherstrippïngs 

and scaiants ensurc some tightncss against 

air, rain, snow, vapor flow and sound 

transmission at the interface bctween 

matcrials, whilt the hardware ensuries the 

operation and locking of the sash. 
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A double-glazed window is typkdly constructeci as show in Figure 2.2. WiDdows 

with moit than two glazing laycrs arc constructtd similady. Gl-g la- arc separami by a 

spacer (usually meiallic) and dien d e d  (i.c, SGU) to fom an insdaoed g l a s  unit, ïhe SGU 

is then seaied inside a wood, aluminum, vinyl. or fiberglpss fiamt. 

um 
Verrical cross-section of PVC wihdow Frame Sections 

Double G W  
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2.1.3 Window Performance Factors 

Window performance parameters are ~tquiritd to &fine the exact nature and quaîity of 

a glazing systmi, to provide product selection infionnation for engincas, biiüding àesigncrs 

and consumers, and to provide &scriptive infimmïon for use in cornputer-based themial 

performance simulation programs (Ballinger and Lyons, 1993). 

Three important aspects of the window performance are the physid chatacteristics of 

the window as an assembly of buüding (the physical intcrfact with the enclosure whidi it 

becomes part of), the e&ct of the windows on the quality of the indoor space and the cornfon 

of the occupants (Rousseau. 1988 and, Brown and Rukrg, 1988), ie., 

windows as energy filtus for the space: 

- light transmission and access view; 
- thermal performance; 
- sound transmission; 

windows as part of the building envelope: 
- stnicnual smngth; 
- fire performance; 
- ainightness and water penetration; 

windows as building component: 

- operation and naturai ventilation stratepies; 
- security; 
- long terni durability; 
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Perfoxmance levels may be set by standards, or, if standards do not exist, they are 

impiicitly decided by the building designer or specifier. Thennai performance and sound 

transmittance are examples of issues not covered by standards. 

The choice of windows for a building depends on the owner's or occupant's 

requirements, the architect's vision of the facade and fonn of the building, and the 

environmentai demands to be met by the building envelope. A formidable amy of issues. 

including those mandated by building codes. must be addressed when s e l e c ~ g  windows. 

This thesis is concemed only with those requirements Iinked to thermal performance. 

that, after Iight and view. is the most commonly used performance critena (Brown and 

Rubeq,  1988). It involves both heat aûnsmission through the window and surface 

temperature of the window. Heat ansmission includes either. heat loss from a heated 

interior to the colder exterior and heat gain by solv radiation or heat gain fiom outside to the 

inside during sunny and wum dûys which increases inside temperature (or air conditioning 

costs, if applicable). Surface tempenture performance relates to moisture condensation and 

its effect on the dunbility of the system. Both aspects of t h e d  perfomance can have an 

impact on the thermal comfort of the space. 
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2.1.4 Heat Transmission 

Heat is m s f e d  h m  high temperature ueas to low temperature arcas by 

conduction, convection, and radiation. AU thme mhanisms of heat miasfer are important to 

the thermal peno~nance of windows. nie basic &finition of the common paramctcrs uscd to 

evaluate thermal performance are presenied in the next paragraphs. 

2.1.4.1 Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient (Wactor), Uo 

Thermai transrnittance or Ufactor is nomially used to rate the heat transmission of 

windows. The amount of heat transftzfed through a window is dinctly proportional to the II- 

factor of the window. O v d  thermal resistance, die ~ccipmal of U-factor, is the &thmetic 

sum of the thexmai resistance of the window. both glazing and &me, plus the sLirface 

resistance on the inside and outside of the window. 

In the absence of sunlight, air Mitration, and moistue condensation, the rate of heat 

transfer through a window system is proportional to the indoor/outdoor (dry bulb) air 

temperature difference, as given by Equation 2.1. 

qri = Cr0 (Ti. T o u r )  

where, 

q~ is the indoor to outdoor heat flux (or heat loss), and Th, Tou are the indoor and outdoor 

air temperatutes, nspectively. 



In the center of a sealed glazing unit a one-dimensionai analysis accurately quantifies 

the heat transfer. However, since a spûcer's conductivity is generally much higher than the 

effective conductivity of the air space it bridges, the spacer acts as a chermai bridge between 

the edge areas of the glazing layers it separates. Consequently, two-dimensional heat transfer 

in these areas must be considered. The e d p  ana is defined to be that area of the glass within 

63.5 mm of the window's sight line (ASARAE, 1993; Peterson. 1987). 

The total heat flux through a fenesaation system cm be calculated by knowing 

separately the heat transfer contributidns h m  the center glass, edge-glas and hune. The 

overall LI-Factor. LI,. is estimated by weighting the center glass. edge-glass, and frame LI- 

Factors according to their corresponding areas (Peterson. 1987). 

LI-Facrors for a variety of windows clesigns, are @en in table 5 of chapter 27 of the 

ASHRAE Fundamentrils Hadbook (ASHRAE, 1993). 

The areas for the purpose of cdculating heat loss an: 1) the edge-glas area. Ae, 

consisting of a band of glazing area that is less than 65 mm fkom the sight iine; 2) the center 

glas area, Ac, which is the remaining visible area of the glazing system; and 3) the frame 

area, Af, which is defined as the projected ana of a band of width. WW, lyinp outside the sight 
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line. The value of WW is a fùnction of hime type and ma- Details cm be found in 

Figure 2.3. 

Head 

Sill 

lighi 

'am b 

2.1 -4.2 Shading Coefficient and Solar Heat Gain Factors 

The shading coefficient (SC) is the ratio of inàdcnt solar radiation that ends up insidc 

a building, under a specific s a  of conditions, to the solar heat gain through a single refercnce 



glass under the same conditions. This quantity includes solar radiation that is directiy 

tmnsmitted through the glazing, plus the amount that is absorbed by the window and is 

redirected into the building (ASHRAE, 1993). The refennce glazïng is 3 mm double-sûength 

sheet glass (DSA). Denoting the ratio of solar heat gain to total incident solar radiation by F, 

the SC is @en by 

where F( ...) = dimensionless ratio of the solar heat gain to the incident solv radiation3. 

Values of solar hent pin for the reference glazing are called solv heat gain factor 

(SHGF) and they are tabulated in the ASHRAE Fundunentds Handbook (ASHRAE. 1993). 

For a given orientation and existing conditions (a p;uriculiir location. time. etc.) the solar heat 

gain for any glûzing system, q,, will be 

q, = SC SHGF (2-4) 

Windows, as a transparent part of the building envelope, act as "energy filten". By 

changing the characteristics of the glazing, or the transparent portion of a window, ene ra  c m  

be selectively transrnitted or refiected. 
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Figure 2.4 illustrates the "specmim" of energy, i.e.. energy as a f'unction of the 

wavelengths. emitted by the Sun and tmsmitted by severai glass types (Brown and Ruberg, 

1988). The ultraviolet (W) wavelengths are shorter than the visible radiation wavelength 

range (400 to 760 nm). The visible radiation wavelength range coincides with the sun's peak 

power wavelengths. and the thermal radiation has longer wavelengths. 

Most of the solar radiation, or shon 

glas is transrnitted. The rest is absorbed and 

wavelength enerm. falling on surface of clear 

reflected. The ûansmitted energy provide heat 

to a room and light. Also, this propeny permit us to see through it. The choice of glazing cm 

affect both the arnount of natunl light and its color. The thermal performance of windows 

and the cornfort of building occupants cm be improved by properly specifying the 

wavelengths that the glazing should reflect. transmit and absorb. 

About 3% of the solar spectrum is UV and half is neu infnrrd (short-wave). Clear 

glass transmits 80% to 90% of this ndiation. It must be xlectively absorbed or reflected if 

solar heat gain and UV is io be reduced. Clear glas absorbs about 80% to 90% of the far 

infrared (long-wave) radiation emitted by the bodies at terresaial temperanires, but re-emits 

the heat at the sarne rate. 
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Figure 2.4: Solar Radiation and Spectral Tranmiittana for Typical Architecturai ~lass'. 

2.1.4.3 Total Heat Gain or Loss 

nie totai heat gain experienced by a window, a, is the solar gain (sec Equation 2.4) 

less losscs (using the total window U-factor in Equation 2.2). 

' NRC, 1988. "'Window Momiann and New Tachnologyn, in Riocasdings of Building Science Insight '88, Naiionai 
Rtscarch Councii Onidp. 



2.1.4.4 Design Conditions 

The ASHRAE Fundamtntais Handbook (1993) standard simnia and winm design 

conditions, which repnsnt e x a m  cases and are used for the window simulations. are listed 

in Table 2.1. 

Indoor Outdoor Wind Soias 

Temperature Temperature Speed Radiation 

( O C )  (Oc) (mfsec) (w/m2) 

Summer 24.0 32-0 3.3 783.3 

Winter 21 .O -18.0 6.7 0.0 

Table 2.1: ASHRAE Design Conditions (ASHRAE. 1993) 

2.1.5 Procedures to Calculate the Heat Transfer in Windows 

Due to the necessity of comparing windows against each other and evaluaring their 

o v e d  impact in buildings (Arasteh and Rcilly, 1989), an accunue and unbiitscd analytical 

procedure to calculate window heat transfer puformance indices is rquïrcd. 

The heat loss characteristic of the window is represented by its U-Factor (which is the 

inverse of the R-value commoniy used for insulation). According to McCabe (1989) the 

earliest known research on window thamal transmission coefficients, or U-Factors, is 



ataibuted to E. Peclet a French experimenter who measund thermai conductivity for a wide 

range of materials including @as. About 1860 Peclet proposed that the LI-Factor of 

multiple-glazed windows could be detennined by simply multiplying the single-glazed U- 

Factor by the factor 2/(l+n), where n is the numkr of glazing layea. This gives reasonable 

results for units with smaIl(3 to 4 mm) air spaces, but is inaccurate othewise. 

In 1947, P m d e e  (1947) published an exhaustive compilation of window heat 

tnnsfer data extending back 40 years. That work described the guarded hot box, calibnted 

hot box, and hot plate measurement techniques, and commented on thei. potential sources of 

error. According to Wright (1989) 

"a calculatiori procedwe was deveioped but was hindered by a fack of 

knowkdge about rtat~o-ul corivection andlor forced convectiort ar the 

q o s e d  window surfaces arrd narrrrul corzvection in the window cavity 

Edge aec t s  were negkcted. It is inreresniig to note that the importance of 

radiurlt heat excharigc with rhc cleai- sky was rccognized. The emissivity of 
g l a s  was thought to be 0.937 in conrrast to the value of 0.84 that is 

curer z tly considered valid." 

A report writsen by McCabe and Goss (1987) presents a review of the cunent sources 

of information on calculation procedures for U-Factors and describes the state of t h e d  

performance testing methods for fenesmtion systems. It provides a discussion of the 

standards foilowed by hot-box methods in United States, Norway. Sweden. and Belgium. 

Unlike the standards reviewed by McCak and Goss the new Belgian Standard (NBN B62- 

004, 1986) for cdculating themai transmission coefficients (LI-Factors) for whdows indudes 



the effect of edge-glass heat aansfer and is king prepared in support of the draft ISO 

Standard U-Factor CaIculations. 

In 1993 the Canadian Standard Association approved a standard, "Energy 

Performance Evaluation of Windows and Sliding Glass Doors". CAWCSA-A440.2-M 93 

(CSA, 1993), describing the procedures to evaluate the thermai performance of windows. 

This document describes the procedure for determining a window's LI-Factor, solar heat gain 

factor (SHGF), and annual energy nting (ER)'. 

The window U-Factor c m  be determined by either National Research Council (NRC) 

testing or by computer simulation (Carpenier, 1991). The CSA procedure mats these two 

options as equal based on the results of a joint Canada-US research project which showed 

very Little differemce between expenmental and computational results. Computer simulation, 

however. offen the advanmges of low cost and shoner turn-around time. In addition 

cornputer programs are useful in desiping more thermally efficient windows, minimizing 

condensation, and compûring components (e-g., Iow-E coatings, spacer assemblies). A 

window solar heat gain factor (SHGC) can ais0 be evaluated by either test or computer 

simulation. This quantity includes solar radiation that is directly transmitted through the 

glazing plus the amount that is absorbed by the window and is conducted into the building 

(ASHRAE, 1993). 

' the SHGF is defmed in subxaion 21.43 ;md îhe ER is a combinaion of SHGF. LI-Factor and air IcJugc (CSA 1993). i .~,  ER = Q A  - air 
leakuge heu2 los. The QA is dericd in subseaion 21.43. 
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There are two hand cdculation methods for estimatirig U-Factor that * d e  into 

account the effects of edp-glass heat transfer. The first methad has been adopted in Belgium. 

France. and England. It proposes a set of edp-sed conductance or "iinear" conductance 

values (McCabe and Goss. 1987; Thomas and Mühlebach, 1987; IEA. 1987) based on 

measurements and finiteelemen t calculatïons. The cen ter @ass U-Factor is applied over the 

sight area of the glazing system and additional heat loss caused by the edge-seal is caiculated 

as the product of the Lineûr conductance. length of edge-seai* and the tempemure difference 

between the outside air and the intenor space of the building. The ISO working group on 

Thermal Transmission Propenies of Windows is considenng a sirnilu procedure categorizing 

edp-seals as king metd or non-metal (TEA. 1987). The second method of &Factor 

cdculation is the ASHRAE procedure (ASHRAE. 1993). This procedure uses prescribed 

area ratios of fiame. edp-glass and center @ a s  with the edge-giass CI-Factor king 

determined as a function of the center glass U-Factor and seal type. 

Othen procedures, Le., U-Factor calculation procedures. were documented in Rubin 

(1982), revised by Ansteh et a1.(1995), Ferguson and Wright (1984). and nvised by Wright 

(AGSt, 1995). These procedures. as compareci to that presented in the ASHRAE 

Fundanentais (1993). offer added flexibility. They are PC-compatible cornputer prograrns. 

W D O W  (LBL, 1994) and VISION (AGSL, 1995). and have k e n  distributed to the glass 

and window industries. 



The LI-Factor procedures outiined above give no information about variations in heat 

flux and cannot pmvide temperature profdes for individu ai giazinp. They are oniy useful for 

esamating the total t h e d  losses of a window. Chmctenzation of frame heat fransfer 

coefficients is complicated by the variety of fiame configurations in existence: operable 

windows, different mterials, and different product sizes. Simple rnethods for measuring 

f m e  heat flux are not genedly available. Also, calculations are difficult because of the two 

and three-dimensional nature of the heat conduction path and because of unceriainties 

associated with contact resistance at moving joints. 

Recently, substantial progress hûs k e n  made in anaiyzinp edge-@ass and fnme heat 

conduction. The quantification of, and the mechanisms governing heat m s f e r  in the e d g -  

seals have k e n  extensively studied by Wright and Sullivan (1989b), Fraser et al. (1993) and 

Wright et al. (1994). However, none of the four two dimensional progams in widespread use 

that are specifcaily designed for the andysis of heat loss through window fiames and edge- 

glas account for the two dimensional nature of gas convection or radiative heat transfer 

(BJ3ST , lonsson, 1985; KOBRU86 , Standrien, 1986; FRAME, Enennodal, 1995; Heat2, 

Blomberg, 1995). To account for the incnased local heat transfer due to convection and 

radiation these propams use an ''effective" themai conductivity, Le., they m a t  the sealed 

cavity as though it were Nled with a solid material that is opaque to thermal radiation. The 

minimum temperature near the bottom of the indoor glazing wül be consistently over 

predicted as a rrsult of this simplifieci fil1 gas mode1 (Wright, 1989). 
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Although in the last five yem more advanced models that incorporate convection and 

radiation heat m s f e r  have appeand in the litemture ('Wright. 1989; Curcija. 1992; Smith et 

al., 1993; Curcija and Goss, 1994; Wright and Sullivan, 1995). they still lack some capabilities 

in modeling fenesaation system heat tnnsfer. The drawbacks of these models are briefly 

described below: 

Wright and Sullivan's code is only able to inodel a double pane IGU unit including the 

effect of secondary cells. To model the whole window it needs to be re-coded. It only 

accepts constant temperatures as boundary conditions for the two sheets of giass. 

Curcija and Goss on the other hand present a model that permits the numerical cdculation 

of heat uansfer for the whole window, but it Iacks the capability to model even simple 

solar radiation, secondary cells (near the critical Rayleigh number). more then two cavities 

(inside glazing or frame). and solid materials inside the glazing unit 

Despite a versatile and refined radiation heat aansfer model. which cm simulate radiation 

with blocking surlaces, Smith et d ' s  numerical code. can only model flush mounted 

windows with orthogonal grids. Also. it does not account for either the effect of 

secondary cells near the critical Rayleigh nucnber or for solar radiation. 

One attempt to model three dimensional heat transfer in windows was made by Curcija 

and Goss (199%). but due to computational storage capabilities bey could only mode1 one 
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quaner of the window at a time, thus they needed to make the assumption of a symmetrical 

vertical center line, and still a corne was needed. 

The foliowing statement made by Goss and Curcija (1989) is still valid. They pointed 

out that there are many available computer prognms which might be adapted to model 

window heût transfer including edge and fr;ime effects. These p r o g m s  are capable of 

modeling 2-D or 3-D conduction and convection heat mnsfer. They requin expertise in 

computationd fluid dynamics to do the necessary modifications to mode1 radiation and to 

apply the boundary conditions. The major dnwback of these prograns is their lack of 

flexibility to mode1 convection and radiation together, making these prograns unsuitable for 

modeling and for designing windows. There are some fenesaiition system configurations that 

were modeled using commercids codes, but they can only model the types of fenestrûtion 

systems for which the progrvn wris designed. i.e. they senously Iack flexibility 

To better understand the heat tmnsfer process and the fluid flow structure ui 

fenestntion systems, a review of the mechanis~ns of heat nansfer that occur wiii be discussed 

in the next section. 

2.2 Heat Transfer Mechanisms in Windows 

Al1 three main mechanisms of heat tnnsfer appar in windows, i.e., 
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Convection: 

- between room air and internai window surface; 

- between outside air and extend window surface; 

- inside the IGU unit (air space); and 

- inside existing cavities in seds and h m e ;  

Radiation: 

- between room and surroundings, and the intemal window surface; 

- between surroundings, and external window sufiace; 

- direct and diffuse soIar radiation; 

- inside the IGU unit (air space): and 

- inside existing cavities in seds and fnme; and, 

Conduction: 

- inside glazing, seds and fnme. 

Althougli there exists a great amount of research on convection, radiation, and 

conduction, there is no work which cieals with dl the mechanisms topther resulting in a tool 

capable of simulating or designing windows subjected to mal conditions. In the next section a 

literature review of the n m i n l  convection in slender venicd cavities is given. Convective 

heat m s f e r  coefficients, s o l s  heût gain and short-wave radiation are discussed. Surface 

radiation, long-wave radiation inside cavities and from the surroundings is nviewed. Also, 

the interaction between naturd convection and radiation is presented. 

Due to the impact of convection fill gis on the heat transfer in windows, with 

particular respect to the surface temperature. emphasis in the l i teram nview will be on 
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natural convection in ta11 cavities. This revîew extends the excellent review by Wright and 

Sullivan (1989) 

2.2.1 Natural Convection in a Vertical Slot 

Natud convection heat transfer in cavities is closely tied wlth the fiuid mechanics 

because the rate of the heat transport depends on flow structure. Until now, most of the 

studies in cavity naturd convection dealt with a fixed temperature difference between the side 

walls while the others boundary conditions have k e n  either a specified zero heat flux (ZHF) 

or a linear temperature profile (LTP). 

In pnctice, the temperatures of either of the sidewalls is not uniform and ail walls can 

be made either of high or low conducting matenals. As pointed out by Wright and Sullivan 

(1989a). despite a greeat amount of research in cavities. no single work deds with ai i  the heat 

m s f e r  mechanisrns and boundary conditions that appear in windows and few papers deal 

with conditions of interest in glazing units. Le.. for air and argon N1 gases. a Rayleigh number 

based on width of R U K ~  .2xlo4. Prandtl number. Prz0.71, and an aspect ratio, AS40. 

WhiIe the detemination of overall heat transfer rates across such enclosures does not 

necessarily depend on a prior- knowledge of the flows, it is stili essential that the details of the 

flow field be obtliined. Only then can one gain physical insight into the interactions arnong the 

vvious mechanisms involved in natural convection. such as are important in windows where 
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the fiow must be conmlled. Consequently, it is not surprïsing that much of the emphasïs in 

enclosure nahiral-convection studies is placed not only on the overall heat tmnsfer mes. but 

dso on the flow field and related phenornena such as stability and transition. 

In subsequent subsections the variables that affect NI gas flow and its various flow 

regimes. instability, and mocieling efforts are reviewed. 

2.2.1.1 Two-Dimensional Buoyant Enclosure Flow: Analyses 

In the past eighty yevs naturd convection in vertical cavities has k e n  under study. 

Lamina- buoyant flows in two-dimensional enclosures are the most studied of al1 buoyant 

enclosure flows. Two-dimensiondity greatiy simplifies the analyses, and yet. most of the 

physics involved in p e r d  buoyant enclosure Rows is still retained. 

For rectangular enclosures with aspect ratios A51 and differentirilly heated vertical side 

walls, Ecken and Carlson (1961) and Elder (1965a) measured the temperature and velocity 

fields. On the buis of these observations and the early theoretical ideas of Batchelor (1954) 

refined by Elder (1965a). Gill(1966). Bejan (1979). and Graebel(l981), resulted in the main 

feotures of this flow are understood tociay. Many more solutions. dealing with both insulared 

and perfectly conducting end wails for the verticai slot problem, have been studied by 

numericd methods. Earlier studies reviewed by Wright and Sullivan (1989a). and more Rcent 
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studies by Chair and Korpela (1989) and by Le Queré (1990) are aiso available. Window 

cavity geometry and useful information are depicted in Figure 2.5. 

b 

Figure 2.5: Roblem Domain for the Andysis o f  Natunl Convection in a Vemcal Slot 

If the governing equations for naturd convection in a cavity are cast in non- 

dimensional form. it becomes clear that there are only three parameters that ikscrik the flow. 

These are the Rayleigh Number. R Q , = ~ ~ A T ~ / ~ ~  (i, brsed on width of cavity). the Randtl 

Number. Pr=v/a, and the aspect ratio. A = M .  Batchelor (1954) analyted laminar natural 

convection and was the first to define the conduction and boundary Iayer flow regimes. In 
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accordance with the classification proposed by Eckart and Carlson (1 96 1 ). rdining 

Batchelor's work, three flow regimes can be defined with Pr and A held constant: 

Conduetion regime: if Ral is smaîi. the end regions where the fiow tums around are of 

Iimited extent and a parallel flow exists in the centrai portion of the slot In this region the 

isothem are paral1el to the venical wdls (there is little variation of the fluid temperature 

with height) and the heat is mnsferred mainly by conducrion nom the hot wall to the cold 

walI. 

Boundary Layer Regime: if the Ra, is large enough it leads to the ernergence of 

boundary layen on the vertical sidewalls and a core in the center. In this regime, heat is 

mnsferred primarily by horizontal convection across the ends. The flow in the ends is, 

however, sufficiently cornplex that the mdysis of the flow in the boundary-layer repime is 

still incomplete today (Lee and Korpela, 1983; Fant and J m a n .  1991). 

Transition Regime: for moderate values of Ra1 , between the conduction and boundq 

layer regirnes, the flow is sYd to be in the transition regime. A stable vertical temperature 

gradient develops in the core region of the flow. 

There is another distinct flow regime lyinp between the conduction regime and 

msition regime for a aven aspect ratio. It is characterized by regularly spaced multiceiiular 

flow in the core region caused by a hydrodynamic instability, Le., a steady secondaty flow (see 

Figure 2.6) as reported by several reseûrchers (Elder, 1965a; Vesti and Arpaci. 1969; Korpela. 
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1974 and Seki et al., 1978a and L978b) who @OZllltd visualization txpahcnts. These 

secondary ah gain tbeir enagy fhm tbe s&u benvan the two coiinter-flowing stccams. 

Figue 2.6: Secondary &Ils in Air, A = 20. a) Ra = 3.55 x IV, b) Ra = 7.10 x ld, 
C )  Ra = 7.81 x ld, d) Ra = 8.52 x 103, e) Ra = 1.07 x 104, f) Ra = 1.42 x 10'. 

g) Ro = 1-78 x 10'. Based on dPta b m  Korpela et al. (1982). 

This secondary flow consists of ~tguiar "cat's eyd' pattern of transverse, stationary 

cells within the core of the base fiow - with the flow in each cell rotating in the sarne direction 



as the base flow. These cens do not ziffect the overall heat transfer much, since most of the 

energy is triuisfemd Ui the end regions away fiom the cells. Figure 2.7 shows the local 

Nusselt Number (denoted Nu(y)) based on the heit fiux at the w a m  vertical wail. in the 

conduction regime, when Ra, is sufficiently mail (see ~u=3.55xld) ,  Nu(y)=l except near the 

end wds.  When Ra increases, the rate of heat vûnsfer increases (except in the top of the 

cavity) and secondary cells appear in the micicile portion of the cavity as indicated by the 

waves in the Cumes- 
1.0 

y/h 

0 - 8  

Figure 2.7: Local Nusselt ~umber', Nu(y(y), for A=20, With and Without the Presence of 

Secondary Cells. 

For oil at certain values of Ra countermtating cells (tertiary cells) were found in the 

regions between the secondary cells (Elder, 1965a; de Vahl Davis and Mallison. 1975; Seki cf 

Biucd on Data from Korpch et al. (1982). 
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al.. 1978a and b: Chen and Thmgam. 1985; WakitanÏ, 1994). The temary œlls are not 

expecied for conventional windows in the range of the design conditions and arc sketched in 

Figure 2.8. 

Figure 2.8: Sketch of Secondary and Tertiary Flows7. 

Seved authors (Lee and Korpela, 1983; Roux et al., 1979 and 1980; Lawiat, 1980; 

de Vahl Davis, 1986; Litopoulos and Blythe. 1990) have show that the cat's eye regime 

base on the work of Scki cr al. (19781) 
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c m  ody be observed in air-filled cavities at aspect ratios Iarger than a criticai value, between 

11 and 15. In air, steady cat's eyes appear for small critical values of the Ra[. These have 

k e n  observed by many researchers, for instance, Vest and Arpaci (1969). However, as many 

people have noted. these cat's eyes becom unsteady upon increasing Raf (Lauriat and 

Desnyaud. 1985a; Pipûtel and Marcillat, 1986; Chikhaoui et al., 1988a). This fact is not 

explained by linear stability theory for two-dimensionai base flows, and has not been observed 

numencally either, except perhaps by Polezhev er al. (Le Qued, 1990) in a very ta11 cavity. 

Fuxthermore, the existence of a reverse transition fi-om a rnulticeltular to monocelluIar 

flow when increasing the value of the Rar has been s h o w  by Roux et al. (1979 and 1980) and 

Le Queré (1990) by numerical solutions. This is due to the increasing infïuence of the 

stabilizing tempenture gradient in the core, which also leads to a boundary layer type flow 

structure. Expenmental evidence is. ho wever, sri11 controversid. Some authors have reported 

the return to steady monocellular convection (Pignatel and Marcillrt, 1986; Chikhaoui et ul.. 

1988a) while others, for instance Laurist and Desrayaud (1985). never saw such a retum and 

generally report an increasingly chaoac motion. 

Lee and Korpela (1983) mention that, in some cases, the number of cells depends on 

the initial condition which sugpsts the possible existence of multiple solutions. k Queré 

(1990) has shown that the retum to the unicellular flow structure is more complex than 

previously analyzed. The number of cells decreases step by step. and each change in the 



number of cells is chuacterized by hysteresis, which corroborates the findings of Lee and 

Korpela (1 983). 

In order to explain the appearance of unsteady cat's eyes. Thangam and Chen (1986) 

and Lauriat and Demyaud (19853. argued that steadiness exisrs only if the odd-syrnmetry of 

the problem is maintained. Any breaking of his odd-symmetcy, such as that resulting fiom 

variation of the thennophysicd propenies with temperature, would inevitably result in 

unsteady perturbations. Others, such as Chikhaoui et al. (1988b) have invoked three- 

dimensional effects. Nyata and Busse (1983). Chait and Korpela (1989), and Le Quer6 

(1990) have showed that two-dimensional secondvy flows can became unstable when 

disturbed. 

Al1 these discrepancies between experimentûl observations. numerical computations. 

and results from linear and nonlinex stability theory indicate that the understanding of 

convection in ta11 cavities is not yet complete (Le Queré. 1990). 

The nature of flow in the conduction and boundary Iayer regïmes. with attempts to 

predict the critical Rayleigh number, Ru,, at which hydrodynmic instability causes the onset 

of secondary fiow have ken  studied by Birikh et al. (1968). Gill and Davey (1968). Vest and 

Arpaci (1969). Gill and Kirkhan (1 970). Han (197 1). Unny (1972). Korpela et al. (1973). 

Hollands and Konick (1973), Korpela (1974). Clever and Busse (1977). Bergholz (1978). 

Seki er of. (197th and b) and Choi and Korpela (1980). These predictions (for Pr = 0.71) fall 



in a rclatively nmow band. ranging fmm Ra,= 5,595 (Vest and Arpaci. 1969) to Ruc = 7.827 

( ü ~ y .  1972) for luge aspect ratios. Vest and Arpaci (1969) made a visual masurement at 

Ra, = 6,177 f 618 for A = 33. HoIlands and Konick (1973) used a calorimevic method to 

determine Ra, and reported RU, = 7.860 I 363 for A = 44. 

From the stability analysis results of Bergholz (1978) it can be stated that in the 

conduction regime the heat vansfer across the slot deceases as the aspect ratio is reduced. 

and achieves a minimum when mulricellular flow fust stppepears. Based on this same work a 

correlation was determined by Korpela et al. (1982) to relate aspect ratio to the criticai 

Rayleigh number RU, when such a minimum occurs, and is piven by 

M e n  the Rayleigh number becomes sufficiently high, an enclosure flow undergoes 

transition to turbulent fiow. The vansition process hûs k e n  documented experimentaily by 

study of Elder (1965b) for natuml convection in vertical enclosures with 10 c A c 30 and high 

Pr fluids (Pr = 1000). 

As pointed out by Wright (1989) for high aspect ratio window cavities the flow moves 

from the conduction regime directly into the seconday flow or the turbulent regime as Ra  
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increases. Neither laminu transition nor Ivninx boundvy layer flows are unlikely to exist. 

Figure 2.9 gives a better understand of this chmcter of the flow. 

Figure 2.9: Convective Flow Regimes for Window cavities8. 

The boundaries suggested by Yin et 01. (1978) to delimit the laminar flow regïmes are 

s h o w  dong with the line of slope = -113 above indicating the expected onset of turbulent 

flow. A h  show is that the region of aspect ratios applicable to windows (A 2 40 and Rai c 

1.2 x lo4) together with the line representing the onset of secondvy cells, given by Korpela et 

al. (1982). According to Wright (1989), for conventional double glazed windows (12.7 m 

edge-seais). when air (Rur c 6.6 x 10)) or argon (Ra, < 8.25 x 10" is used the motion of the 

fmm the work of Wright (1989) 
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fili gas will be laminar and f'ree of seconduy cells under most conditions. Aiso. window 

designers avoid the presence of turbulence because it only augments heat loss, thenfore. it 

will be not considered in this work. 

2.2.1.2 Two-Dimensional Buoyant Enclosure Flow: Experirnental Studies 

Ever since the work of Elder (196Sa and 1965b) on the details of flow field in vemcal 

rectmplar enclosures. expenmentiil snidies on a vviety of essentiaiiy two-dimensiond 

enclosures have received rnuch attention. These studies serve two important functions. One 

is to provide heat transfer dan for pngmaticdly imponant enclosures. for example. 

correlations as functions of Rayleigh and Prmdtl numbers and other geomeaical parameters. 

etc.. The other is to serve as a complement to asymptotic, numencd. and stability andyses, 

either to provide a means to vdidate tliem or to fumish proper physical insight to guide them. 

It is clear that for the latter purpose. detailed velocity and temperature measurements are aiso 

needed. 

Many expenmentai techniques are availabIe to study buoyant enclosure fîow. A 

review of these techniques hûs k e n  @en by Hoogendoom (Yang. 1987). Known heat 

transfer data and their correlations for various two-dimensional enclosures. among others. 

have k e n  compiled by Raithby and Hollands (1985). The extensiveness of this compilation 

attests to the recent interest in buoyant enclosure flows. Yang (1987) observes that there 

exisa considerable scatter among the data. This scatter poses a probkm in that these data 
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cannot appropriately be used to vaiïdate comsponding analytical and numericd solutions. 

Most of this problem cm k mced to the difficulty of conuoliïng the thermai boundary 

conditions at the enclosure walls (EISherbiny et ai.. 1982b; Zhong er al.. 1983). In the 

anal ysis. diffe~ntially heated rectangular enclosures an treated as having either adiabatic or 

perfectly conducting horizontai walls. Unfortunately, both of these conditions are very 

difficult to achieve in the laboratory, and the actual horizontal-wall conditions lie somewhere 

between adiabatic and perfectly conducting (Zhong et of., 1983). 

Only few correlations (Peck et PI., 195 1; Batchlor, 1954; Eckext and Carlson. 196 1; 

Emery, 1963; Raithby er al ., 1977; ElSherbiny et al., l982a) for the average heat flux over the 

vertical cavity wall (expressed as a Nusselt number. Nu = Ntï(Ra .Pr. A))  c m  be applied to 

windows. The comlations proposed by EISherbiny et al. (1982a) are the most used in 

window computationai codes because these are based on a well established experimental 

procedure canied out over a very wide range of Rayleigh number, Ra. and aspect ratio. A. 

2.2.1.3 Two-Dimensional Natural Convection in Enclosures with Partitions 

Panitions in enclosures are used to modify the heat mander by naturaI convection. 

conduction, or radiation and are used in the design of windows. and solar collectors. Despite 

their importance for windows design. IittIe attention has been given to investigations of heat 

transfer within tall enclosures containhg partitions. More attention has been given to square 

enclosures. Chung et al. (1995) provide a good review of partiaiiy divided square enclosures. 



while Kan@ et al. (1995) presents a review in enclosures completely divided with single and 

multiple diathemai pdtions. 

For completely pdtioned slender venicai cavities where the aspect ratio of the cavity. 

A. is bigger than 10 the= q p e v s  to be no references in the literature. and there are only a few 

for pYeally patitioned enclosures, for instance. the works of Nowak and Novak (1994) and 

Proben and Ward (1974). Also. there are onIy a few works for aspects ratios in the range 1 

to 10: 1) for a piutiaily divided cavity. Bejan (1982). Ciafdo and Kmyimnis (199 1); 2) for a 

single vertical partition: Nakamura et al. (1984). and Tong and Gemer (1986). Nishimura et 

al. (1987a). Ciafdo and Kmyiannis (1991). Zhang et al. (1991), and Kungni et ai. (1991) 

and, for inclined enclosure Tsang and Achvya (1981), and. Acharya and Tsang (1985); and, 

3) for a vemcal partition including double partition: Anderson and Bejan (1981) and including 

multiple partition. Jones (1980). Nishirnun et al. (1987b, 1989. 1990). and. Kan@ et al. 

(1995). 

Table 2.2 gives an overview of the literature for completely partitioned enclosures. 

The results of the studies for completely divided vertical enclosure show that heat aansfer 

rates through the system with partitions decreases with increasing number of partitions. The 

boundary conditions in these studies consisted of two isothermal vertical bounding walls and 

two adiabatic horizontal bounding walls and a partition equally spaced h m  the walls. 

Anderson and Bejan (1981) studied enclosures with a singe partition analytically. Their snidy 

was in the bounduy-layer regime and the effect of the conductance through the partition was 
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supposed to k ncgiigible. 'Ibey c o u  theu muits apaimntally Psmg an wclosiae 

with a double partition. The experimcntal ~csults mie comlaîed to obtah a heat ainsfet 

relation between the two ends. niis comlation was proportional to (l+lQodl whae N is the 

number of partitions. Achaxya and Tsang (1985) bave studicd incluisd cndosuxcs with a 

centrally located partition using a finite diffc~tncc procedure. The effkct of an off-anter 

partition on naairal convection heat transfer has also bcen reportai by Tsang and Acharya 

(1984)- Nihimura et al. (1987b) and Kan@ et d (1991). Nishunm et al. (1987a. 1987b, 

1988. 1990) have used a bounàary-layer solution and confimied thtir nsults eqmimcntaily 

for the case of an enclosure with an off'ntcr partition as mii as with quidistant muitiple 

partitions. They also txtended their study to the non-bouadary-lap rcgime ninierically. 

Nishùnura et al. (1988) showed that the isothamal p ~ t i o n  mode1 was not suitable for 

multiple partitions and they denved a comlation for heat transfer beween the two ends. This 

correlation was proportional to (1+~)" in the boundary-layer ngùne wherc the boundary- 

layer thickness is Smaller than the half-width of each cclL The effects of heat transfier and 

conductivity have k n  snidied n d d y  by Kan@ et al. (1991, 1995) for verrical 

partitions with finite thickness operating in both the boundary-laya and the non-boundary- 

layer regimes. Although Kan@ et al. (1995) dcrivtd a Nusselt nurnber comlation as a 

function of the Rayleigh number Ru, aspect ratio A, conductivity k, wall thickncss C, partition 

number N, and inclination angle 6, it is valid oniy for aspect ratios between 1 to 5. 



-- 

Authors 

Anderson and Bejan 1981 
 nak ka mura et al. 1984 
f Tsang and Aciiarya 1984 

- 

1  chm ma and Tsang 1985 
l~ong and Gemer 1986 

l~ishimura et al. 1990 

1 Zhang et al. 1991 
1 Ciafalo and Karayiannis 1991 

- - - -- - 

1 ~angni  et al. 1995 

air 
air 

Note 1 
air 

water 
water 
water 
water 

air 
air 
air 
air 

Notation: HT = heat transfer; CF = convechive flow; A = cavity aspect ratio; 
k = conductivity; C = wail ttiiclnrss; N = piutîtion number; = inclination angle. 

Note 1: Fluids for which the Boussinesq approximation is valid 

Table 2.2: A O v e ~ e w  of the Limaturc for Compleely Partitioncd Enclosures. 

The works of Zhang et aL(1991) for a comphtly dividcd enclosure, and Robert and 

Ward (1974) and Nowak and Novak (1994). for partially dividcù cnclosmes, deseme a 

paragraph aïone because they rcprcsent vertical partition applications in venical cavities which 

cm be directly applied to double g l d  windows. Zhang et al. (1991) documenteci the 

thermal insulation effkct of a screen mnalled inside a verticai mctangular enclosure. The 

screen is a venetian blind system made out of horizontal mips that can be rotatcd. Their focus 

was on the closed position, where the strips aimost touch. The effect of this pcrmeabk saeen 
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on convective flow and o v d  heat tiansfg was &fcrmind numcncaUy. nie study shows 

that there is a ceihg (critical) conductance for air Ieakage throua oit saeen above whidi the 

screen does not cause a signifïcant drop in o v d  hcat transfa rate Nowak and Novak 

(1994) studied numerïcally the nature of the convdve fîow and the heat tmnsfa in a ta11 

vertical air-f'ïUed enclosun: with two small vertical partitions, with aspect ratios up to 45, 

locateù in the middle of the horitontai wds.  They show that under ce& conditions, a sniall 

glass partitions may appreciably supprcss the ptak of hcat-tramfer ncar the top and bottom 

walls. If the window is prone to condensation, this couid lead to the possible eiimination of 

condensation formation Nice the sircface edge-seal 4 the sash) temperature was greater than 

the temperature at the edge-glass- Robert and Ward (1974) reported experimental results m 

an assembly sirnilar to that presenteâ by Nowak and Novak (1994) for aspect ratios of 18 and 

36. The heat transfer rate was rcduced up 25% for El/h=6, were H is the height of the cave  

and h is the height of the partition. 

Table 2.3 shows a npresentative compilation of shuiies for partially divided 

enclosures- 
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2.2.1.4 Interaction Between Radiation and Natural Convection 

In the previous section it was pointed out that buoyancy-driven natural convection in 

differentially heated upright cavities has been extensively studied experimentaily. analytïcally, 

and numericaliy in order to p i n  a better undentanding of the goveming processes. Although 

the main focus of most studies has been on buoyancy driven flow and other modes of heat 

msfer ,  O ther interactions with the intemal convection have usually no t k e n  considered. 

though there have been some studies for combined radiation and natural convection. 

When an enclosure is filled with a gas (with or without absorbing and scattenng 

particles). radiation egects become important even in the m p  of the window design 

temperature differences of order of 40°C. Radiation effects cm be either passive (non- 

participating medium) or active (pmicipating medium). 

The cûlculation of mdiative mnsfer in multidimensiond enclosures is not a simple task 

and is often complicated by the use of redistic specmù models. A comprehensive review up 

to 1986 on the interaction between naturd convection and an active gas medium for an 

enclosure flow has been given by Yang (1986). Most studies have k e n  done for an active 

medium with black boundvies (Zhong et al., 1987; Webb and Viskanta. 1987a and 1987b: 

Nmghi  and Kassemi. 1988; Dnoui cr O&.. 1988 and 1991; Yücel. 1989; Fusegi and Farouk 

1989, 1990; Fusegi et al., 1991; Yücel et ut., 1989; Behnia et al., 1990; Tan and Howell; 

1991; Zenouszi md Yener, 1992; Castellano et of., 1992) and, as a lirniting case, for a passive 
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medium. except for the works of Tm and HoweiI (1991). Zenouszi and Yener (1992) and 

Castellano et al. (1992). that treated the case of gray boundaries. An extensive review of 

methods used to solve the radiative transport equrtion (RTE) for multidimnsional pomemes 

in participating media is given by Viskanta and Menguc (1987) and Modest (1993). After the 

review of Modest (1993) new works have been published (SSichez and Smith, 1992; Lobo 

and Emery, 1992 and 1993; Siegel ancl Spuckler, 1993; Menm and Lee, 1993; Menan et al., 

1993; Chai et ul., 1994a, 1994b, 1994c and 1994cI; Fiveland and Jessee, 1994 and 1995; 

Hriidekker et al., 1994; Sinchez et al., 1994; Ehlen and Smith, 1994; Shawn et al., 1994; 

Maryama and Aihara. 1995). 

In dl these works ndiation is foiinci to play an important and sometimes major role in 

the heat transfer and fl uid pmcesses- directiy through absorption and emission process within 

the fluid. This effect may be negligibly small, for exmple if the fluid is dry (or fairly dry) air 

or a monatomic gas. Radiation m y  also have an effect on the temperature field indirecùy by 

affecting the solid bounduies. In a mulu-pane window. radiation is msmirted and absorbed 

by the boundaries and may have a stronpr influence on the convective flow patterns than 

expected because of the inherent coupling in natural convection between the themai field and 

the flow field through buoyancy effects. The interaction between radiation and naturai 

convection in vertical slow and enclosures filled with a non-participating fluid has not received 

as much attention as for a pariicipating medium (Balaji and Venkateshan. 1994a). The effect 

of surface radiation exchange for gray boundvies with no heat sources (solar radiation). has 
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been treated by m o n  and Viskanu (1976). Asako and Nakamura (1982). Kun and Viskanta 

(1984). Han et ai. (1986), Wright (1989), E n g e h  and Jamnia (1991). Curcija (1992). 

Smith et al. (1993) and Bdaji and Venkateshûn (1993. 1994a and 1994b. a d  1995). Cases 

with heat sources and semi-transparent surfaces have been investigated by Behnia and de Vahi 

Davis (1990), and Hutchinson and Stefurak (1995). 

Al1 of the aforementioned invesugations treated the effects of radiation on a fluid 

bounded by differentidly heated wdls with a few including the effect of an extemal source. 

None of thcm deals with the effects for an extemal source with more than one cavity (e.g.. 

windows with more the two glazin'ng panes) and/or intemal specular surfaces to solar radiation 

or long-wave ndiation. 

2.2.1.5 lndoor Convective Film Coefficient 

Although indoor heat transfer coefficients are affected by the nature of the boundary 

layer, which in tum is snongly influenceci by surface pometry, temperature gradient and the 

flow outside of the boundary layer. most solutions are based on simplified boundary 

conditions which are approximations for fenestration systems. This is also valid for the 

outside heat transfer coefficients. 

Current correlations for the convective heat transfer coefficient corne fiom studies of 

Iaminar naturai convection over a short isothermal flat phte. They are used in al1 the 
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computationd models for both enera cdculation in buildings and heat transfer calculations 

through fenestration systems. These correlations are unsatisfactory when used to detennine 

the surface tempentures. because they do not reflect the local heat msfer  at the e d p  of 

glass and in the fnme regions which are relevant for the prediction of condensation potential. 

In spite of m n y  works done in the past for flow over ûn isothermai flat plate. for 

example. the expenmentai work of Wilkes and Petenon (1938). the comlation of McAdams 

(1956), the analyticallnumerical work of Osoach (1952). the expenmentai work of Min et al. 

(1956). the simplified empincd correlation of Le Fevre (Ede. 1967). and the numerical 

solution of Manin (1984). only a few works have k e n  done for non-isothemai flat plates. for 

instance. Raithby and Hoiiands (1975). Perhaps the only attempt to obtain correlations for 

isothermal walls with steps were mûde by Curcija and Goss (1993). who give a best pess 

correlation for realistic boundary conditions: at least it represents a better assumpaon than 

that of a vertical flat plate. 

Studies that considered two-dimensionai natural convective endosure flow with 

naturd convection at one or both of the outside surfaces of the cavity are as follows: 

Spmow and Prakash (1981) modeied a square enclosure in which one surface is cooled by an 

extemal boundary layer flow and the other is maintained isothermal; Marballi et al. (1984) 

investigated a tall enclosure with uniform heat transfer coefficient on both outside surfaces; 

Varapaev (1987) also considered a uniform convective fi coefficien~ Yeoh et al. (1989) 
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reponed a mode1 which included a venicdly vaying convection coefficient on one surface; 

Curcija (1992) examineci varying convection coefficients on both surfaces; and. Smith et al. 

(1993) described a mode1 that uses a constant heat transfer coefficient on both extemal 

surfaces or a vaxying fiùn coefficient on the indoor side. In dl these studies the indoor nIm 

coefficient used was for a vertical Bat plate. except the work of Cunija (1992). which used a 

heat transfer coefficient that takes in to account the steps at the window frame's si11 and head. 

To conclude. the flat plate assumption is fairly redistic for the @ass outside the edp- 

dm region. For the case of h;imes, and for the edge-glass region, the flat plate assumption 
L 

does not apply and care has to be tnken when reaching conclusions conceming local heat 

fluxes, or surface temperatures. Also. there is some controveny about the nature of the flow 

inside a room; it is genedly assumed Inrninnr but it is in reality usually turbulent and unsteady. 

Unfonunately, there are no detailed works which could be used to characterize the air 

movement inside such rooms new fenestration systems under typical conditions. 

2.2.1.6 Exterior Convective Film Coefficient 

The extenor Nm coefficient is i n  important issue for window performance. Until the 

relatively recent emeqence of high tliennal resistance windows in the market the extenor film 

coefficient had an important role to play in nighttime U-factor. Even for the newer generation 

of windows the exterior film coefficient does not become unimportant until the window 



reaches a thermal resistance smdler than the range 1.4 to 1.8 ( m 2 ~  (Yatdanian and 

Klems, 1994). 

Yazdmian and Klems (1994) pointed out h m  a careful s w e y  of the literatwe on 

exterior tiùT1 coefficients by Furler er d. (1988) that there exists as many as 14 sets of 

equations for predicting the external convective film coefficient, with wide variations between 

predictions. Extenor film coefficients have been based on labontory meastuemenu. cornputer 

simulations, or measureinents on a medium-rise building. There is great ambipity and 

disagreement in these studies, as well as inconsistency in their application, most notably in 

their definition of free-stream wind speed. 

The methods used to estimate exterior convective film coefficients are technically 

unsatisfactory (Yauianim and Klems 1994). For many yeus. ASHRAE. and most energy 

balance computational codes have adopted the standard fün coefficient proposed by Rowley 

and Ecklzy (1932). of approxiinntely 3 1 w/(~'K) after radiative heat tnnsfer is removed, and 

assuming a 6.7 in/s wind. This value is based on wind-tunnel measurements and this free- 

Stream wind speed was interpreted by ASHRAE as the ambietzr wind speed obtuined from 

wvuthcr data. Lokmanhekim (1975), as pan of an ASHRAE cornmittee, presented a set of 

equations based on Ito and Kimun. (1972) "sixth floor" model. The equations corne €rom 

measurements of a sixth floor medium-rise building. This model predicts a convective film 

coefficient value of 25 w/(~'K) at a 6.7 mls wind which is lower than the ASHRAE standard 
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from Rowley and Eddey (1932). In 1977 Kimun presented a set of equations summuizing 

Ito and Kimun's (1972) rneasurements made at the founh fioor of the same medium-rise 

building. Yazdanian and Klems (1994) )4)ved nt an experimental mode1 for windows in low- 

rise buildings which correlates the diEerence in temperatures between the exterior @ass 

surface and the ambient in the natural convection region and with the site wind speed in the 

forced convection region. They have shown that the exterior film coefficient decreases. and 

has a weaker wind dependence, with the decreasing height of the building. 

Although the new correlation of Yazdanian and Klems (1994) d l  dlow a more 

accurate predictions of iJ-frtcrL~.-s for low-rise buildings, conaibuting to a more precise 

calculation of window energy use in residentid buildings and providing better information for 

developin~ window energy ntings. it will be inaccurate for predicting local surface 

temperatures in fenesmtion systems because the correlation predicts an average heat transfer 

coefficient It is important to know the local heat transfer coefficient principally at the e d p  

seals or steps in the window frame where it will differ greatly from the average film 

coefficient, as demonstrated by Curcija and Goss (1995b) in a numerical solution. for a typical 

wood casernent window with constant tempenture. Curcija and Goss (1995b) report a 

convective heat transfer correlation for outdoor surfaces (vertical and horizontal) for a laminar 

free-stream fiow (perpendicular to the vertical surfaces). Therefore. care has to be taken 

when using their correlations since they might ais0 be a function of Biot number (wall 

conductivity), surface tempenture, and free-stream direction. To reinfora this point, Abu- 
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Mulaweh et al. (1993 and 1994) pnsenttd nsults for mt8sulitlllcnts aad calculations in a 

buoyancy assistai and opposed laminrr flow ova a backwd-facing step. This showed the 

effects of axial conduction in the LCCiZCuiation region whert the sssumption of constant heat 

flow boundary condition was not valid, showing diJcrrpancits betwecn computational and 

experimtntal rcsults when the axiai conduction was not considend 

Only a few sadies have considered the interaction bctween the two dimensional 

natufal convective flow inside an enclosure f o d  by two gIass panes with extami 

convective boundary conditions. Behnîa et al. (1985a 1985b) examïned the case of an 

isothennal indoor pane whüe the other pane had heat loss due to radiation and convection. 

Curcija (1992) examined varying convection coefficients on both surf's using a heat transfer 

coefficient that takes into account the steps at the window hmc's head and di. Smith et ai. 

(1993) described a mode1 that used a constant heat transfer cotfticicnt on the ouuide surface 

and either a uniform, or a varying, nIm coefficient on the iadoor si&. 

The conclusion for outdoor fenestmtion system sufkccs is similar to that for insi& 

surfaces: the plate averaged correlations based on txpcrimcntal results art faLly realistic for 

the glass outside of the edge-glas region and vertical surfaces, but do not appîy for to 

the m e  horizontal swfacts or the edge-glas region. ibis means that carc has to taken 

when conclusions relateci to local heat fluxes, or swlfacc f~mptraturcs, an made for thcse 

regions of fenestxation system 
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2.2.1 -7 Condensation Potential : Prediction of Surface Temperatures 

The conuol of condensation on windows is important kcause it not ody impairs 

visibility but cm also deterionte sash, f m e ,  and sill as well as the intenor finish and the 

supporting wall (Rousseau 1988). When the temperature of a surface fds  below the dew 

point of the inside air in its vicinity moisture will condense on the surface. Air leakage affects 

both the glass surface tempenture and the local relative humidity. Air leakag can either 

make condensation worse. mmikes it better, or makes no difference, depending on the window 

design, the application. and the boundvy conditions (air temperatures. humidity. wind speed. 

presence or absence of insolation. etc.). Knowing the surface temperature of the gIazing. sash 

and frame is cntical to condensation control. The surface tempenture in al1 cases analyzed in 

this work. does not include air le'akage effects. 

Although condensation potential increases enerm consumptïon (due to latent loads), 

reduces occupant comfon and indoor air quality (fmm presence of bacteria and rnold), and 

produces structural damap. little work has been done to pndict condensation potential using 

numerical methods (Curcija and Goss, 1994 McGowan. 1995; Wright. 1995). 

2.2.1.8 Thermal Stresses in the Glass: Prediction of Surface Temperatures 

Themai stresses, leading to thennd bnakage. are another source of concern in the 

design of glazing systems. They are caused by temperature diffaences between the edps and 
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middle of a light of giass. The condition of the glvs pane wiil smngly influence the breaking 

stress of the pane (Brown and Rubeq. 1988). B q  (1995) points out that today's thermal 

performance glazings require more attention to maintain good glass edge qudity. Thermal 

stress can be significant when the heated centrai m a  of a p l s s  pane approaches about 30" C 

hotter than the edge. 

2.3 Closure 

As pointed out in previous sections. most fenesmtion thermal performance models are 

concemed with one-dimensional k a t  rrmsfer through the centrai portion of the glazing with 

adjustrnents made to include the effects of the e d p  spacer and frame heat msfer. A iimited 

number of two-dimensional models have been developed in the p s t  seveml years to improve 

this analysis. These models, however. do not hlly represent the two dimensional natural 

convection and gray body radiation heat ~ n s f e r  in the @anne cavity. The development of 

improved insulatinp glûung units has indicated the necessity for improvement in the fnme and 

edge-gloss thermal performances. Also, the development of a unifonn system for rating 

window energy efficiency, resulting in a window labeling system, affects window design. As a 

result of advances in technology and the window labeling system two-dimensional and three- 

dimensional hert transfer models are needed to provide a mon complete understanding of the 
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heat transfer processes in windows and provide a method to reduce the nurnber of expensive 

experimentai tests. 

The next chapters will present the mathematicai and numencal formulations for the 

development of a 2-D mode1 capable of handling more realistic boundary conditions - e.g., 

soliu radiation, long-wave radiation, and convection with variable temperatures at the walls 

and radiative heat mnsfer inside the cavities. 



-- 

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION - MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

The definition of the heat msfer problem in windows is presented in this chapter. At 

the extemal sunaces of the window, Figue 3.1. (both indoor and outdoor). convection and 

radiation heat transfer occur simuItaneously, while in window cavities (fnrne and glazinp 

cavities), depending on the intensity of the air movement, convection or radiation can prevail. 

In the solid portions of the window system (glazing layers, e d g .  and frame construction 

elements) and srnail enclosed air spaces, where air motion is suppressed, oniy conducàon 

OCC un.  

Radiant Heat Transfer 
From Room and Surrounds 
to Window Surface 

Outside lnside 

Figure 3.1 : Representation of the Widow systeml 

' taken from NRC, 1988. "Windows Performance and New Technology". in Roccedings of Building Science Insight '88. 
National Rcscwch Council Canada, 

57 
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3.1 Physical Model and Assumptions 

The window system2 shown in Fig. 3.1 contists of: 

double glawig; 

spacer; 

h e ;  

portion of wall (necessary for the walls to be adiabatic). 

These components form the region of interest. The heat transfer h m  the Uiside 

surroundings at tempenture Ti, to outside surroundings at temperature T., will be analyzed. 

The gas filled double pane window shown in Figure 3.1 has its third dimension (not 

shown in the figure) horizontai. nomial to the plane of the paper. and much longer than the 

width of the cavity (spacer bar), so that a two-dimensional fiow is assumed to exist in a high 

aspect ratio. rectangular cavity surrounded by a vertical @ass wall and space bar (horizontal 

w al1 s) . 

Al1 the walls are stationuy and impermeable; the no slip conditions exists at them. 

The glazing system is imperfectly transparent to radiation (Le., some absorption of radiation 

may occur) and the frame components are opaque to radiation with convection. radiation and 

2 Wimdows with more th;m two panes ore connmaed similarly and dl ihe unmipions made hem ut still valid. 
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conduction energy exchanges with the surroundings occurring on window outside sunaces. 

The top and bottom wdls are opaque to radiation. 

Although one of the ultimate goals of the research is to predict the potential for 

condensation of a window the effects of condensation/evaporation and air infiltration are not 

considered in this work. Even though different mixed convective ngimes on window surfaces 

are possible. naturd convection on inside surfaces and forced convection on outside surfaces 

are geenerally assurned as the appropriate conditions. Therefore, both natural convection. on 

the indoor window surfaces and within the glazing cavity; and forced, wind driven, convection 

heat m s f e r  on the outdoor window surfaces are used in al1 cases considered in the foilowinp 

chrtpters. 

It is assumed that the confined fluid is Newtonim and that the Boussinesq 

approximation is valid (Leonard and Reizes, 1979). Ail surfaces are taken to be gray diffuse 

reflectors and emitters of long-wave radiation (may be specular in case of a closed rectangular 

cavity) and the confined gas is assumed to be ndiatively passive. 

The radiation model is a two-band model: shon and long wave. This implies that 

emission from the sudaces of the cavity is "long-wave" radiation and that solar radiation Û 

"short-wave". If one or more of the glass panes an specoally selective a spectd solar 

radiation model (shon wave) m y  be used to account for sharp changes in the radiation 

propenies with the wave length. 
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3.2 Mathematical Model 

In this section the goveming differentid equations and boundary conditions, for the 

window system as posed in section 3.1, are presented. The equations are written in ternis of 

the primitive variables, namely, local velocity components. pressure and temperature. 

When viscous dissipation in the eneqy equation is neglected the governing differential 

equations for Newtonian and incompressible nuid. with constant properties except in the 

formulation of the buoyancy tem3, can be written in Cartesian coordinates as: 

continuity: 

momentum: 

3 Ltonard and Rcizcs (1979) exmincd ihc ~znmrption of consmi nuid popenies and danonsintcd iu validity for cases whcm the 
icrnpemure variafion is  l e s  rh;rn 10% of ihc mcan (ahsalutc) icmpniure. 
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energy: 

where. p, p, p, g, c, and P are the density, viscosity, coefficient of themai expansion. gravity. 

constant-pressure specific heat and conducrivity, respectively: r is the time; x. y are the 

Cartesian coordinates; u. v are the velocity cornponents: T is the temperature; P&(T - F) is 

the buayancy forcdunit volume in the y direction where T = (' + ') ; and Tc are the 
2 

temperatures at the hot wall and cold wall. respectively; s is the source tem. and the ongin 

of the coordinates (x, y) is placed at the most lower left corner of the fenestratïon system with 

grwity in the -y direction. Pr,  the kinematic pressure. cirives the flow. It is obtained from the 

foiiowing expression p(y)  = p, - JOy P ~ ) R &  + P, 

The above set of equations and boundvy conditions are applied to the portions inside 

of the frame and glaUng cavities. The velocity boundvy conditions are: 
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On the solid portions of the window system heat ûansfer is govemed only by the 

modifieci energy equation since the velocity components are zero. and therefore momentum 

and continuity equations no Iongr needed to be solved. The energy equation becomes: 

energy: 

The tempenture boundary conditions are denved from the energy balance at the surfaces. 

The top and bottom portion of the window are adiabatic. so the boundary conditions 

are: 

- - I l ,  = O  

The energy balance at the oiitside siirfüces of the window may be written as: 

where, h, is the convective heat mnsfer coefficient; h, is the radiation heat transfer coefficient; 

ar is the absorptivity. and q is the ndiative flux. The superscript s refer to short-wave, and 

the subscripu, eff, O and surf. refer effective. outside and surface. respectively. 
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A simïlitr energy balance on the inside surface of the window kads to 

where. E and o are the emissivity and the Stefan-Bolman constant, respectively. The 

superscript I and the subscript itt refer CO long-wave and inside, respectively. 

The energy balance at the surface of the cavities between glazing panes yields 

q' is the long wave radiative flux incident on the surface. 

For other cavities in the fnme the energy bdance is 

-k (a:, - ") + .ri.[ - - Zrf = 0 
=rf 

After the radiative fluxes have ken determined, the temperatures of the boundaries 

cm be cdculated from equations (3.8) to (3.11) which couple the intemal radiative and 

convective heat transfers. These equations olso relate the intemal convection and radiation 

hansfers to the extemal convection a d  radiation energy transfers at the surroundings. 



The long wave radiation heat ansfer occuning in the glazïng cavity cm k descnbed 

using the Radiosity Mamx Method for detemÿning radiation exchange in an enclosure (Siegel 

and Howell, 198 1). The incident long-wave radilitive heat flux denoted by the superscnpt 1, at 

any surface j of the cavity c m  be written as 

in which J '  is the ndiosity: 

where the ~ : - k  is the specular exchange factor between j and k, which accounts for radiation 

p ing  fiom surface j to surface k diredy and by ÛU possible specular (mirror-like) reflections 

and pr'k is the diffuse reflectance of surface k. When the surfaces of the enclosure do not 

specularly reflect radiation, the specular exchange factors E',4 reduce to the usual view factor 

(configuration factor) #j.k . Metliods for calculatinp E > ~  are given in advanced radiation 

texts, like Siegel and Howell. 1979. For û rectangulv cavity (bounded by plane surfaces), the 

view factor between any two points on the same surface is zero; this substantially reduces the 

nurnber of ternis on the right hand side of equation (3.13). 

Funherrnore, since a two-band ndiation mode1 is assumed and al1 the ernitted 

radiation is in the long-wave band, the short-wave component of radiosity, Js, depends only on 
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the geornetry and the solar radiation. The short-wwe ndiosity for n double pane window is 

therefore, 

and at the others surfaces 

The Edward's embedding technique was chosen as the mode1 to caicuIate the short 

wave radiosities because is a simple wny to determine the fraction of solar radiation that strike 

and is absorbed by the surface directly or by muItipIe reflections. in multi-glazed windows. 

It follows from Equntions (3.14) and (3.15) that the short-wave ndiosiues need only 

to be calculated once for a @en geornetry. The long wave component J', however. needs to 

be evduated at each stage of the cûlculnrion so that the ndiosity 

The incident radiative heat fluxes q' and d in the Equations (3.8). (3.10) and (3.1 1) 

can then be cdculated from the ndiosity by 
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The incident short-wave radiation q, is extemaily imposed (from the sun) and the 

incident long-wave radiation is cdculated from the externally imposed radiation 

temperature, which depends on the surroundings. 

3.3 Closure 

The physical and mathematicai inodel formulations were presented. as weU as the 

assumptions which were made. In the next chapter the numencal mode1 to solve the set of 

equaaons and boundruy conditions esmblished in this chapter will be discussed. 



4 NUMERICAL MODEL 

Despite recent advances in computer hardware, numerical simulation algorithms. and 

grid genention schemes. which have the potential capability to model the physicai and 

geometricd complexities of windows, Iittle work has been done to model a whole window, 

except for the works of Smith et ul. (1993). Curcija and Goss (1994). and Wright and Sullivan 

(1994). Numericd modeling cm provide detailed information (velocity and temperature 

distributions. sueam line anci heat flux fields. throughout an entire window) that is genedly 

unavailable from experimental studies due to limitation in the experimental techniques 

currently available. A well defined comparison between numencal simulation and 

merisureinent c m  determine the level of numerical accuracy for a gîven calculation. 

Therefore, various aspects of the window performance that are not available from 

experimental measurements can be further studied. It is this unique capability of the 

computational tool that can most impact the design a d  thennal analysis of windows. 

To advance the current stnte-of-the art of mocieling windows two different approaches 

c m  be devised: 

the fnst approach is to conduct step by step, IogicaUy propss ing research using 

simplifed geometries to start. As soon as the basic feanires of the numerical algorithm 

and/or physical mechanism in a simpler case are known, complexity is added. As this 



process progresses a satisfactory and complete knowledp of fluid flow and heat transfer 

m e c h ~ s m s  in windows would eventudly be reached. The goal of these studies is to 

develop new prediction techniques and fundamental understanding based on idealized 

conditions; and, 

the second approach is to solve the complete fenestration system. 

It is useful to address research at both Ievels since much window research is motivated 

by practical engineering needs. The gndual, and at times slow, pace of progress in the fmt 

approach cannot satisfy the demrind for some approximate, though nevenheless useful. 

information before complete knowledge is attained. In addition, transport processes in 

windows are subject to multiple dependent variables with strong non-lineuities. This implies 

that various physical mechanisms cannot be aeated separately, as "modules", that can be 

d d e d  or deleted without affecting the chu;ictenstic of the other mechanisms in a quantitative 

wa y. 

Obtaining solutions to the nonlinear Navier-Stokes equations has always k e n  a 

challenge to fluid mechmicims and mathematicims alilce. Even though exact solutions do 

exist (Schlichting, 1979), they are restricted to very specidized cases. Much of the effort has 

therefore been devoted to developing approximate solution techniques which can be applied 

to a much Iuger variety of problems. 



For window cavities the natural-convection phenornena Cm both hune and glazing, as 

descrïbed by Equations (3.1), (3.2). (3.3), and (3.4)), the momennim and energy equations are 

coupled through the body force term which depends on the temperature field. The solid 

portions (gluing layen, edge-sed, and thme). also depend on the temperature field as 

described by Equation (3.6). As a result. ail the aforementioned equations must br solved 

simultaneously and hence represent an additional level of complexity to obtaining a solution. 

Al1 existing methods of malysis to solve the natural convection problem in cavities are 

approximate in nature, with resmcted applicability to a variety of enclosure-flow problems. 

They c m  be broadly classified into three categones as follows (Yang, 1987): 

1. Asympto tic anaiysis (anaiytical): 

2. Discretizrition methods (numerical); and, 

3. Hybnd and other numencal methods. 

The discretization methods are the most suitable category among them for cavity 

buoyancy flow modeling (Yang. 1987) because, until today, they are the only class of methods 

that have yielded results for a. complete nnge of parameten (Pr, Ra and A). There are several 

approaches to making a continuous problem discrete. One way is to give a point-wise 

approximation to the governing equations. e-g.. the Finite Difference Method (FDM). This 

mode1 is fomed by replacing derivatives by difference approximations in the differential 

equations. and requinng that the resulting approximate equations be satisfied at each grid 

point. A second way is to give a piece-wise approximation to the pveming equations. e.g.. 
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the Finite Element Method (FEM). In this approach, a finite number of functions are chosen. 

and a combination of those Wai functions is used to appmximatc the exact solution. It is a 

variation of the first approach which will be used in this thesis. Le., a Finite Volume Method 

( F m )  (Patankar, 1980) using a collocated pressure arrangement on a non-orthogonal grid 

(Rhie, 1981). In this fomulation thé approxirnate equations are obiained through 

conservation balances of the conserved propeny (mass, momentum, enthalpy, etc.) in the 

elemental conuol volume. In contrast to the FDM and the FEM, the FVM permits the 

observation of the physical character of each terni of the differentid equaaon allowing an 

association of the physicd interpretation with the mathematical formulation. Nowadays. both 

methods (FVM and FEM) are solving highly convective problems. including shock-waves, in 

complex geometries. showing that they actually have more than a strong likeness in pnen l  

ternis (Maliska, 1995). From a mathematical view point the latter observation is confîimed. 

once al1 the numericd methods can be denved from a weighted residual method, by using 

different weighting functions. For more information on this subject see Oriate and IdeIsohn 

(1992). 

In fact, most of the considentions concerning the advantages of one method over 

mother are irnrnaterial. since they are derived from the same premise and difier only in the 

wûy that the weighting function is chosen. In pnctice the difference lies in the degree of 

experience gained with a pmicular method for a pyticular class of problems. Nevertheless. it 

is weii known that because of the non-Iinearities of the equations (via convective terms), none 



of the aforementioned methods gïve optimd mults. and ai l  approaches propose different 

ways to overcome this handicap. The numericd model employed in this thesis is an extension 

of Wright's model (Wright, 1989). The differences and extensions between them are shown 

in Table 4.1. 

Wright This Work 

Modeling - only vertical cavities - cavities with inclination less than 

30' fiom the vertical 

- double glaEng windows - multi pane windows 

- mode1 the cavity and seal - mode1 cavity, seai and fiame 

with one solid element (several solid elements or cavities) 

- no soIu radiation - dlow soiar radiation 

- orthogonal - non-orthogonal 

- uniform everywhere - uniform for glazing cavities and non 

unifonn for solid sections, frame and 

seds cavi ries. 

FomuIation - stagpred 

Method for 

Pressure 

- collocated 

Radiation mode1 - diffuse gay and speculv - diffuse gray and specular surfaces 

surfaces 

Boundary - specified T - specified T 

Conditions - specified h 

- specified heat flux 

Table 4.1: Extensions and Differences Between the Roposed Mode1 and Wright's Work 

(1989). 
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In the next Sections the methodology adopted is described. In Section 4.1 the 

numerical fonnulation is outlined. In Section 4.2 the procedure to solve the set of algebraic 

equations is posed. Findly, in Section 4.3 a closure is presented. 

4.1 Numerical Formulation 

The primary iiim of this research is to solve numerically the nanirai-convection of fïiI 

$as (gluing cavity) simulmeously with the ndiative exchange ( so l s  and thermal) and the 

conduction in the solid portion Qlazings, edge-sed and m e )  in a window. This is a 

conjugate problem. as posed in Chapter 3. requiring a scheme capable of resolving secondary 

cells. 

4.1.1 Equation Discretizations 

Hem nansfer and Buid flow problems require the solution of pneral consentanon 

equations (Patankar, 1980) of the form 



over some specified problem domain and with the appropriate boundary conditions for the 

solution variable @, which may represent my conserved quantity. Equation (4.4) revens to 

the mass conservation when @=1 and the volumetric source term, Se=O. The momenturn 

equation in the two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system can be obtained replacing 9, by 

u and ip (the fluid velocities) in the x and y directions respectively. with the appropriate source 

term. sQ, that includes the pressure gradient. The energy equation is obtained by making 

@=TV also with the appropriate source tem. The variable t is the time coordinate and p is the 

fluid density. The quantity is the diffusion coefficient: for the energy equation it is defined 

as the ratio of the fluid thermal conductivity to the fluid specific heat (klc,,) and for Navier- 

Stokes equations. is the effective fluid viscosity (pcfl). Table 4.2 shows the values of a. 

sa, for the variables in a two dimensionai case. This notation is well established in the 

literature (see for exampIe, Pritankar. 1980). 

The fint terni on the left hand side of Equation (4.1) is the temporal tenn and 

describes the advance of the solution in tirne. following either a reai uansient or a distorted 

mnsient. Physically, it represents the variation of the property ,a. inside the control volume. 

The remliining tems on the left hmd side of Equxion (4.1) are the convective balance of the 

viuiabble 0. Numencally, they are the most delicate tenns for treatment, due to their inmnsic 

non-lineuities. nie f ~ s t  three tems on the tight hmd side of the equation reprrsent the 



difisive flux baimces, whereas the source tum is responsible to accommodate ai l  ternis that 

do not fit in the format of the Equation (4.1). 

Mass 1 O O 

Momentum in x U C L  

Momentum in y v 3~ 
CL --+ p g p ( ~  - T )  

3~ 

Table 4.2: Values of a, S' , for the Variables in a Two-Dimensiond Case. 

Representing the source t em.  S' , by its active and lagged components. Equation 

(4.1) is expressed in a generd forn: 

Q is the dissipation term. The equation for Q cm bc found in Bejm 1984. 
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where R@@ and Q@ represent the active soum term and the la@ source temi respectively. The 

integration for the two-dî.mnsïonal case is then: 

where A is the surface area of the control volume having a depth of unity. and Ar is a time 

step. 

The collocated grid fomulation that was implemented (Rhie. 1981) is applied over 

each control volume. as depicted in Figure 4.1. Each rectmgulu control volume whose node 

is designated as P, has four neighboring nodes designated by theY compass bearing fkom P. 

Le., S. Nj W and E; similuly, S. 11. w and c d e r  to the location of the faces of the control 

volume of interest. Ar,,, and Au, are the distances in the x direction from the node to the West 

and east faces of the control volume considered, respectively, while Ay, and Ay. are the 

distances to the south and nonh faces, respectiveiy. The variables p, u, v and T are located 

and calculated at the center of the P control volumes. 

For sake of simplicity, the integration of Equantion (4.2) in space is applyed to an 

orthogonal grid arranjement. The non-orthogonal ternis are given in Appertdix A. The 

transport equations are integnted over a finite number of control volumes (CVs), leading to 



balance equations of fluxes J through the CV faces. and volumetrîc sources SB. Thus (see 

Fig. 4.1 below. for the grid arrangement and notation) 

Evaluation of the convection and diffusion contribution to the flux J wiil be described for the 

CV face "e". Analogous expressions follow for the others faces. 

Fust the ce11 face mass flux is evaluaced as 

where û is the convectinp velocity in the s direction. The mass fluxes are assumed to 

be known when solving the momentum and heat transport equations. 

The convective flux of ri variable @ is evaluated as 

J; = m , q  (4.6) 

where ae stands for the meûn vdue of the transported variable ( i d .  v or T) at CV face "cm. 

The estimate for this vdue is expressed in ternis of the nodal values by employing the upwind 

weighted scheme of Raithby and Tomnce (1974). fiom now on caiied EDS (Exponentiai 

Differencing Scheme). 
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Figure 4.1 : Computiitiond Gnd and Labeling Scheme. 

The diffusion flux involves an estimate of  the mean gradient of 9 at the CV face. 

Here again EDS is employed. leading to 

To perform the integation, values of variables at the faces of the control volumes 

were related to the nodal values using EDS. Hence. to relate Oe to and @p. the following 

approximation is made: 



Furthexmore, the dimision at the east face is approximatcd by: 

The convective and diffusive weights, a, and Pt, are functions of the Peclet number, Pe, Le.: 

4 where Pe = - , D e = -  "" , rh, is the rnass flux through the east face, A. is the surface m a  *, A\: 

of the east face, and Ar is the distance in the x direction between nodes P and E. 

After integration is performed usina the EDS scheme. the resulting equarion is an 

algebraic expression of the fonn: 

Equation. (4.12) cm be cast in a short fom: 

A:@, = CA:@& + BO 

where the subscript nb refers to the nodes neighboring node P, Le.. W, E. S and N. In 

Equation. (4.12). the A's are the coefficients and B@ is the s o u m  tenn: 
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For a value of grici Peclet number greater than ten, 1 Pe 1 2 10. the exponential scheme 

(EDS) approaches the fuîly upwind differencing scheme (UDS). If the grid Peclet number is 

smaiIer than two. 1 ~e 1 1 2. it approûches the centrai difference scheme (CDS). So to use 

UDS. the values of the convective and diffusive weights should be set constant, Say, a d . 5  

and P=O. 1, and to q p l y  CDS . the values of the convective and diffusive weights should be 

fixed to, a=O and P=l. 

4.1.2 Grid Description 

The Ym of the finite volume method is to replace Equation (4.1) with a set of 

aipbraic equations involving the values of O rt a finite number of dismte control volumes 

and to preserve conservation throughout as noted in Section 4.1.1. The nodes are located 

inside the control volumes which collectively constitute the solution dornain. For sake of 
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simplicity Figure 4.2 represents one example for a window system (glazing, xal and frame) 

with a straightfonvard geometry. 

jec 

Grid blocked off - Grid blocked off 

ib ibc iec ie 

Figure 4.2: The Collocated Grid. 

Note that the x-direction index. i, begins at i = ib and ends at i = ie. The cavity 

includes conwl volumes from i = ibc to i = iec. Similuly. the y-direction index runs from j = 



jb to j = je over the entk problem domain, j = jbc to j = jec over the height of the cavity- To 

handie the imgular shape of the window system, as s h o w  in Figure 4.2, some control 

volumes are blocked off, so that the remaining active conml volumes fom the desired shape. 

Unifonn grid spachgs in both the x and y directions are used in the gfazing cavities 

because secondary cells cm be present in the flow and can be pnsent everywhere. This 

precludes the use of a non-unifom grid. On the other hmd. for the elements in the edp-seal 

and frame, either cavities or solid parts. my pometry might be expected, and the use of non- 

orthogonal. non-unifom pids would be suiable. 

Since idse diffusion depends on the conuol volume size. it is expected that different 

fdse diffusion Ievels would lead to different solutions (Markatos and Pericleous, 1984). TO 

obtain high resolution in the computed results and ensure good accuracy without the 

contamination of false diffusion. the control volume sizes should be as sm;ill as possible, 

though not so smdl as to ovenax the available computing facilities. As pointed out by Wright 

(1989) the grid aspect ratios (i.e.. Agnd = Ay/Ar) used in the studies found in the literature 

(Raithby and Wong. 1981; Korpela et al.. 1982; Lee and Korpela, 1983; Ramanm and 

Korpela, 1989) ranged from 2.5 to 10. Throughout the current study the grid aspect ratio will 

depend on the insulated glazing unit (IGU) king simulated, varying between 5 to 20 (refer to 

section 5.1) and the number of c o n ~ o l  volumes will be determined by a grid independence 

study for each case studied. 



4.1.3 Perturbation 

At high Rayleigh numbers, Ra > Ra, transverse stationary œlls may be expected. For 

A  = 40, Wright (1989) has show that if secondary ce& are not present in the flow, the heat 

tramfer across the cavity, for Ra > Ra,, is Iower than the measund values of ElS herbiny et al. 

(1982a) and Shewen (1986). When the secondary ceils an generated the values for the heat 

tmsfer acmss the cavity agree with those measured within 1% to 5% (see Figure 4.3). 

Eisherbiny et al. (1 962a) 

Shew8~1(1=) 

-It- Lee and Korpeh (1 983) 

+RaitMy and Worig (1 981 ) 

-t- Wright (1 989). no œlls 

-9-WMht (1989). Mth -US 

RvnOOO 

Figure 4.3: Cornparison of Available Simulation and Measurcd Nu us. Ra Rcsults for the 

Vertical Cavity , A 4 0 .  



Several models have k e n  able to resolve secondary cells in the vertical cavities (Roux 

et al., 1979; Korpela et al., 1982; Lee and Korpela, 1983; de Vahl Davis and Jones, 1984; 

Chait and Korpela, 1989; Ramanan md Korpela, 1989; Le QuerC, 1990). It is well known 

(Patankar. 1980) that fully upwind differencing schemes (UDS) or hybrid schemes, as 

exponential differencing schemes, EDS, produce false diffusion in recirculating flows which 

may overwhelm the physical diffusion when convection effects are dominant. This effect can 

delay the onset of secondvy instabilities 

Most models capable of generating secondaiy cells are based on high order 

discretization schemes (Roux cr ui.. 1979; Korpelî et ol., 1982; Ramanan and Korpela, 1989; 

Chait and Korpela, 1989; Le Queré, 1990). Due to the difficulty of applying boundary 

conditions and solving the conjugate problem they are not suitable to solve the window 

problem. Others c l a h  to have avoided false diffusion by using a central differencing scheme 

(CDS) and uniform gids (Laitriat and Desmyaud, 1985a; de Vahl Davis and Jones, 1984; 

Wright, 1989). but only Wright (1989) could obtain secondary cells nem the critical Rayleigh 

number. Although, from the results of the stability analysis of Bergholz (1978). applied to 

Equation (2.6), the secondary cells might be expected for Ra as low as 7,150 for A = 20. de 

Vahl Davis and Jones (1984) and Lauriat and Desmyraud (1985) have reported secondary 

cells for Ra as low as 2 x 104 and 2.2 x 104, respectively. However, Wright (1989) . 
perturbing the flow, has modeled secondary cells with Ra  as low as the theoretical critical 
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value. The numencal model employed here uses the same approach used by Wright (1989), 

CDS when secondary ceils are expected and EDS when secondary cells are not expecteci. 

To model secondary cells. the same four step procedure used by Wnght (1989) will be 

utilized, as foiiow: 

1) establish the solution for a unicellular base flow using EDS. Plowing large time sep; 

2) switch to CDS, reducing the time step to the maximum explicit time step; 

3) penurb the flow by surnming the existing flow field with a bbpembation" velocity field 

which resembles secondary cells alone and; 

4) d1ow the itention process to continue to convergence. 

The perturbation field is generated following the steps below given by Wright (1989). 

The height of a single secondary ceil. 1,. expressed in ternis of a wave-number. G, and width 

of the cavity, 1, is 

where a, is the interpolated value between the wave-numbers given in Lee and Korpela 

(1983). These are: 



-232 ~ r = l . i x l d  

OC,-~ZSO G=~SXI@ 

G-34 1 ~1=30xld 

-2.33 GI=UXI~ 

and Ra = PraGr. If G rc 1.1  xlo3. a, is set to 2.82. 

The nurnber of cells, ri,., is 

and the perturbation velocity components at the P point o f  the any control volume, u, and ic. 

ase: 

where the perturbation stream function, Yc, is applied ovcr the soluaon grid and scaled such 

that the maximum value of r d ,  wotild be hdf of the maximum value of u known in the 

unicellulu base flow. il-.. This scding differs slightly from that presented by Wright (1989), 

where he used u, S u-.. The reason for this difference is that the secondary flow is weaker 



than the unicellular base flow, so the velocities must be lower in the secondary flow than in 

the uniceiiular base flow which lerids to ri frister convergence. 

The perturbation Stream function (Wright. 1989) is given by 

' [ ( (; :))). (1 - cor(a.d($f)+ d m ) )  (4-19) y, = --O 1 + COS 211 --- 
7 
m 

where rr,,,=l if rz, is odd, rt,,,=û if rr, is even. 

Equation (4.6) applies over the range 

Otherwise, near the ends of the cavity, Y, = 0. 

Wright (1989) pointed out that for ~u>1.4x10~ the cdculated values of Nusselt 

Numbers. Nu, are lower than rhose measured by EISherbiny et al. (1982Q and Shewen(1986) 

(see Figure 4.2). Consequently. the simulation was not fully modeling aiI of the physical 

mechvllsms of heat transfer. This discrepmcy could be due to several factors as already seen 

in section 2.2.1. Among them the presence of tertituy ceIIs. the appearance of unsteady cat's 

eyes and three dimensional effects would increase the heat i ts fer .  Although, tertiary flows 

have only k e n  visudized in oïl by Elder (1965a), Seki et al. (1978a and 1978b). Chen and 

Thangm (1985) and Wakitani (1994) and numerically determined for Pr > 50 by de Vahl 
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Davis and Mallinson (1975). they are modeled in this work to vesify whether they are present 

in the flow in range of the critical Rayleigh number. The reason for perturbing (modeling) the 

tertiary cells is because in that range neither the experiments of ElSherbiny et al. (1982a) nor 

Shewen (1986) have shown unsteady disturbance, and no work has been done to detemine 

tertiary cells for Pr as low as for air. Also, the f i s t  appeamnce of the tertivy flow in the work 

of de Vah1 Davis and MaIIinson (1 975) was far from the experimentai critical Ra. 

The procedure to pnente the perturbation field for the tertiary flow will be sirnilar to 

that producing the perturbation field for the secondary flow: 

1) calculrite I,  rind ri, for the seconchry flow; 

2) find the number of teniary cells . rrt=ii,- 1. Here, the assumpaon is made that benveen two 

secondary cells there is one tertiary cell; 

3) determine the new height of a single secondvy cell, L' and the height of the temary cell, 

1,. 

4) estimate the perturbation srnain function. 

w here, 
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ri,, ritt are the number of Urnes the secondary ceells and terùary cells were generated. n=n,+rz,t 

and I ,  i s  equd to 1, or if depends on the ce11 that are being produced. The gneration of the 

Stream function for the secondary and teniary cells altemates between the two. First a 

secondary. and then a teniary ce11 is pnerated, then a secondary cell, and so on, until the last 

secondary ce11 is made; 

5) evaluate the perturbation velocity components of the teniary cells3, 

' ihc maximum vclocitics for the pnurtmion field of ihc icninry flow wcrc ni~poscd IO bt 5 timcs kss t h  Wi of iht sccondauy now. 
btwusc the icniuy flow is w&er. 
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4.1.4 Boundary Condition lmplementation 

The numencal implemeniawon of the boundary conditions presented in Section 3.3 is 

described here. The boundary conditions are approximated and expressed in the generai fonn 

of Equation. (4.12). Le.: 

Fig. 4.4 shows a W @-control volume adjacent to the boundary of the problem domain. The 

boundary node P is situated on the boundary a distance one-half conwl volume dimension 

fiom node W. The n mis in the figure is the outward facing normal for the domain. The 

boundary conditions are expressed as algebraic equations for those control volumes. They are 

then "absorbed" in the dgebraic equations for the adjacent control volumes within the 

bounduies. The sarne "absorption" process is also used to decouple the flow in each cavity 

fiom the solid boundwies. in which the mo~nentuin equations are only solved inside the cavity 

domain. 

The boundary conditions for the goveming partial differential equations of the problem 

are used to establish discrete equations for the boundary nodes. A generai boundary condition 

at node P is: 



Figure 4.4: Boundnry Conuoi Volume. 

This embodies al1 conditions for windows. as cm be seen from table 4.3, where the subscnpt 

"spcc" refen to boundary specified values. 

Dirichlet 

Neumann 

Robin 

Flux 

Table 4.3: Possible Window Boundary Conditions. 
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Using a backward difference approximation for the boundary gradient, 

it is possible to cast Equation. (4.26) into the fonn of a discrete equation for the nodal value @ p  h 

Fig. 4.1: 

where: 

L L ~ ~  A: = C,, + - 
Ai- 

By formularing equations such as Eqiintion (4.28) the boundary conditions may be stored 

dong with the coefficients of the finite volume equations. To dari@ the absorption at the 

boundaries, consider Fig 4.4. The term aE in the Equation (4.12) for the P node of the 

control volume within the domain adjacent to the boundvy (W node in Fig. 4.4), is replaced 

by the boundary Equation (4.28). 
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Spatial a m n t  is needed for the radiation boua<by conditions within cavitits, 9nit 

there are no discrttization points P for umperaaüe at the inmnel bwndaries. This speQal 

treatment is presenftd in the next section. 

4.1.4.1 Radiation Exchange 

Due to the nonclristena of discretization points P for temperature at the intemai 

boudaries of the cavities, the long-wave radiation exchange will be includd in the energy 

equation as a source terni of the control volumes adjacent to the boundary. Equation (3.17) 

can be put in the ma& formulation 

and the iiradiance q can be found by inverthg the coefficient ma& A. The coefficient maaix 

depends oniy on the gcometric configuration of the enclosure. Thuefore the rate of encrgy 

generation per unit volume at any wail conwl volume is 

Also, the sokr radiMion transniated to the cavitits and absorbai by the walls is placcd as a 

source temi m Equation (430). 'Ihe soiar radiarlon absorbcd by the outside sitrfaces of the 

window is placcd as a source mm for tk doansparrnt nrdmm m the antre control vohuiit 

and for the opaque siirfaccs as flux m TaMe 4.3. 
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4.2 Solution Procedure 

The numencal mode1 can use three different schemes for modeling the convective and 

diffusive fluxes of energy and momentum at each conuol volume face (Patankar, 1980): first- 

order upwinding differencing scheme (UDS). cenulil differencing scheme (CDS), and 

exponentid differencing scheme (EDS). A non-staggered pressure grid arrangement was 

applied to the 80w field. Sevenl ruthors (Peric et d., 1988: Yang et al., 1990; Thé, 1993) 

note that this should not bring any disadvuitage to methods using a staggered grid. In the 

presence of multicellulv flows in a rhemdly clriven cavity CDS is used, because EDS damps 

the appearance of these multicellii1;ir Aows for a FiIy  wide range of parameters (Drurnmond 

cr ai.. 1991). Either EDS. CDS. UDS or a pmcedure that makes a smooth transition between 

UDS to CDS, or EDS to CDS. or UDS to EDS can be used. This permits the use of the more 

than one scheme in sequence to accelerate the rate of convergence. Also, it garantees that 

the Courant condition for CDS. when genenting inulticel1uIar flow. will be achieved at aii 

iterations, Le., after the formation of base flow is reached by using UDS or EDS, a transition 

scheme is used to get a smooth change. and then the flow is perturbed and CDS is used even 

for grid Peclet number greater thm two, 1 Pe 1 2 2. 

The numencal solution algorithm for obnining a solution to the window problem is 

shown in Figure 4.5. 
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/ Read input data 1 
z, 5. Th. Tc. etc 

set u=v=O. T iinear. e m  

t-: Solve a i e r s  baiance for Tid , 
i I 

. 

[ Sotve p' equation to conserve mass j 
I 

Figure 4.5: Solution Algorithm Flow Chart. 



The numerical mode1 consists of an dgebraic equanon for each variable and for each control 

volume. The coefficients and source ternis of these equations depend on the other variables. 

This set of alpbraic equations is non-lineu, and a solution cm thenfore be obtained only 

through an irerative process. The iterative procedure marches implicitly through time using 

the false ~ s i e n t  formulation (Mailinson and de Vahi Davis, 1973). 

'Ihere are two iteration loops. In the inSn iteration (or coefficient update loop), outer 

loop. the coefficients are evaluated from the most recent solution fields and the set of Linear 

equations for temperature (T) is solved itentively, using a line by line solver based on an 

Altemating Direction Implicit (ADI) procedure, dong with an over relaxation procedure due 

to Raithby (Stubley, 1990). Itemions are perfonned on the linear equations for T until a 

preset level of residual reducrion (4 levels in al1 cases thereafter) or until a maximum number 

of itentions is reached. The residud, r-scl, is cnlculated as: 

where N, is the iotd number of control volumes. The residiial, rsd, is a good indication of 

how well the linear equations are satisfied. When the residual critenon cannot be satisfied due 

to machine roundoff, zi third criterion is used: 



where the superscript n+! refea to the cunent itention, and n, to the prcvious one. 

Withui each coefficient update loop, an inner loop is called to solve the velocities 

equations, u and v, and the pressure equations. p. which corresponds direcdy to the 

SIMPLEC algorithm (Hutchinson and Raithby. 1986). The numencal solution of each of 

these variables is carried out using an AD1 procedure. using the same criterion described for 

the temperature equations. An Additive Correction Metliod (Rarnanan and Korpela, 1989; 

Hutchinson and Raithby, 1986). ACM. block correction is applied to speed the solution for p. 

Also, the ACM algonthrn can be used ro iiccelerate convergence for T, u. r when necessq. 

The order of solution of the linear equations is: 

Outer loop - Coefficient update loop 

1. T equations 

Inner loop - SIMPLEC 

2. tr and tr equations 

3. p equations 

At the end of each outer loop itention. steady stûte convergence is verified by comparing the 

relative maximum change 7, id and i8 between two consecutive iterations: 
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Finally. the condition of steady state will only be satisfed if the error between the heat flow in 

and out of the window accomplish the following criteria: 

between two consecutive iterations and 

for ac least four consecutive iterxions. 

As stated before. to obtain stedy state solutions a fdse transient method is employed- 

Large changes in coefficient update from on iterntion to the next can lead to large oscillations 

in the evolution of the solution. resulting in convergence problems or even in failure to 

converge. To avoid this problem the tiine seps are selected small enough. It is wonhwhile to 

mention that the time step for solving naniral convection problems depends on the grid size 

and the Rayleigh number because of the weak coupling beween momentum and energy 

equation due to buoyancy. that affects in tum the delicate u. v and p coupling. If the time step 

is too srnall the evolution of the solution is prone to oscillations due to decoupling between 

the energy and momentum equations. and consequentiy the decoupiing in u, v and p 
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equations. The timc step is obtained by multiplying the naturai time scale (maximum time step 

dlowed for numericd stability based on an explicit scherne) by a factor n. ie.: 

The energy balance is applied over the entire problem domain with the therrnai 

boundary conditions (See Epre 4.1) applied at the outer edges. This step in the coefficient 

update loop generates a temperature solution for dl convol volumes. However. al1 velocities 

at locations outside the cavity are set to zero and the vdocity boundvy conditions. used in 

solving balances to conserve momennim and mrtss. are ripplied at the walls of the cavity. 

Thus, the naturd convection velocity field in the cavity is genented for non-uniform 

temperature distributions at the cavity walls. 

Application of the energy balance across the composite problem domain required care 

to ensure that the heat flux is correctty calculated rit the surfaces between matends of 

different thermal conductivities. The conductive heat flux at the bordering faces is calculated 

using the hmonic  mean of the neigbbonnp conductivities according to the procedure 

outlined by Patankar (1980). 



4.3 Closure 

A numerical mode1 of a two-dimensional vertical or inclined window, fXed with a 

mdiatively non-participating gûs, with internai and extemai ndiative heat exchange, extemal 

convection and radiation has been describeci. The computer pmgram will be svuctured such 

that al1 the ndiative transfer c m  be bypassed enabling the significance of radiation to be 

determined. AIso, for complarison piirposes, isotliennd wûlls. boundary conditions with no 

ndiaave effects, unicellular flow done, ainong otlier crises will be simulated. The next 

chapter reports the assessrnent of the numericd rnodel. 



5 ASSESSMENT OF THE NUMERICAL METHOD 

The purpose of this chaptcr is to txambc the capabilitics of the solution methcd 

described in the previous Chapters to model windows, with respect to accuracy, cost, and 

reliability. In order to fulfill this goal, code validation is dividai into three stages, with 

increasing degree of complexity. Each stage is designcd to examine and to validate a 

particular feature of the code. In Section 5.1 the pure natuml convection probiem is 

exafnined; then in Section 5.2 the conjugate pmblem (conduction coupled with naturai 

convection); in Section 5.3 the interaction arnong surface radiation, naanal convection and 

convection, which incluâes ail modes of heat transfcr prtsent in a window system, is 

investigated; and findy, in Section 5.4 conclusions are given. 

The numerical results are compared with expcrimtntal results wherc available. When 

an experimental method does not exist or results an inaccessible, the computed results are 

compared with numerical solutions obtaintd by other cades. 

The mode1 calls for a solution of the coupled two-dimensional equations of continuity, 

momentum, and energy. The solution method is the same as posed in Chapter 4 for an entire 

window system, dong with the expression fm the radiative fiux. The addition of the boundary 

conditions for each case to these quations completes the mathematical fomulation of the 

problem. The system of equations is solved n d c a l l y  because a closed fonn analytical 
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solution is not possibk. The control volume fondation for a co11ocattd pmsure grid 

arrangement is uscd to discrttize the goveming equations. with raâiatïon as a source mm. 

The SIMPLEC algorithm @utchinson and Raithby 1986) is anployed to mat the couplùig 

between pressure and momentun. The numtricai codc is aamd BRAVO. thertfore. 

reference to the numerical mode1 is by the name BRAVO. 

5.1 Pure Natural Convection Problem in Enclosures 

At this stage the code is rcquvtd to solve the naairal convection problem in enclosures 

for vertical i s o t h e d  walls, and either adiabatic or perfectly conducting hmizontal waiis. 

Also, the code capability to nsolve secondary and ttrtiary cells is investigateci. 

5.1.1 Benchmark Solutions Cornparison 

To ver@ the accuracy, cost, and ~itliabiüty of the convection model, two cases were 

chosen for cornparison: an orthogonal grid - square cavity for the benchmark solutions of de 

Vahl Davis (1 983). de Vahl Davis and Jones (1983) and Hortmann et al. (1990); and, a non- 

orthogonal grid - 45' inclincd sidc waüs for the ôcnchmark solutions of DemitdPc et al. 

(1 992). 
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DemirdPc er. al. (1992) point out that by asJPming that the consewativt equatioas 

for mass, momcncwn and emgy, as givM in Chapms 3 and 4, dtscribt the l a m k  flow and 

heat auisfer accuratcly. and that the Boussinesq appmamation is valid, the numrical 

solutions are afftcted oniy by the foiiowing emns: 

discretizations emrs (the difference between the exact solution of the comctly discrcàzed 

equations on a given grid and the exact solution of the govuning differential quations); 

convergence errors (the diffcrence b e m n  the exact ami the approlamiite solution of the 

discretized equations nmaining after iterations an stoppeâ); anâ, 

algorithmic and programming errors (errors due to incomct discretization, erroneous 

irnplernentation of boundary conditions, programming errors, etc.). 

Both Hartmann et al. (1990) and Deminhic et al. (1992), ciaim that their code was 

free of the thud kind of error. The second is mnimized in their calcuiations by itcrating long 

enough for the variable values to k converged to six siflcant digits. Finally, as the h t  

type of emr depends on the discrttization scheme and the grid useci, they argue that by 

refuung the grid enough they obtained an estimateci error lowcr than 0.1%. 

5.1 .l .l Orthogonal Grid - Square Cavity 

In this section a test cornparison with a benchmark problem proposcd by de Vahl 

Davis (1983), de Vahl Davis and Jones (1983) and Hortmann et al. (1990) is presentcd. The 
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test case consists of a Boussï.ncsq auid of Prandtl nwnbtr 0.71 (air) in an upright cavicy fïow 

with orthogonal @ds (Figue 5.1). 

Figure 5.1: Geomeny and Boundary Conditions for Square Cavity. 

Both velocity cornponents are zcm on the boundaries. The horizontal waiIs are 

insulated, and the vemcal side walls are kept at constant temperatures Th and Tc, respectively. 

Gravit. acts in the vemcal direction. 

In this comparison exercise, the following quantitics an supplie& 

u,. the maximum horizontal velocity on the vertical mid-plane of the cavity. 

v,. the maximum vertical velocity on the horizontal mid-plane of the cavity. 

Nu,, the average Nusselt number throughout thc cavity 
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The calculations start on a corne grid and proctcd to fina g d s  until the &sind 

accuracy or rnaxïmwn affordable storage is ~ e c h c d .  làey arc pdonned in two sets of m s h  

rehements with consecutive grid refintrnent, te.. the fint set startcd with 10 x 10, than was 

mfined to 20 x 20 ,40 x 40 until80 rt 80 control volumcs and the second set started with 16 

x 16 then was refïned to 32 IC 32 and 64 x 64 conml volumes, totaling 7 differcnt m s h  

refïnements. This procedure of mcsh =finement (doubling the number of control volumes in 

each direction ) enables the use of Richardson extrapolation to obtaui more accurate results, 

as done by de Vahl Davis (1983) and Homnann et al. (1990). However, for this extrapolation 

to be accurate it is necessary that the two grids employed are fine enough to guarantee 

monotomic convergence with a hown order. which is difficult to satisfy (see the discussion 

by de Vahl Davis about calculations for Rayleigh number 107. 

The accuracy of solutions on various grids (i-e. grid dependence) is checked by 

comparing mean Nusselt Numbers defined as 

Q -- 
Nu- - Qc 

where Q is the actual heat flux across the cavity and Qc is the heat flux that would nsult h m  

pure conduction: 
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The heat flux Q may bc caicuiatcd by spmiiing the corneaion and difhision flwes through 

the conml volume faces dong any grid line at x = constant. 

The required rcsuîts arc finiishcà in Tables 5.1 to 5.4 and they am cornpimi with the 

benchmark values. Only the rrsuits of the first set of mesh rcfintmtnts (10 x 10,U) x 20,40 x 

40 and 80 x 80) are prcsentcd for tht benchmark cornparison because they match the grid 

sizes reported by de Vahi Davis (1983) and Hartmann et al. (1990). The second set of grid 

refinement (16 x 16, 32 x 32, and 64 r 64) is used together with the fîrst set to show the 

evolution of the number of iterations and thne with grid size. In Tables 5.1 to 5.4 below BM is 

the grid independent value (or bench mark solution): 1) BMUO for BRAVO; 2) BM#l for de 

Vahl Davis (1983) and; 3) BMM for Hortmann et al. (1990). Tk grid independent value 

fiom this work was evaluated using the Equation (5.3) given by Hortmann et al. (1990), that 

conespo nds t O the Richardson extrapolation for second-order schemes. They clearly show 

the convergence to the benchmark solution for a more and more rc£ined rneshes. For Ra = 

106, 10 x 10 and 16 x 16 control volumes. the mcsh grid is too rough to reproduce - even 
qualitatively - the flow configuration. 



Table 5.1: Caicdated Values and Benchmark Resuits for Ra = ld. 

Grid 10 x 10 20 x 20 40 x4O 80 x 80 BM#O BM#1 BM#2 

u 15.654 16.080 16.112 16.174 16.194 16.178 16.1802 

v,, 17.876 19.493 19.594 19.634 19.647 19.617 19.6295 

Nu,, 2.4495 2,2957 2.2577 2.2490 2.2461 2.243 2.24475 

Table 5.2: Calculated Values and Benchmark Results for Ra = lo4. 

Grid 10 x 10 20 x20 LU) x40 %O x 80 BM#O BM#1 BM#2 

u, 34.561 34.725 34.052 34,757 34.741 34.73 34.7399 

v,, 76.003 66.793 68.856 68.665 68.601 68.59 68.6396 

Nuw 5.579 1 4.8929 4.6 177 4.5457 4.5217 4.5 19 4.52164 
- 

Table 5.3: Calculated Vaiues and Benchmark Rtsuits for Ra = IO? 

Grid 10x 10 20 x20 40 x40  80 x 80 BMW BM#l BM#Z 

u, 90.969 62.744 65.583 65.044 64.865 64.63 64.8367 

v,, 198.26 214.35 223.95 218.38 218.05 219.36 220.461 

Nu, 8.1830 9.5124 9.4301 8.9789 8.8285 8.800 8.82513 

Table 5.4: Calcuiated Vaiucs and Benchmark Resuits for Ra = 106. 

Complex flow predictions requllt the use of v u y  fine @ds if high numerical accuracy 

is demanded. However, standard iterative hnite volume mcthods are known to converge 



more and more slowly as the grid is rCnncd; the numbcr of itemions quir i td for convergence 

inmases, fypicaüy lintady, and the cmiputuig tùne thtrcfom, mïcaliy inCrcases 

quadraticaiiy. Computations on grids with mort than 80 points in one spacc direction are 

hence extremely expensive, and arc yet in niany instances not acciirate enough (Hartmann et 

al. 1990). The same aend for the evolution of the nwnbcr of ictrations and time with the 

increment of grid size as shown by Hortmam et al. (1990) is seen with BRAVO and is 

documented in Tables 5.5 and 5.6 mnning on a PC 486 DX4 lOOMHr 

Table 5.5: Evolution of Number of Itcrations with Grid Suc - Squaie Cavity. 

time 24.56 59.43 1:47.43 655.79 14:36.39 1: 12.6.02 5: l8:MAO 

Table 5.6: Evolution of Cornputatmonal Thne with Grid Sizc (h:m:s.inm) - Square Ca*. 

5.1 A.2 Non-Orthogonal Grid - 45' Inclineâ Side Walls 

A cornparison with the benchmark solutions of DengrdPc et crl. (1992) is presented in 

this section. The test case consists of a buoyancy-dnven caviry flow with non-orthogonal 

grids designed by defomiing the cavity to 45' (Fi- 5.2). The indined walls an kept at 
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constant tempetatues Th and Tc, qectively, wwbile the horizontal wak an a s s o m d  

adiabatic. Gravity acts in the vertical direction. 

Fi- 5.2: Geomeny and Boundary Conditions for 45' Cavity. 

The dimensions and fluid properties used an as foliows: G1, p=l, gravity constant 

g=l, expansion coefficient W. 1. specinc heat c,= 1, T'= 1 and T r O ,  so that the Rayleigh 

number is only a hction of the viscosity and the Randti nurnber: 
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Fiows at lta=106 arc stuclied, for two values of the Randd n u m k  W.1 and 10, 

corresponding to p=104 and 10-~, ~~spectiveiy. 

Table 5.7 shows the calcuiated average Nusselt Nwnber for the respective grids and 

benchmark results, showing convergence for more and more refimd grids. 

Table 5.7: Calculated Nurng and Benchrnark Results for P d . 1  and Pr=10 - 45' Cavity. 

5.1.2 Multicellular Flow 

To examine the nliability of the code to generate secodary and mtiary cells neat the 

cntical Rayleigh number comparison with experiments and numerid results are presented 

It is well known that second ordtr schemts, likc CDS, and first order schcrnes, iike 

UDS, preclude the pneration of swondary ah at the critical Rayleigh number, RU, (Chapter 

2, Section 2.2.1). Higher order discretization schemes can generare cells naturaily at Rac, but 

they are diff?lcult to implemcnt to solve coinplex configurations other than the n a d  

convection problem due to the complexities in sctting the boundary conditions as w d l  as 

instabilities inherent in the discretization scherne. As pointed out by Wright (1989), knowing 
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that two or more solutions cxïst at Iowu Ra, it was thought that simuiation might select a 

solution with secondary œlls if it werc given a "push", Le., oveniding the danipiag effcct 

introduced by the disczctization scheme. The procedurcs to genatt secondary and tcrtiary 

ails are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.3. These procedures aUow the generation of 

secondary celis as low as the theoretical critical Ra ushg CDS, but the cells are damped when 

UDS or EDS schemes are useù due to the upwind formulation in both schemes which 

introduces a higher numerical diffusion for rccircuiaaing fiows. 

A grid size study is conducted on cornputationd meshes ranging h m  10 to 40 

control volumes in the horizontal direction, with grid (cd) aspect ratio 5, cavity aspect ratio 

10, 20, 30 and 40, Pr = 0.71 for Ra = 104 and, Pr = 100 for Ra = los. For these different 

gids the diffennce in total heat transfer to the warm wall and the rrr;urimum velocities and 

temperature is less than 1 8  for ali case for a gid consisting of 30 and 40 control volumes. 

Therefore. the grid with 30 control volumes in the horizontal direction for any aspect ratio 

cavity was selected for the calculations uniess othenvise noted. The nodes are regularly 

spaced in order to assist caphiring the secondary ctiis when prescrit It is noticcd that the @d 

is fine enough to resolve the thamal and velocity boundary layas near the wail when they are 

presen t. 
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The importance of secondary celis with respect to code vaiidation is criticai as they 

can Iead to cornplex window siirfact tcmperatllltt profiles. In effea. if a code can comctly 

capture these more cornplex temperature profiics then confidence in that code's abi1ity to 

mode1 windows is inmascd substantially. The validity of incorporating secondary ceh has 

aiready been confïrmed by cornparison with masurcd heat msfg rates (Wright and Sullivan 

In order to assess the accuracy of BRAVO, Nusselt Number results are cornpared 

against two sets of measured results (ElSherbiny et al., 1982a and Shewen, 1986), Figure 5.3, 

and numerical resdts of Wright (1989)' Table 5.8. Furthexmore, a plot of Nu as a function of 

Ra including the results of EISherbiny et aL(1982a). Shewen (1986). Raithby and Wong 

(198 1) and Lee and Korpela (1983) is presented in Figure 5.4. 

Nu, withoutCells Nu, with Cells 
Ra Wright BRAVO Wright BRAVO 
2,746 1 .O5 1 .O5 NIA* N/A 
5,493 1.11 1.11 NIA N/A 
6,413 1.12 1.12 NIA N/A 
6,800 1.13 1.13 1.15 1.14 
8,239 1-16 1.16 1.21 1.19 
10,102 1.20 1.20 1.28 1.24 
10,986 1.22 1.22 1.31 1.27 
13,732 1.27 1.28 1.38 1.34 
16,479 1.33 1.33 1.44 1.40 

*NIA = not applicable 

Table 5.8: Nu vs. Ra Cornphson for BRAVO and Wright's Results, A40. 
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Figm 5.3: Cornparison of BRAVO Resuïts and Measiired Nu vs. Ra. A 4 .  
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Figure 5.4: Nu vs. Ra Resuits of Available Simulations anci Mea~uretnents f o r A 4 .  
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Several observations can be niade regardhg the daîa shown in Figiire 5.4 and they arc 

fully discussed in Wright's 1989 w o h  Valuts of Nu, calcuiated with secondary cd 

generation agree with the numerical nsults of Raithby and Wong (1981) and Wright (1989) to 

about 1%. Also t h y  agrœ to about 196 and 5% or less with the mcasurcü data of Shewen 

(1986) and ElShcrbiny et al. (1982a) until the criticai Rayleigh number, Ra, is reached, at 

which point values about 6% and 10% lowcr than the data of ElShabiny et al. (1982a) and 

Shewen (1986) for Ra > Rac until Ra > 1û" are seen. These th= sets of rrsdts, Wright 

(1989) and BRAVO, closely folIow die nsults of Lce and Korpela (1983) (also with cells) 

with discrepancy king 2% or Iess. At Ra > 10' these three sets of results begin to depart 

from the trend of the measured &ta, and fall bellow the rneasd  data of RSherbiny et 

aL(1982a). For Ra > 104 the numerical simulations arc not M y  modcling a i l  the physical 

mechanisrns of heat msfer. One reason could be the picsence of mtiary celh as discussed 

in Section 5.1.2.2. 

The agreement beomen the numtrical simulations and experimental results indicatcs 

that the numerical simulations are capturing (&hg) aU heat flow and heat aansfet 

mechanisms for natural convection in cavitits in the mge of Ra that occur in windows, Ra > 

6 x id to Ra < 104 (Wright 1989). Ihe ability to mode1 secondary œiis enables BRAVO to 

mode1 accurately hcat fluxes for Ra > Ra, until Ra = 10' . It is concludeù that the two- 

dimensional simulation of the naturai convection fiow in a canty can be uscd to better 

understand, both qualitatively and quantitatively, the physicai mchanisms involveci 



ln the previous Section for Ra > 1.4 x 10' the calcuiatcd values of Nussclt Numùcrs, 

Nu. are lower than those masund by ElSbcrbiny et al. (1982a) anà Shewen(1986) (sec 

Figure 5.4). Consequently, the simulation is not M y  &li-g ai i  of the p h y w  mechanisms 

of heat transfer- This disaepancy could be due to severai factors as already seen in Section 

2.2.1, among tbem the presenœ of urtiary ah, the appearance of unsteady cat's eyes and 

three dimensional effects could increase the heat transfer. Although ttniary fIows have only 

k e n  visualized in oil by Eldcr (1965a), Seki et ai. (1978a and 1978b), Chen and Thmgam 

(1985) and Wakitani (1994) and numcrically dettnnined for Pr = 1000 by de Vahl Davis and 

Mallinson (1975), they are modeled in this work to vaify whether they are pnsent in the 

Rayleigh number flow of windows and for air Pr. The reason temary celis are suspecteci is 

because in this range neither the expairneno of ElSherbiny et al. (1982a) nor Shewen (1986) 

have show unsteady disturbances, and no work has kcn dont to determine the rcgime for 

temary ceUs for Pr number as low as that for air. Also, the f b t  appearanct of tcrriary flow in 

the work of de Vahl Davis and Mallinson (1975) was far h m  the exprirnental critical Ra. 

Table 5.9 swnmarizes the aforementioncd rtsuits and BRAVO calculations. It can be seen, 

that BRAVO can moàel M a r y  ceh n a r  criticai Rayleigh number, Rat. within experimtntal 

error, in contrast to de Vahl Davis and Mallinson (1975) in which tertiary =Ils are modeled 

far fiom the tertiary aitical RayIeigh number (they did not use any provision to pcrturb the 

flow). 
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A flow in a cavity mW with air and aspect ratio 40 is punirbed by superhposing a 

tertiary fîow, in the s a m e  fashion that was done for the sccondary fiow, in aie foliowing range 

of Rayleigh numbers, 1.5 x 10 ' <Ru < 2.0 x 101. For this range of Ra the ab perturbed die 

out in the course of converging to a solution. 

Works Pr A Rat 

Elder (196Sa) 1ûûO 10-20 3.0Ra, 

Seki et al, (1978b) 480 15 3.0 x 105 

Chen and Thangam (1985) 160 15 2.5 Ra, 

Wakitani (1994) 50 15 1.7 x 106 

125 10 1.0 x 106 

125 15 1.8 x 106 

900 10 8.5 x 106 

de Vahl Davis and Mailinson (1975) 1000 10 9.4 x 106 

BRAVO 55 15 1.8 x 106 

125 15 19 x 106 

793 10 8.9 x 10' 
. - - - -  

Table 5.9: Summary of Values for Critical Rayleigh Numbu for Onset of Textiary Flow. 

Although BRAVO has been show to be able to mode1 tmiary alls for Pr 2 50 near 

the criticai Rayleigh number for ta<iary ceus, Ra,, it is not able to do the same for Pr = 0.71 

(air). Therefore, it can be concluded that ttrtiary flows does not exia for air Randtl number 

(Pr = 0.71), or that any umary flow in the cavity is so wcak that BRAVO is not abk to 

reproduce i t  It is more Iüçely the flow is going to transition to turbulence. Scki et aï. (1978b) 
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in their visuaiidon experiments pointcd out that when ttftiary ceils appear, which is crcatcd 

by shear stress betweui two secoadary œUs. does not inmase substantially the heat fiow 

between the two vertical walls in conuast to when the fiow changes to transition type flow. 

Consequently, further wodc has to be done to detcnnine the msons for the existing 

discrepancies between nwnericai and expcrimentai nsults for high Ra. 

5.2 Conjugate Heat Transfer Problem - Natural Convection 

and Conduction Interaction 

In the 1st section the ability of BRAVO to solve the namal convection problem was 

demonstxated. In this section one M e r  step is perfonneù. to show the capability of 

BRAVO in resolving the conjugate heat transfer problems, the solution of conduction and 

natural convection simultaneously. In other words, to vaify the ability of BRAVO to 

calculate the heat uansfer in an entire window system taking into account the naturai 

convection in cavities (multi-pane windows, withlwithout cavities in the &me) and the 

conduction in solid components. 
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5.2.1 Pure Conduction 

Before solving the conjugatc heat transfer problem, the abiiity of BRAVO to solve 

pure conduction is examincd in thk section. n ie  heat ttansfu in two Mtxcnt edgc-seal 

systems using foam and aluminm spaccrs are calcuiated and compared with expcrimental 

results (Fraser et al., 1993). The experirnental data are obtaintd in a guarded heater plate 

apparatus (Wright. 1989) and the numericai rcsults calculated using FRAME 3.0 (Enemadal, 

1992), a cornmercial conduction code used to evaluate hmc  and edge-glass heat ûansfer. 

These two spacers. foam and aluminum, are chosen for cornparison because in ail cases 

presented in the next sections of this chapter and Chapter 6 either one or the other of these 

spacers is used. 

The purpose of diis section is two-fold, fïrst to examine the accuracy of the code for 

pure conduction, and second to show the capability of the code to mode1 new edge-seal 

designs. The calculation of the heat £îw< through the spacer by itself could be mis1eading 

(Fraser et al., 1993 and Wright et al., 1994) due to the twedimcnsional nature of the heat 

transfer path when the spacers are integrated into window systems. A sketch of a foam and 

an aluminurn spacer are show in Figure 5.5. 

As pohted out by Wright (1989), themial resistance testing is carricd out using a 

parded heater plate apparatus. The numerical calculations arc pdofmtd using the edge-seai 

configuration show in Figure 5.6 for die foam spacer, which is similar io that for the 
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alurninurn spaca. 'Lbe configuration consists of two IIcopIitne mats, two glass shats, a 

spacer, and suilant. 

Figure 5.5: Typical Edge-Seai Design for Aluminum and Foam Spacers. 

Figure 5.6: Foam Edgc-Seal Configuration. 
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As a prtliniioary celculatioa a sensitïvicy analysis for the aluminwn spocer is niade. 

The original geometry of the spaœr is mOdt1ed and compareci with a spacer of rectanpuiar 

shape. The difference in heat flux is in the third decimai place Consc~uently. the recauiguiar 

shape is used for remaining comparisons. 

A second set of calcuiations are made modtling only conduction in the cavity, then 

conduction and convection without radiation and hany. conduction. convection and radiation 

(Table 5.10). Table 5.10 prcsents a cornparison of the two narical codes, BRAVO and 

FRAME 3.0, and the measured results for the heat uansfer in foam and aluminum spacers. It 

reveals that the BRAVO rcsults are in knta agreement with expcrimental resuits than for 

FRAME 3.0 calculations. but the calculation enor of both programs relative to the 

experirnental nsults is only marginal. The grid size used in BRAVO was fine and the 

convergence criteria was tight, thus leading to a bemr agreement with the experimentai 

results. 

First the spacer is modeleà for conduction oniy eithcr without (sarnple #l), or with 

(sarnple #2) contact nsistance behmen die glass shcet and the aluminum spacer. An effective 

conductivity obtairied in FRAME 3.0 is used to account for convection and radiation effccts. 

It is found that with no contact rcsistanct the error is 7% and with a contact ritsistance the 

error is around 1% compand with the experimtntal itsult. nie samc kding was reportcd by 

Fraser et al. 1993. hence for al l  other simulations the contact resistance is modt1ed. In sample 
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#3 only p u e  conduction is mOdtIed in the cavity of the duminum Spa=. The actuaï air 

conductivity is takcn without accounting for the radiation and convection efficcts. nie 

ciifference benmen samples #2 and #3 Y3 in the second decimal place wïth a relative enor of 

0.005 15% (sec table 5.10). Thertafter. sampks #4 - conduction, convection and no radiation 

and #5 - conduction, radiation, and convection are s i m u i d  'Lhe greatcst error found is 

between sample #3 and M, and is oniy 0.02%. It cm be concluded that a srnail cavity in the 

vicinity of highly conductive spacers can be simulateci using conduction only without 

considering an effective conductivity. 

Spacers AT q [w/m2] q [W/mzl q w / ~ ~ I  
[OC] Exper FRAME 3.0 BRAVO 

Aluminum 18.70 372.2 376.1 368.7 1 

sample #1Q 18.70 398.73 

sample #2@ 18.70 368.66 

sample #30 18.70 368-64 

sarnple M@ 18.70 368.64 

sample#S@ 18.70 368.7 1 

Foam 18.69 187.9 190.0 186.10 

O sample QI- conduction only with effective conductinty and no contact resistance; 
8 sample #2 - conduction only with effective conductivity and contact nsistance; 
O sample #3 - conduction only with air conductivity and contact mistance; 
O sample #4 - conduction, convection with no radiation and contact rcsistance; 
@ sample # - conduction, convection, radiation and contact nsistance. 

Table 5.10: Results of BRAVO. F U M E  3.0 and Guarded Heater Plate Apparatus. 



5.2.2 Conjugete Problem 

Although in the previous section naturai convection and conduction are solved 

simultaneously (sarnples 1W and m) the ability of BRAVO to solve the conjugate problem has 

not yet been shown. In this section the ability to mode1 the conjugate problem is proven. The 

conjugate problem, as demonstrated by ElSherbiny et al. (1982b) and Kim and Viskanta 

(1985), is important in the thermal analysis in windows. They have s h o w  that ali resistances 

(themal boundary conditions) throughout the enclosure are relevant to natural convection 

heat tcansfer in the cavity. 

A set of five runs is made with BRAVO and compared with Wright's work (1989) for 

cavity aspect ratio, A=40, width 0.0127 mm and 6 x 1o3 I Ra S 1.2 x IO*. The same grid, 

same numerical scheme (CDS), and sarne convergence criteria are used by both programs. 

The results are compared and for ai l  nuis the enors are less than 1% for heat flux through the 

hot wall. 
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5.3 Interaction of Conduction, Natural Convection, and 

Radiation 

In the previoas two sections the ability of BRAVO to solve pure natural convection. 

Section 5.1, and the conjugate heat transfer problem, Section 5.2, was venned In this section 

a third degree of complexity is added to the numerical method, non-pariicipating radiaiive 

heat msfer. Thercfore. BRAVO is now able to tackle the window system heat transfer 

problem predicting thennai and solar radiative heat transfer together with viscous fluid flow 

and conduction heat transfer. Radiation, convection, and conduction intcract at fluid 

boundaries only, hence, the worbg fluid is non-participathg. Hottel's crossed string nile 

(Siegel and HoweU, 1981) is used for the automatic generation of the geomenic exchange 

factors. 

The purpose of diis section is to assess and present numerical resdts conœming 

buoyancy-dnven flow due to differentid wali temperatures and radiant cnergy deposition in a 

window 's solid media 

Radiative heat transfu is Ui gcncral quite cornplex. Fortunately, there are m y  

situations where complete generality is not quired,  and simplifying assurnptions can be 

introduced: 
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1. The method employai hem for thamal radiation is limïctd to non-pa&ipating fluids, to 

ciifhise gray radiation exchange between sUnacts in a i i  cavitits, and to spefular rcflcctions 

between surfaces when the glaring cavities are ~cctanpuiar. The radiosity method 

presented in Siegel and Howeil(1981) is used to solve the radiation interchange. 

2. Solar radiation is considered in the aaalysis methoù by making the approximation that the 

specnal wavelengths of the diffuse and bcam radiation are muaially exclusive. The solar 

beam radiation a b s o M  by any d a c e  is detennined by either EàwatdS' embedding 

technique (Edwards 1972) or by a ray tracing technique for nomial or off-normal beam 

radiation. When diffuse radiation is considered and the ray tracing technique for bearn 

solar radiation is king used the radiosity method is cmployed to solve the radiation 

interchange. The model is limited to either a double or a aiple glazed unit for off-normal 

radiation if the ray aacing technique is being use& and diffuse gray radiation exchange 

between surfaces for diffuse solar radiation. 

3. In addition, the models (solar and thermal radiation) do not account for full or p d  

blockage of surfaces, except for the case of a window with blockage in the center of the 

cavity when only themial radiation is presenL 

Although the problem of radiation-naairal convection intedtion in enclosures, nUed 

with a radiative participahg medium, has been the subject of considerable restaich effort 

(Chapter 2, Section 2.5), only a few studits deal with the effm of radiation exchange betwccn 

sudaces of an enclosure containhg a non-participa~g fluid txposed to solar radiation. None 
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of them, to the knowledge of the author. &ais with the interaction of radiation-conduction- 

natural convection in a narow enclostue with more than one subsqutnt serni-transparent 

waü, for either normal or off-normal soliu radiation. 

A grid size study is conducted on cornputarional rneshes ranging h m  15 to 40 control 

volumes in the horizontal direction, for cavity aspect ratios ranging h m  20 to 100, with grid 

aspect ratios 5 and 10. and width 12.7 mn The ciifference in total heat transfer (also Nusselt 

number) on the warm waJI and, the nuxhum velocities and temperature are less than 1% 

benveen 30 and 40 meshes (as seen befon, Section 5.1.1.1) for œll aspect ratio 5. Thenfore, 

a grid with 30 control volumes in the horizontal direction with any cavity aspect ratio and all 

aspect ratio 5 is selecred for the calcuiations. The nodes are mguiarly spaced in order to 

capture the secondary flow when present The iterations are ttrminated when the heat gain 

matches the heat loss to within 1 x 104 % and the velocities and temperature fields did not 

change in the founh decimal place, or when a pre-detcrmined number of iterations was 

reached and yet the convergence is considered satisfactory (the error beween heat gain and 

heat Ioss is less than IO'*%). 

5.3.1 Thermal Radiation Interaction 

The purpose of this section is to show that BRAVO can mode1 surface to sLirface 

themial radiation. BRAVO simulations are compared wîth Wright's (1989) numerical and 
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experimental result~. nie seven &zhg sySDtms test& by Wnght (1989) werc simulateci m 

order to assess BRAVO. 'Ibe samplts cover a wi& mge of themial rtsistances for seais, 

from highiy insulahg foam, an intermediate thamal mistance comgated sIip edge-seals, 

and finally, a highly conductive aluminum spactr bar. AU but one had low-e coatings and two 

units had argon as a fiu gas. Details of the sample sets an given in Table 5.1 1. 

#1 18.88 12-13 9.53 0.520 3.175 3.94 0,840 0,827 50.8 air 

#2 19.39 12.41 9.53 0.530 3.175 2.84 0.096 0.827 49.6 air 

#3 19.12 14.12 11.05 2.560 1.524 3.30 0.047 0.054 43.4 argon 

#4 11.38 11.96 11.30 2,120 3.175 3.91 0.094 0.054 51.2 argon 

#5 27.42 16.00 25.40 0.035 1.524 5.59 0.070 0.054 36.5 air 

#6 27.34 13.00 25.40 0.035 1.524 5.59 0,070 0.054 44.9 air 

#7 14.86 13-00 25.40 0,035 1.524 5.59 0.070 0-054 44-9 air 
- - - - - - - - -- - 

Table 5.11: Details of Samples - Thexmal Radiation Interaction. 

Furiher details are reported by Wright (1989). Table 5.12 shows the results of the 

measund heat flux. for the top, middlc, and bottom of the glazing systerns comsponding to 

the location of the thrrt guardtd heater plates where the heat flux is txpcrimcntaiiy mctered. 

The expenmental nsults and the two sets of calculated nsults arc pnsented. 



Although, both codes use the sarne discrrtization   ha ne to simulatt the samples and 

the radiation models of both code produce sinnlar resuhs for an evacuatcd cavity (0.18). 

BRAVO is found to a p e  siibtly betm than Wright's code with the guatdcd heatcr plate 

measuremcnts, i.e. the heat flux is cvedy disoibutecl over the thr# heater plates, nilling near 

the experimental error of 10%. except for the mi t s  with argon fN gas (units #3 and and). The 

differences between the two calcuiations cm only be explaineci by ciifferences in better grid 

refmement for the neoprene mats and glas sheets (the grid size is the same for the cavity) and 

the tighter convergence criteria used in BRAVO. The discnpancies in units #3 and #4 could 

be due to small ciifference in the catculated physical properties for the argon. or by the choice 

of reference temperature which in mm alters the heat transfer rcsults. To verify the magnitude 

of the error introâuced by the non-adiabatic boundary conditions at the ends of the cavity an 

extra piece of foam is placed on the bottom and top of the glazing systcm dong the total 

width of the neoprene mats. for the glass sheets and the edge seals of unit #7; the unit is d e d  

unit #7b. This modification gives a littie improvement in the caicuiated heat of the cavity, 

yielding 28.4 w/m2 (-12.07%) in the top and to 38.7 w/m2 (0.00%) in the bottom of the 

cavity. The heat flux at the centet of the cavity rcmains the sarne. Although there is a slight 

change in the bottom and top heat fîuxes when more insuiahion is added to the ends of the 

cavity. it is insunicient to explain the disacpancies between the masurcd values and 

calculated results. 
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Sample Position M e a d  BRAVO Em>r Ctlk Wright 1989 Error Cdl 
[WH] [w)hi2l Ml @Kfm2l [SI s 

top 
middle 
bonom 

top 
middle 
bottom 

toi' 
middle 
bottom 

top 
middle 
bottom 

top 
middle 
bottom 

top 
middle 
bonom 

top 
middle 
bottom 

top 
middle 
bottom 

Table 5.12: Calcuiated and Mcasured Glazing Systcm Heat Fiux Results. 
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5.3.2 Solar Radiation Interaction 

To validate BRAVO in dation to the interaction of radiation, conduction and naturai 

convection when solar radiation is prcsent, no &ta was found in the I i t e r a t ~ ~ ~  showing I d  

effects in the nuid flow and in the heat transfir mechanisms (see Section 2.2.1.4). 

Experirnental and numerical nsults of solar heat gain factor ( S m ,  an averaged quantity. 

for a set of nine window samples (Harrison and Wonderen, 1994) are therefore used to verify 

BRAVO. The SHGF uscd together with the window's thamal ~msmittance (U-factor) 

p e h t s  comparative ranking of fenestration systems, calculating Energy Rating (ER) 

numbea, and detexmining the annual energy p e d o m œ -  

The nine window samples seIected represent a broad range of insulating glating 

systems that include clear and heat absorbing glass, reflective and spectrally selective coatings. 

AU samples are specified to be double-glazed air-filled sash anits fitting in a comrnon wood 

casernent M e ,  see Figure 5.7. Details of the nine glazing systems an given in Table 5.13. 

- - -  

Glazing Systcm 
S 1  Clear / Uear 
S 2  Ciear / PyroIytic low-E, €4.2 
S3 Qear / LoE-178, ~ 4 . 0 8  
S4 CIcar / LoE Sun, &=Ci- 1 
S5 LoE Sm-145, &LI/  Clcar 
S6 Evcrgrcen Tmteâ / Ciuu 
S7 Refltctive Mctal SS-114 / Clcar 
S8 Cicar / Low-~~-171, ~=û.04, 
S9 Everpscen Tmted / Pyrolytic Law-E, ~ 4 . 2  

Table 5.13: Description of Test Glazing Systcms. 
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Ftame Size lZOO x 600 mm 
V i l e  Glas  1045 x 445 mm 
hame Height 775 mm 

Figure 5.7: Test Frame Sash Cross Section. 

The SHGF rneasunmnts were performcd at the CANMET Wmdow Test Facility 

( H b s o n  and Wonderen, 1994) and the average measurcmnt unctrtainty was f 4.9%. They 

did numerical simulations using the VISIONIFRAME cornputer program package (for a 

description of  these programs see Section 2.1.5). Reslilts for the nine windows are presented 

in Table 5.14. 

The resuits shown in Table 5.14 indiate good agnernent among measund rcsuits and 

those calculated values using EWMEMSION and BRAVO. Thcy agne to about 2.5% or 

less for samples S1 to S5 and S9, 5.3% for S6, 19% for S7. and 12% for S8. Ihe BRAVO 

resdu are consistendy higher than those hm FMME/WSION. This can be explaincd by 

the approximation used by FRAME to calculate the SHGF ( sec Hamison and Wonduen. 



1994). The vaiues of centcr-giass SHGF caicuiatcd by BRAVO are d y  the same as those 

cdculated by VISION as expected b u s e  both pmgmns usc the Edwards' embedding 

technique to calculate SHGF. 

Solar Heat Gaia Factor 
Sash No- 

Measured VISION/FRAME BRAVO 
P - -  

S 1  0.50 I 0.02 0-49 0,495 

Table 5.14: Summary of Results of Solar Heat Gain Factors. 

5.4 Closure 

The solution method dcscribtd in Chapters 3 and 4 and coded in BRAVO proves 

satisfactory to mode1 the heat adnsfer and fluid dynarnics in fenestration systems. The 

foilowing conclusions about BRAVO'S performance in modehg glaPng systems can be 

drawn fkom the results of this chapter: 
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the accuracy and xcliability is satisfactory to mode1 naturai convection alone in orthogonal 

and non-orthogonal grids, as show in the cornparison wità bench mark solutions. where 

emrs are lower than 10**%; 

the ability to comctly mode1 secondaiy and tertiary ails by pcraitbing the flow is 

demonstrated; 

although the capability to model tertiary fiows for R 1 50 is proven, tertiary ce& cannot 

be sustained for Pr = 0.71 (Le. air), aspect ratio 40, and Ra > 10'. This fact needs M e r  

investigation to prove whether tertiary cens an present in a cavity filleci with air for aspect 

ratio 40 and Ra > 104; 

in modeling aluminurn spacers, fine geomemc details, convection. and radiation all are not 

major factors in controllhg the net heat flux. On the other hand, contact resistance 

between the aluminum and giass is found to be important; 

the ability to model the conjugate heat uansfer problem is demonstrated-, 

surface-to-surface radiation exchange is show to k accurately modeled. Differences are 

found in the thirid dccimal place for the radiation heat flux whcn cornparcd CO Wright's 

code (Wright 1989); 

in spite of accurate caiculations for the total hcat ansfer (avcragtd values), the mode1 

resulu showed discrepancics with muisureà results whcn modehg the hcat flow at the 

top and bottom of insulateci glazing units. These differences h m  the masureci values do 
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not reprisent a major con- kcaose &y are within mcasuftmtnt errot. Also. there û 

an uncertainty in getting the proper physical proparies of maticrials for simulation 

purposes. Thercforc, this observation does not invalidate the ability of the code to locally 

simulate the heat auisfcr in windows as prcscnteû in Chaptu 6; 

the solar heat gain for n o d  radiation is simulated, with errors for the solar heat gain 

factor lower than 2.5% for samples SLS5 and S9, 5.3% for S6. 19% for S7 and 12% for 

S 8; 

Finally, it is concluded that two-dimensional simulations of conduction, convection, and 

radiation interchange can be acc~llately calculated and used to better understand both 

quaiitatively and quantitatively, the heat transfer and fiuid flow mechanisms within a 

window. 

In Chapter 6 surface temperature pmnles are compared with themographic 

measurements and nsults h m  a modified commercial code. A sensitivity analysis of the 

boundary conditions that exist in windows is also @en. 



6 APPLICATION OF THE NUMERICAL CODE 

This chapter describes the application of the pzcsent n d c a l  code, BRAVO, to 

simulate more nalistic window problcms, both g«,mttricaUy and physically. Unfortunately, 

experimentai data for full tempemm profiles in a real window configuration does not exkt 

(de Abteu et al., 1996). 

Therefore, a compromise is necessary. To test BRAVO, cornparisons arc made with 

the reported surface temperatun simulations of Cutcija (1992) @lia Window) and with 

preliminary experimental IR thermographic data for four IGU's (Sargent, 1992). For this last 

set, the indoor ( w m  side) heat transfer coefficient, ha and the outdoor (cold de) heat 

transfer cœfficient, ho, although  prod du cible, were! unknown. 

As this work neand completion, w o  additional thermographic data sets becarne 

available fiom a planned set of tests that included LR measuremcnts by Griffith et al. (1996) 

and Elmahdy (1996). In addition, a single set of IR measund temperature data for a defîected 

glazing unit was &O rcccntiy reported in the iiteraturt (Be& et al., 1995). Cornpison of 

BRAVO results with this ment data is aiso =portcd in this Chaptcr. 
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Before comparkons betwttn the calculations and expaimnts arc made, efforts art 

made to obtain results that are grid independent. Sample grid refinmnt results are presented 

in Section 6.1. 

Following h Section 6.2, simulations of the four insuiami glazing uni6 (EU'S) of 

Sargent (1992) are cornparcd quaiitatively with Sargent's (1992) expetimentai results. in 

Section 6.3 some calcuiations in a wood fhne window are picsenmi as well as a comparison 

with a modifiai commercial CFD code (Cirrcija, 1992). In Section 6.4 a comparison is made 

between a set of simulateci temperature profîles and heat fluxes with the most ncent set of 

experimental resdts (Griffith et al., 1996; Elmahdy, 1996) for ftlatively simple geometrical 

configurations (de Abreu et al., 1996; Sullivan et al., 1996). This set includes seven insulated 

glass units (IGU's) with a variety of parameter variations: different gap widths, two different 

spacer types. a iow-E coating and, double and triple giazing units. In Section 6.5 BRAVO is 

applied to deflected windows where a sensitivity analysis study is done. Results are compared 

qualitatively with the experimtntal results fkom Beck et al. (1995). In Section 6.6 a sensitivity 

analysis is performed to investigate the impact h m  boundary conditions. Finally, in Section 

6.7, the conclusions are s u e  
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6.1 Grid Refinement 

Before any production m s  are undertaktn, the question of gRd independence is 

studied using a uniforni g15d for t b  ~ p ~ ~ ~ e n t a t i v t  insuiated glaPng units (IGUTs), with 

spacers' widths of 6.40 mm, 12.70 mm, and 19.05 mm and a gluïng height of 508 mm with 

clear glas of 3 mm thickness. Ail windows studitd in this Chapter wiU use one of these 

IGUTs to compose the fenestration systcm, cxcept in Section 6.3. whexe a study in a whole 

window with a IGU 1.05 m high and a spacer of 12.70 mm thick is used. Details of the IGUTs 

and boundary conditions are given in Figure 6.1. 

Only a single cavity of the IGU, without a spacer, is tcsted for grid independence since 

the spacer and frame are dependent upon the material conductivity and geometry. The 

number of control volumes in r dinction, confonning to the definition given in Chapter 3, is 

varied from 10 to 45 in incremmts of fiveT for all aspect ratios of 5, 10,20 and 40. The heat 

flux for the ceii aspect ratio vs. numbcr of control volumes in the x direction is given in 

Tables 6.1-6.2 and 6.3 for cavity wiàths of 6.40 mm, 12.70 mm and 19.05 mm, nspectively. 

Also, these tables show the ercor betwecn heat flux caiculatcd for each grid sire in dation to 

the heat flux obtained for the most refincd grid studicd for tht IGU under consideration. 
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Boundary Conditions: 

Ti=21*1 OC 

To = -17.8 O C  

hi = I>, + hn = 7.65 ~ l ( r n * ~ c )  

ho = hco + hm = 30.0 ~ / ( r n * ~ c )  

Dimensions: 

d =  6 . 4 0 ~ ~ 1  A,=80 

d = 12-70 mm A, = 40 

d = 19.05 mm A, = 26.67 

L = 508 mm 

tg=3mrn 

Figure 6.1: Glazïng Unit Geometry and Boundary Conditions. 

The grids with 30 control volumes in the x direction and grid aspect ratios 5 and 10 

are used to sirnulate natural convective flow throughout subsequcnt simulations. The errors 

for these grids in cornparison to the most rcfined grid were about O.5%, finc enough to pick 

up the secondaq flow. 
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VI- 

S 



Figure 6.2 shows tempiPtiPt pronles, Figtne 6.3 isothams, and Figure 6.4 

streamlines for an IGU of width 19.05 ma, for four cases: 1) ody conduction m the KGQ 2) 

conduction and convection; 3) conduction . convection and radiation before ceil gentration; 

and 4) conduction, convection and radiation aher ceIl gentration. In Figure 6.2 the horizontal 

axis represents the vertical distance. It can be obswed that the presenœ of radiation 

augments the heat transfa. imeasing the number of alls h m  four to five and decrrasiDg the 

surface temperature in the wam side. 

Figure 6.2: IGU Surf' Temperature Profiles in the Warm Side for d = 19.05 mm 
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Figure 6.3: Isothems Ac~oss the Cavity of Width d = 19.05 mm fbr an IGU of EIeight Sû8 mm. 

Figure 6.4: StnePmliaes Amss the Cavity of Width d = 19.05 mm for an IGU of Hught 508 mm. 
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6.1.2 Convergence 

The convergence criterion is applied for the complete IGU systcm ('glas, seal, and 

cavity) in t h e  steps. in cadi iteration loop. Convergence is assumd if 

1. the dinuence betwccn each variable (temperature, velocities and pressure) is less than 104 

in two consecutive iterations of the AD1 solver; 

2. the heat flux, q,,, of the fcnesaation system, . is equal the heat flux out, q, with error 

within 1 o4 , Le., the error for heat flux [(qh-qc)/qJ* 100 1 104 %, and 

3. the difference beween heat fluxes in, qh, arr less than 104 for at least five consecutive 

iterations, i.e. [(qhn-'-qhn)//qn^]' 100 s 104 S. 

6.1.3 Observations 

It is worth while to note that the tirne step is calculateci using an explicit time s e p  

formula and it is multiplied by a factor n to accelerate convergence, or even guarantee it. 

With the change in grid size, fnqutntly n had to be changed to ensure convergence. For 

example, for a very coarse grid using EDS the value of n could not bc taken smallcr than 50. 

This fact required a search for the range of n whert the buoyancy unn could balance the 

denvative of pressure in the control volumes and h e m  parantee convergence. The range of 

n is also dependent upon the relaxation factors used in the solver. For the grid chosen, the 
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best choice was n=SO for the EDS sckme and n4.95 for the CDS schemc with the rtlaxation 

factor 1.8 for the solution of aü cquations in the AD1 solver. 

It is aïs0 interesthg to note that secoDdary =Us arc generated spontaneously for 

certain Ra > Ra,, but in most of the cases run the nurnbcr of d i s  was smak,  and the heat 

tramfer lower than when the cells were perturbai. To maintain the paubed ails using EDS 

the grid in most cases has to have a œll aspect ratio smalla than 5, inaeasing time and 

storage requiiexnents. nierefore, oniy the fbt 30 iterations are done using EDS to approach 

a "nea. converged" solution and "smooth the flow". Subsequently. the scheme is switched to 

CDS and pemubed aftu 3 iterations. The code then stops upon reaching convergence critena 

or 6000 iterations, whiçhever cornes fint If the nm reachcs 6000 iterations, the error for the 

heat flux is lower than 10-*, and the error for aü variables betwecn consecutive iterations is 

lower than 10'~, it is considend satisfactory. and stopped. If not, more iterations are mn. For 

certain values of Ra CDS failcd if EDS had not been nui beforc hand; this is the meaning of 

the "smooth the flow" term used above. 

The established condition (Shyy et al., 1992) for CDS stability, is., celi Reynolds 

number Re& = (Aw&)lv S 2, seerns not to be valid in buoyancy driven fiows, since, for 

IGU's, the CDS stable Re* at the top or bonorn edge of the window cavity is obsuved to be 

greater than 4. AS pointcd out by Shyy et al. (1992) Re& s e e ~  not to be a rcliable indicator 
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of performance for CDS. henœ the non-obsuvance of wigglcs for Ra grcatcr than 2 is not 

sulprising. 

In the course of the gzid re-nt mdies anodier observation made is that the Peclet 

number, Pe, is pater  than ten for a large n u m k  of the flow field control volumes kading to 

a M y  upwinded EDS formulation in this ngion. and leading to the appearance of false 

diffusion. which in tum precludes the appearance of secondary ceU flows. This fact r e q u i n s  

funher investigation to improve EDS for buoyancy dnven cavity flows (Le., change the range 

of Pe). 

6.2 A Qualitative Comparison of Surface Temperature 

Profiles for Four lnsulated Glazing Units: BRAVO vs. 

Therrnographic Profiles 

This section presents an eady attempt to compare themographic measmernent and 

simulation of surface temperature profiles. The four glazing units rnodeled are identifid in 

Table 6.4. First a composite graph of nsults for the set of vertical surface temperature 

profiles for the four IGU's is pnsentcd. Also, this set of temperatures profiles is compareci 

with measund themography temperaturtturt 



IGU# Glass Desaiption Pane Spaüng(s). d Total Pane FiIl Gas Spacer(s) 
spacinp; 

1 Low-E double-glazdd 19.050 mm 19.050 mm argon Foam 
2 acar Triple-ghd 15.875 mm 3 1.750 mm air Foam 
3 Clcar triple-gia& 9525 mm 19.050 mm argon Foam 
4 Clcar t r i p l e - m  4.763 mm 9525 mm krypton Foam 

Table 6.4: Description of Glazing Units. 

6.2.1 Glazing Unit Details and Mounting Configuration 

The double glazed unit identincù in Table 6.4 invoiving the foam spacer is modcled as 

show in figure 6.5. The triple-glazed units are modeled The pane spacing, d, is 

given in Table 6.4. The nmbering schcme given in Tabie 6.4 will be used throughout this 

section to identify the differuit glazkg units. 

Foam Sprcer Wood Stop I 
k = 0.12 W/(mZ0C) k r 0.14 W/(mZoC) 488.95 . m m  

Figure 6.5: Glazing Unit and Mask Waii Geornetry for the Double Glazed Unit 
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IGU #1 has a low cmisbity coatïng (cmissivity = 0.2) on the indoor f h g  surfhcc of 

the outdoor glazing. The emissivity of the glass is taken as 0.84. 

It is worth noting that the test samples are EU'S mountd in a mask wall -out sash 

or firame. In the expcrimnt to fasten the glaOng in place and to picvent infiltration a wood 

stop is used to cover the Iength of the cdge-seai. 

6.2.2 Simulation Conditions 

The boundary conditions used for cornputer simulation arc iisted in Table 6.5. The 

heat transfer coefficients include both long wave radiation and convcctive effects. No soiar 

radiation is present. The boundary conditions approximate nabual convection on the wann 

side. Measunments of the magnitude of the forced convection on the cold side were not 

perfomed. It is knom that on the cold side thm were two osciuacing fans blowing air on 

the surface in order to mate  a uniform and rcproducible hcat uansfer codncient through 

forced convection. 

Therefore, the convection heat tnuisftr on the cold side, &, is ~ 1 a d  as constant 

(Le., independent of position dong the exposai glazing surfact). The convection kat tcansfer 

on the warm side, h h  is sirnulatcd for a non-hothermal f!iat plate: sec equation 6.1 below. 
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'Ibis is known to k m m r ,  putkulatly on the indoor 9dt whae local e&cts due to 

stagnation fiow near the head and siU arc prcscnt 

hdoor Indoor Convective Ekat Outdoor Outdoor Convective Heat 
Texnp Transf'cr C o t ~ i ~ t  T ~ P  Transfir CotfMent 

Ti hci T* ko 

17.5 OC non- i sothd  fiat plate -10.0 O C  15.74 w/rn21C 

Note: the radiation kat msfer coefficient, h,. is evaluated using equation 6.2. 

Table 65:  Glazing Unit Boundary Conditions. 

The hb equation for a non-isothed flat plate, calculated using the mtthod derived by 

Raithby and Hoiiands (1975) and modified by Yeoh et al. (1989) is 

Cr where Ti is the room temperature, and g is the gravitational acctIcration. p. k, v = -. and 
k 

k a=- are properties of the interior (room) gas taken as air at atmospheric pnssurc. T(y) 
pc, 
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is the temperature distribution dong the SUrfiict with y masuied h m  the start of the 

boundary layes. 'Ihe Randtl number fuirtion, C, is givm by C = 0563 
A' 

Throughout this work, when rcquind to calculate the radiation componcnt, hr, for the 

outdoor (cold side) and indoor (warm side) surfaces, the room wall surfaces and outdoor 

environment are taktn as black bodies at air temperature. 

where Ts is the surface temperature, T, is Ti (iidoor) or T. (outdoor), a is the Stefan- 

Bolaman constant, and E is the emissivity of the sudace. 

The mat difnculty in using these measured sinface temperature thmnographic 

profiles for cornparison are the unknown heat msfer  Coefficients (Sargent 1992). These 

thermographie experiments for measurement of the surfacc temperature profiles were in an 

early stage of development whcre heat fiuxcs were not quantifid The exppimnts were 

carefuily and precisely performed. and were very zitproduciblc. Howcver, at this tirne the 

laboratory did not have the capability to dettnnine the magnitude of the unicnown but 

reproducible cold side and wami sidt hcat transftr coefficients. Therefore, quantitative 

cornparison is not possible. An early attempt at a qualitative compiuison was done by 
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estirnating the indoor kat muisfer coefficitnt as constant, 8.3 w/(~*oc) and a fm whd specd 

of 2 m/s on the cold side yieIding a constant outdoor heat transfer coeffkknt of 15.74 

w/(rn2T). A wam side temperame of 20°C was uscd. The rtsuiting temperature profile 

presented a similar trend but was s W  by about 2.S°C in the center glas region. The 

experimental profile was shifted to match the simulatcd ctntcr temperatme with good 

agreement now between center glass temperatures. A slightly flatter slope was observed for 

the simulation profile. Afm shifting, the ttrnpcrams at top and bottom of the IGU were 

observed to di&r by more than 2 O C  Even given these dismepancies in the bottom and top 

ends of the glazing, and the difference in center-glas temperature profile slopc, the qualitative 

agreement may still be considered very satidactory given the emneous assumption of a 

constant convection heat transfer coefficient, e.g., a poor asswnption at the ends due to flow 

stagnation. 

As this thesis work neared completion two new data sets of experirnental resulu 

becarne avaiiable (Griffith et al., 1996 and Elmahdy, 19%). This data is compareà with 

BRAVO simulations in Sullivan et al. (1996). nie agreement obtaintd betwecn simuiated and 

measund surface temperatures profiles for the center glas is now very satisfactory, without 

any adjustment nie differences in centet glas temperature arc less than 1°C for a constant 

heat transfer coefncient. When the configuration reportcd by Sullivan et aL(1996) uses heat 

uansfer coefficient on the w a m  side cstimated by a non-isothemal fht plate codation , e.g., 

locally varying heat transfer coefficient, the simuiaotd and the expehcntal surf' 
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tempera- profies on the wami sidt matcbed in the centcr glass xcgion (se Section 

6.6. 1 1). 

Reconsider the EU'S of Table 6.4. Aficnuarûs. Sargent (1994) rcponed that the 

temperature on the wami side was in mor: pcsumably less than assumed 20°C nierefore a 

new attempt was made to compare the simuiatcd s&iice tempcranut profiles without shifPng 

the experimentai profile. Fit the convection heat msfer cocnicient at the cold side, L, 

was adjusted, to get agreement with the ccnter glass tcmpcraniilt. It was noticed that a 

change of lm/s in dculating h, (calculateci using Ito and Kimura's. 1972, 6th floor 

conelation) did not change the center glas temperature by more than O.l°C. The thermal 

resistance of the IGU's was high enough such that changes on h, did not result in noticeable 

temperature changes. The tempera- on thc w m  side was thcn shiftcd down to 17.S°C. 

For ai i  units this temperame was kept fixcd and the was estirnatal by a non-isothennal Bat 

plate correlation (Equation 6.1). 

6.2.3 Simulation Results 

The graphitai prcsentation of the simulation nsults is simüar for ail the glazing units 

(see Figure 6.6 for example). nie horizontal axis npnsents vertical distance with zen, 

corresponding to the bonom sight line of the glazhg unit, with the top sight line at 488.95 

mm- The horizontal axis runs h m  -0.1 m to M.6 m so that 100 rrim of the foam mask wall 

plus wood stop is shown both below and abovc the glazhg unit The vertical axis mords the 
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temperature pmfile in de- CtIsius on the w a n  side (rom side) of the giazing unit 'LnLÏ 

temperaaut profiic mpmscnts any v d d  profile dong the glaPng unit as long as the "side 

effects" of the spacer a d  sealant, etc- are not innllcncing the temperahne. The glazing d 

tested and simulateci are 356 rnn by 508 mm and the IR rhumopphic images presentcd by 

Sargent (1992) indicate bat a major portion of the glazing unit cm te expected to be free of 

side effkcts (e.g., corner effixts are confined to a relativeIy snall w o n  in the vicimty of the 

corners). In the cornparison with expimental data, simuiatcd temperature profiles am 

compared with the vertical t e m m  profiles dong the centdine of the giazing units. AU 

figures showing experimental data vasur sîmuiated mults have the horizontal iucis nmning 

fiom 0.0 m (bottom sight line) to 0.488 m (top sight line). 

Fi- 6.6: Simulaid Wann Side Tcrnptraturc Profile for aü Four Giazing Units. 
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6.2.3.1 Reference Glrring Unit 

IGU #1, the low-E double-glazcd unit, with a 19.05 mm argon cavity and a foarn 

edge-seai is considemi the teferencc W u t  The nmaining thtee glazing UNts are c h  triple 

glazed systems with air, argon and krypton fiU gases, nspcctivtIy; set Table 6.4. 

6.2.3.2 Composite Resuls 

Figure 6.6 is a composite plot showing the temperature profiles for all four glazing 

units. Based on the center-glas heat transfer characteristics, in the mid-part of the graph. 

away from the top and bonom edge effects, the lowest performing unit is the hple IGU #4 

£iiied with krypton, and the best performing is the double IGU #1 filW with argon. It is 

noteworthy that the low-E double glaIcd filIed with argon, IGU U1. has a Smilar center-giass 

perfomance to the conventional clear triple glazed fikd with air, IGU #2 Aho. simüar 

center giass perfomce was observed for the clear triple glazed filied with argon, IGU #3 

and for the clear triple giazed filled with Iûypton, IGU M. In these cases it is difncuit to use 

intuition to rank the IGU's because they have diâerent wiàths and different fiil gases. It is 

instructive to note that the best window based on tenter-glas hcat uansfer characteristics, 

IGU #1, is not the best for condensation resistance, which is lilrely to occur in the lower pan 

of the IGU, Le., near y=O m. 

Table 6.6 shows the themai puformancc characteristics for the four units. 
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IGU U-factor R-value 
2 2 

Tempera- ["cl 
W/(m OC)] I(m Centcr-Giass Bottom 

Table 6.6: niemial Perfo- Characteristics of the Glazing Units. 

By looking at the total width of the spams it could be expected that the widest 

spacer, IGU #2, shouid yieid off- the most mistancc to condensation whüc the narrowest 

spacer, IGU #4, offers the least This not m e  as see in the Table 6.6 and Figure 6.6. RanLing 

the IGUTs, the best perfomance is seen in IGU (13, fonowed by IGU a, IGU IC 4 and then 

IGU #1. IGU #1 is worse than unit #4 due to sttonger convection effects. The same is 

obsemed for IGU #2 (worse) and IGU #3 (better). Although IGU M has the srnailest 

convection effect (small cavity width) which decreases the heat flux at the bottom. it is 

dorninated by the d e r  conduction path length that incnases heat tramfer. henœ it is 

ranked second last instead of the best. If only the convection effwts are taken into account 

then IGU it4 would be expected to perfom kst 
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6.2.4 Cornparison of Themiognphic Measumments and 2-0 

Simulation 

Figuns 6.7 through 6.10 compare the measured and simuiateû resuits for each of the 

four IG?J's, respectively. Each figrne shows two verrical profiles of surf' temperature, one 

for the measured results and the other for the simuha 

Recaii that the wram side temperature is adjustcd h m  20°C to 17.S°C making the 

center glass temperature of the simuIated IGU #l nearly equal to the center glass surface 

temperature of die masurcd IGU M. Besi&s b i s .  c w e s  are a l l  p10tted without any other 

adjusmient 

Figure 6.7: Temperature hofiles for IGU #l, Argon FiUed. Low-E Double Gbd.. 
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Figure 6.8: Temperature Piofiles for IGU a, Air F i  Uear Triple Glazed. 

Figure 6.9: Tempera- RofW for IGU W3, Argon FiM, Qear Triple Glazed 



Figure 6.10: Temperature h&~ for IGU #4, -ton Filled, C1ea.r Triple GIazed. 

AU of the data sets pnsented in Figures 6.7 through 6.10 show qualitativtly very gooà 

agreement In dl four IGü's the centre-giass temperature of the sinidateci units are lower 

than the corresponding temperatures of the muisured umts. This is consistent with the 

adjusmient made, in which the simiilatpd temperature of the IGU #1 was slightly lower than 

the masureci one. Each c w e  shows a local minimum at, or vcay ncar, the top a d  bottom 

sight Iines. 

Figure 6.11, shows the comparison for IGU #l of two simulaacd temperatme profiles, 

a constant and a locally va~yiag li, (non-isothermaI fiate plate), and for the masiacd 

profile* The warm side temperatiire is adjusted to 17J°C in both Smalation cases. 
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Figure 6.11: Warm side Temperame Rome Cornparison: Measunxi versus Sirnulated for 

Constant and Locaüy Varying &. 

Although there are srül disaepancies in the top and bottom sight iine temperatures for 

both simulatecl temperature pfIIes in cornparison to that measund, it is obsaved in Figure 

6.11 that the aperimental and simulatcd temperature profiles have sbüaf slopes over the 

entire IGU. A SMlarity in temperature profiles for both heat tniasfer coefficients (constant 

and for the non-isothemial flat plate) is as expccted due to the hi@ thermai resistance of the 

IGU. 
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6.3 A Whole Window Modeled: Wood Frame 

In this Section an entire window, including sash and framc elmrnts. is simulatsd The 

h i m e  design investigated is a wood fnunt casernent window rnanufacnrred by Pciîi~ Pella is a 

large wood fhme window m a n u f a c ~ r  in the U.S. The reason for this choice of window is 

thar it enables a direct cornparison with the simulation results using a modifled commercial 

code (Curcija, 1992) to be made. The nsults are presentcd as surface temperature 

dismbutions on the wann window suface. Additiondy the o v e d  U-factor is also given. 

6.3.1 Window Details and Mounting Configuration 

Figure 6.12 details the window cross-section and Table 6.7 presents the thermal 

conductivities and ernissivities for the window matenais as reportcd by Curcija (1992). 

Materid Conductivity Emissivity 
[w/(rn2~c) ] 

Wood O. 14 0.84 
Glass 1.00 0.84 
Butyl 0.24 N/A* 
PIB 0.24 N/A 

Polysuiphide O. 19 NIA 
Aluminum 236 0. 10 

Air 0.024 N/A 

*NIA = Not applicable 

Table 6.7 : Thermal Conductivity and Eniissivity of the Mamiais. 
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Figure 6.12: Cross Section of the Pella Wùidow (Curcija, 1992). Units are in mm 

6.3.2 Simulation Conditions 

First a grid independence study is conducted. The IGU mcsh is unifom with 30 

conwl volumes in the x direction with ceil aspect ratio of 10. The giass shœts have 3 control 
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voiumes in the x direction. The spaœr cavity hes IO control volumes and the spacer seaiant 6 

conml volumes in the y direction. The wood components have a ielatively coarsc rncsh. 

Three sets of boundary conditions are considcnd in evaluating the t h c d  

perfomüince of the window. ïhe  fkst two sets of surface heat transfer coefficients ( w m  

side, hi, and on the cold side, ho) werc obrained h m  Ciocija (1992). Thcy are estimated 

using the cornlations for laminar natutal convection and perpcndicular forced convection over 

a flat plate (case Comlations), and the variable convective heat transfer coefficients obtained 

from numerical simulation for isothexmai boundaries (case Simulations #1). The 1st  set of 

surface convective heat uansfer coefficients are obtained h m  Equations (6.l)to (6.6), case 

Simulations #2. These sets of boundary conditions are suMnarited in Table 6.8. 

Case 

Correlations 7.34 18-78 

Simulations #1* simulad simursitcd 

Simulations m* non-isothennal flat plate with coxrcctions 15.52 

m e  d a t i v e  component of the hlm coefficients is estimaad using Equation (6.2). 

Table 6.8: Su- of Boundary Conditions for PeUa Window (Ti=21. 1°C and To=-17.8OC). 

In using the Simulations Il Curcija (1992) simulateci the w a m  side as king at a 

constant temperature using a laminar naairal convection model. To estimate the local 
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distribution o f  the heat transfcr on the cold side, L he modelai the wind as blowhg 

perpendicular to the glazing surfa;ce ushg a forced convection modeL 

In using the Simulations 1)2 boundery conditions the local convection hcat mnsfer 

coefficient, he, was evaluated uskg Equation (6.1) for a non-isothcmal flat plate and the 

radiation component, h,, was cstunatcd use cquation (6.2). To account for the convective 

effect caused by the stagnating and recirculating ngions on the warm side, the correlations 

suggested by Curcija and Goss (1993) are used. 

On h e  vertical surfacts where the flow recirculates and stagnates due to the fiame 

steps a iinear variation in the convection heat a s f e r  coefficient over an averaged length of 

0.05 m was taken. Outside this region the non-isothexmai fîat plate pronle is used (Curcija 

and Goss (1993) have suggested using an isothemial flat plate profile). For the horizontal 

regions of the &une members 
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when h. and hl are the convection heet hansfer COtffiCiCnts for the upper ead lowers seps 

respectively, and, XI = D - 0.00635. The hmkontal distance. x, is mameci h m  the 

beginning of each sep- D is the step lcngth. 

For the end region of the horizontal surfacts (6.40 mn long) the fdowing set is 

ncommended by Curcija and Goss (1993) 

6.3.3 Results 

As in Section 6.2.3, the graphics in this section have the horizontal axis representing 

the vemcal distance with zero comsponding to the bottom of the window. The venicd axis 

records the temperatun profile in degrecs Kelvin on the wann side (room side) of the 

window. 

A cornparison b e m n  the U-focturs obtainmd using the modifiai commercial code 

(Cwija. 1992) and BRAVO is @en in Table 6.9. Vny good agreement is obtained for the 

Comlations boundary condition yielding a discrepancy of 0.38%. The Simulations B.C.'s 

(each program used its comlation) yielded a discrtpancy of 1.65%. 
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BMVO BRAVO Curnja (1992) aircija (1992) 

Comlations Simulations 4k2 Comiations Simulations #1 

U 2.59 2.39 2.58 2.43 

Table 6.9: Cornparison of U-Factors w/(m2T)]. 

Figute 6.13 repmduces the local temperature distribution nported by Cirrcija (1992) 

while Figure 6.14 shows the conesponding local temperature profile h m  BRAVO. Note 

that although the horizontai axis scaie for the window fhme region in Figure 6.13 h m  

Curcija (1992) does not correspond to the cross section shown in Figure 6.12, fimm the same 

reference, the region benvetn the sight lines is scaled conectly, which permit. a cornparison 

benveen Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14 in the glazing region. They clearly show an ïncrease in 

the maxUnum tempera- in the top of the IGU and a decnasc in the temperature in the 

bonom of the IGU when using a variable heat transfer coefficient. Thenfore, it is evident that 

to evaluate the local temperature distribution, Le., s u r f i  temperame profile, a better 

estimation of the local heat transfer coefficients is rcquired 

The agreement between the modified commercial code (Curcija, 1992) and BRAVO 

for the same comlations boundary conditions, case #1, is excellent over a l l  the surface 

temperature profile. The diffcriences using different boundary conditions are such that 

BRAVO pndicted a higher temperature in the top ngion and a col& temperature in the 

bottom region. 
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0.0 

Figure 6.13: Temperatme Distribution on the Wam Si& of Modifieci Commercial Code 

Distmct h m  tioctom Tm1 

Figure 6.14: Temperattue Distribution on the Warm Side of BRAVO. " C ~ o n s "  and 

"Simulations #2" B.C.3. 
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6.4 Comparison of Surface Temperature Prof iles from 

Theimographic Measurement and 2-0 Simulation - A 

Blind Collaborative Research Study 

This section describes a collaboraoive research project, including both meastuement 

and simulation snidies, aimed at detennining the surfact  temperature of a set of insulated 

glazing units (IGU's). Duplicate sets of glazing units w m  pmvidcd to two measurement 

laboratories and their construction details were given to two simulation laboratories, one of 

which is the research group that the author is a pan of. AU participants in the study were 

asked to perforrn their pomon of the nsearch without knowledge of the resulû of the other 

investigators, i.e., a "bhd study". A complete description of this cdlaboration arnong four 

laboratories is given in Sullivan et al. (1996). 

There are two main parts in this section. The first part, reponed in Section 6.4.3, 

focuses on determining by simulation o priori vertical siirface temperature profS1es (Le., before 

any correspondùig computational or experimcntal data were available) of the seven air-filied 

glazing units identifieci in Table 6.10. The second part, dcdbed in Section 6.4.4, presents 

the resuits of the coilaborative rcscarch mentioncd for al i  seven air fillai units (Table 6.10). 

The numbering scheme shown in Table 6.10 will k usd throughout this section to 

identify the glazing units. The design options incorporatcd in these giazing units were 



sel& to cover a range of edge-scal type, pane spachg, low-E coating. number of glazlligs 

that would reasonably test both the measurrment and simulation techniques. niese design 

options are of intacst bccause each one is txpcctdttd to a&ct the indoor surface temperature 

profile. 

6.4.1 Glazing Units Details and Mounting Configuration 

The double @ a d  uni0 identifiai in Table 6.10 involving the foam spiictr are modclcd 

as shown in Figure 6.15, insen a. The triple-glazcd units are modelecl similariy. The pane 

spacing, d, shown but not given in Figure 6.15 is giwn in Table 6.10. 

c, d Spacer(s) 
1 Clear double-gland 12.7 mm Foam 
2 Uear double-glazcd 12.7 mm Alunrinum 
3 Uear double-glazcd 6.4 mm Foam 
4 Qear double-glazed 19.1 mm Foam 
5 Low e double-glazcd 12.7 mm Foam 
6 Clear triple-glalPA 12.7 mm Foam 
7 Clear triple-glaztd 6.4 mm Foam 

Table 6.10: Description of Blind Test Glazing Units. 

Details r e g d g  the metal-spacer glaPng an shown in Figure 6.15, insert b. The 

metal is aluminum. A 50 pn air gap is used to simulate the solid-solid thermal contact 

nsistance rhat exists between the glazing and the aluminum spacer (Fraser et al., 1993). nie 

spacer mode1 is a simplification of the mie sparxr geomeay with the thickness of the 
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aiuminum prcservcd Fraser et ai. (1993) showed that it is the mtal thickness and not the 

spacer's shape that dominates edge-seal thermal pedomram. 

Figure 6.15: Blind Test Glazhg Unit and Mask Wali Geometry. 
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IGU #5 has a low emissivity coating (emissivity = 0.2) on the indoor fecing surface of 

the outdoor giazkg. The cmissivity of the glas is taken as 0.84. 

Note that the test samples an IGU's mounted in a ma& wall without sash or fiame. 

The advantage of this simple anangement is the removal of compiicating factors. The 

disadvanrage, however, is that the reader must keep in muid, for instance, that sensitivities to 

edge-seal structure may be magnifie& In particuiar, the edge-seals of the glaPng unis sndied 

account for a greater percentage of the heat loss than they would were a sash present. 

The tape show in Figuie 6.15, insen a, was necessary in the experiment to fasten the 

gazing in place and to prevent infiltration. The tape, however, was not modeled because it 

was felt that its presence would not alter the heat transfer appreciably. In addition its thennal 

properties are unknown. 

6.4.2 Simulation and Test Conditions 

The boundary conditions used in the simulations art givcn in Table 6.11. The heat 

tmnsfer coefficients include both long wave radiation and convective effécts. No solar 

radiation is present. These boundary conditions approximatc the ASHRAE winter design 

condition with a 6.7 m/s wind on the cold side and natual convection on the warm side but 

were chosen with the expectation that they wouid ais0 approximate the conditions in the 

measurement laboratories. A sensitivity study to variations in the magnitudes of these 



coefficients is rcponcd in Section 6.6.1. This snsitivity infimution is important to considcr 

when comparing computational and enpcrimental results. 

Indoor Temp Indoor Hat  Outdoor Temp ûutdoor Heat 
Ti Transfiir Ta Transfer 

Coefficient Coefficient 
hi ho 

Table 6.1 1: Blind Test Glazîng Unit Boundary Conditions. 

Note that ho and hi were modeled as constants (Le., independent of position dong the 

exposed glazuig surface). This is hown to be in wor, particdarly on the indoor side where 

local effects are present due to peculiarities in the boundary laya flow near the head and 

In this study the test units an mounted flush on the w m  si& to rninirnize associateci errors. 

Simulation Results 

The horizontal axis is vertical distance with zero comsponding to the bottom edge of 

the glazing unit and the top edge at 508 mm nie horizontal axis m s  from - 1 0  mn to +600 

mm so that 100 mm and 92 mm of the foam mask waU is show below and above the glazing 

unit, respectively. The vertical axis records the temperature profile in degrees &Mus on the 

warm side (room side) of the glazing unit This temperame profile represents any vertical 
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profile dong the glanng unit as long as the "side effects". i.c.. 3-D effkcts, of the spacer, 

sealant, etc. are not influencîng the temperatme. 

6.4.3.1 Reference Glazing Unit 

Glazing unit XI, a clear double giazed unit with a 12.5 mm air cavity and a foam edge- 

seal, is considered to be the reference unit The riemaining six glarllig units contain a nurnber 

of variations from this reference configuration and the presentation of the simulation results 

wiU typically contrast the effkcts of thcse physical variations on the temperattue profile of the 

giazing unit in question relative to the reference glaring unir 

6.4.3.2 Composite Results 

Figure 6.16 is a composite plot showing the temperature profiles for a l l  seven glazing 

units. Most figures are plotted to the same temperature d e  to fa ta te  both qualitative and 

quantitative comparisons. 

In Figure 6.16 it is nlatively casy to sort out the differcnt temperature profiies on the 

basis of their center-glas hcat transfer charactcristics. For example, in the mid-pan of the 

graph, away h m  the top and bottom edge eff'ts, the lowest perfonning unit is the double 

glazed 6.35 mm unit, and the best pcrfonning uni& are the clear triple unit with the largtst 
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spacings (two 12.7 mm air cavitits) and the 12.7 mtn low-E 9mt Iht rcomiiniag units occ~py 

a position consistent with intuition. 

Figure 6.16: Warm Side Tempcnuure Rofile for Aii Seven Blind Test Glazing Units. 

Figure 6.17 is a cornparison of the temperature profdes for two giazing uni& identical 

except the spacer. IGU 91 has a 12.7 mm foarn spacer ami IGU #k2 has a 12.7 mn 

conventional alumiawn spacet bar- Both units have been modeleci with appropriate amounts 

of sealant materiai. nie mode1 used for the alwnuium spacer bar configuration incorporates a 

very narrow air gap (50 microns) to simulate the effmts of the contact resistance which occias 

at the glass-metal interf'. For details about edge-seai modcling the d t  i s  xeferreü to 
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Fiaset et al. (1993) and Wright et d. (1994) wbae a dttaüed compsrison of spam simplation 

modtis and atpeamental messultrnents hi cmied out. As exptctcd, the unit with the 

aiumhum spaccr bar shows Sgnübntly lowu temperpnir*l than the unit with the foam 

spacer at both the head and si l l  ztgions. A c m s  the center of the glazing unit the temperature 

profites are essentially identicai. The region of depaarire fmm the temperature profile of the 

reference unit IGU #1 is of order 50 mm at the top and 75 mm near the botton 

Figure 6.17: Effect of Spacer Materiai, Foam versas Metai, IGU's #1 and m. 

Since most attentioa is usually f'useù for coadensation ritasons on the sili portion 

near the lower sight iine, an enlargcd plot of this region for di Stvcn giazing UDits is shown in 
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Figure 6.17. Again, the qnalitative féaturts illuSttated in this figure can be eady txplaintrl_ 

The coldest temperature is for the metal spaca, with the next coldest the m w - g a p  6.75 

mm foam spaccr. 

1-[GUI( - i G U n  -1GUri -[GU4 -iGU#5 -lGu#r -IGU.~ 

-10 ' 1 . . , ,  i . . . .  ! . .  1 - .  I . . .  1 

-25 O 2s 50 75 r oo 125 1 sa 
Dktinœ [mm] 

Figure 6.18: EnIargcd Plot of Tempefatme ProfilCs Near Bomm Edgc. 

The two uniû with 12.7 mm foam show incremental improvement as does the unit 

with the 19.1 mn foam spacer. Both triple glazed units show the increased bmefits of the 

longer path lengths through the foam spacer constituting the thamal bridge as wil as the 
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incrernental resistaaœ providcd by the additond pane of giass. Because a l i  of these uni6 are 

gïazing unis only, without a sash or fiame, the reader is cautioncd not t~ gtnemb thcSe 

resdts to complete windows. 

Figure 6.19 shows the temperature profiles for IGU samples M, #3 and M. These 

three g k h g  unis are idwtical except for the thickness of the air cavity (and the 

corresponding foam spacer). The three spacùigs represented are 6.4, 12.7 and 19.1 mm, 

The temperature profile for IGU #3 is sigxifïcantly "nattei' acn>ss the enter-giass region. 

figure 6.19: Effbct of Pane Spacing IGU's #l, #3, and M. 
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Aithough the mid-point tcmpcraains for both mits #1 and W arc sùriilar (an expected 

nsdt since wc know that kyond a spacing of 12.7 mm thcre is little additional benefit to 

going to larger spacings (Wright, 1989). these two temperature pronles have difftrent 

characteristic shapes. nie 19.1 mm profiie is affccted by the piesnce of secondary cells not 

noticeabk in the other cases. The slope changes progressively b m  the 6.75 mn to the 12.5 

mm and fïnally the 19.1 mn unit because of the changing convective flow in the cavity. The 

mechanism of convective heat transfa shifts h m  conduction to boundary Iaya transport as 

the aspect ratio of the glazhg caMty increases. The temperature profde for IGU W aiso. as 

mentioned, exhibits characteristics of the secondary flow, "cat's eye ceils" (Wright and 

Sullivan, 1989a, 1994). 

6.4.3.4 Effect of Low-E 

Figure 6.20 shows the temperature profiles for IGU samples #l and #, two glazing 

units identical in all respects except for the presence of a low-E coating (modeled with an 

emissivity of 0.20) on the cavity side of the outdoor or cold-side pane of IGU H. The main 

observation to be made is that the presence of a low-E coating nduces the overall heat 

transfer through the g b h g  unit resul~g in signincantly warmcr temperatures on the w a m  

side except near the edges of the two glazhg, where the glazing units have identical 12.7 m n  

foam spacers. Clearly, the cffixt of higher ccntcr-glass themïù nsistam does not extend to 
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the edge of glass region. lmproved spacer &signs must accornpany enhancd centcr-glass 

features. 

The effect of the thamal bridging superimposed on convective e f f i  pusisa for a 

signifiant distance awa; h m  the lower edge, ap to as much as 150 mm. At the top the 

"edge effect'' appeears to be present for a dimension of order 100 mm. 

Figure 6.20: Effect of Low-E Coathg, IGU's #1 and H. 
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6.4.3.5 Tripk Glazed Units 

Figure 6.21 shows the tcmptprt ptilts  for the two tripic gkmd d t s  (IOU #6 

with two 12.7 mm cavities* and IGU W 7 with two 6.75 mn cavities). l'n Figue 6.21 it cm k 

seen that profjie shapes through the cenfer-glass dina becausc of the différence in cavity 

aspect ratios. The unit with the bigher aspect ratio m.., nmwer pane spacing) has a fiaaatr 

curve. The same observation was made riegarding the various double glazed anits. 

Figure 6.21: Cornparison of Triple Giazcd Units #6 and fin. 
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Another observation fiwn Figlue 6.21 is, as txptctcd, that IGU M bas a higher cdge- 

glass temperature than IGU #7 because of the longer thamal path thtough the thicker spacers. 

A variety of interesthg observations can be made by comparing the bonom edge 

temperams of the triple glazed units versw IGU #5 - the double glazed low-E unit with 12.7 

mm (ln inch) pane spacing. The center-giass temperatures of these three units are simüar but 

the bonom edge-temperanues of the triple giazed units are higher because of the additional 

conduction path length and because the intermediate pane segments the convective fill-gas 

~ O W .  

6.4.4 Cornparison of Thermographie Measurements and 2-0 

Simulation 

This section reproduces pan of the paper by Sullivan et al. (1996). The text below 

mains most of its original content and is changed ody where appropriate. This collaborative 

research study reported surface temperatures for a series of insulateci glazing WLits (IGU's). 

The research goups involveci included two simuiation laboratories and two thermographic 

measurement laboratories. Each group was rcquired to obtain thtir data without howledge of 

the results of the other groups. A manufactu~tr of conmiercial cdge-seal produns asxmbled 

multiple sets of glazing units having the characteristics listcd in Table 6.10. Two laboratories 

with the capability of making thermographic measunmcnts were supplied with sarnple sets. 
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One laboratory (LAB #1) constnicted an apparatus consisting of two enwOnmtntal 

chambers; the cold chamber is a modificd commercial food and the wann chamber 

incorporaies an adjustable beliows to admit inaand (IR) thermography (Griffith et al-, 1996). 

The second laboratory (LAB U2) uses a g~ardcd hot box with modifications to facilitate the 

IR camera (Elmahdy, 1996). Each laboratory was requircd to report cold-si& and warm-side 

heat transfer coefficients. 

The ks t  simulation laboratory (SIMUL #l) corresponds to the research group of 

which the author is a part and used the BRAVO code. The second simulation laboratory 

(SIMUL #2) used a commercial finite element code to complete 2-D simulations (Zhao et al.. 

1996). 

The test laboratories were asked to impose test conditions simrlar to the ASHRAE 

winter design condition (Le., 6.7 d s  wind on the coM side and naaual convection on the 

warm side). Since the actuai laboratory warm and cold side heat transfer coefficients were not 

known a priori, the simulation laboratories used the conditions shown in Table 6.1 1 (hi = 8.3 

~/ ( rn*~C ' )  and ho = 30 w/(rn2'c)). When the test rcsults wrgc available it was found that 

LAB #1 reported an average indoor side heat msfcr cocffkknt of 7.6 W& and an 

2 outdoor side coefficient of 28.9 W/m C. The comspondmg values h m  LAB #2 were 7.3 

2 2 W/m C and 30.0 W/m C. A sensitivity study to heat transfer codncient is given in section 



6.6.1. Note that the hcat transfer coefficients ( 5 n  cocfficicnts) mentioncd above account for 

both convective and radiative bat  aansfer. 

6.4.4.1 Cornparison Results 

Figures 6.22 through 6.28 represent a compilation of the resuits for each of the seven 

IGU's, respectively. Each figure shows four vertical profiles of surface temperature - one 

fkom each of the research groups. In each figure two c w e s  rcprcsent simulation results and 

two curves represent measured data The horizontal axis corresponds to venicai distance 

ranghg fkom zero at the bottom edge of the IGU to 508 mm at the top of the IGU. The 

vertical axis shows the temperature scaie which ranges fiom d ° C  to 16T except where 

results are shown for IGU #2 (the only unit with aluminurn spacer bar) where the scale is 

shifted down by 2OC due to the lower temperature in the bomn of the IGU. 

It shouid be noted that the surface temperature! Cumes are plotted without adjusmient 

even though each one comsponds to a specific nIm coefficient as discussed eulier. 

Differences caused by the differences in nIm coefficients are not large (estimated to be of 

order 1°C). It is important to recognize that simulations wcrc performed using a uniforni 

warm side film coefficient In other words, a constant value of hi was applied at each location 

over the surface of the IGU. In contrast, hi is not expected to have been constant over the 

height of the glazing units diat were ested. Indoor air moves downward over the face of the 

IGU and mask wall fonning thermal and velocity boundary layers. As a result the local value 
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of hi is expected to be higher near the top of the IGU &meashg with distance downward 

This trend in 4 would, in itscif, have caused wamvr siIrfhcc tcmpcratures neer the top of the 

IGU. Since the fili gas motion causes a similar trend it is difncuit to distinguish b e m n  the 

two effects. However, sorne portion of the di&mce betwan simulation and measunment 

can be explained by the modeling assumption of constant hï It should be pointed out that the 

mounting contiguration selected for this study (Le., IGU mounted flush with mask wali on the 

warm side) was intended to nrinimizt local variations in hi. The more usud situation of an 

IGU recessed in a sash and fkime is known to have local pockets of flow 

recircuiation/stagnation in the edges where detailed information is of interest but also where hi 

is expected to be minimum 

AU of the data sets presented in figures 6.22 through 6.28 show good agreement. It 

can be seen, even without adjusment, that each set of curves falls within a band typicaUy no 

wider than f l°C. Exceptions occur in the vicinity of steep temperature gradients as seen near 

the top and bottom of the giazînps where the observed temperature band can be as large as 

W C .  However, these discrepancies are misleading knowing that sorne spatial unceRainty 

exisu regarding the location of measund profiles - a topic which is discusscd in mort &tail in 

Sullivan et al. (1996). 

Aithough the samplt sets include units with a wick varicty of parameter variations 

(e.g., pane spacing, edge-seal type) aii of the surface tempcram profiles have a common 
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characteristic shape. Dinbences in detail can be seen b m  one c w e  to the next &pendiDg 

primarily upon differenccs in the mcchanisrns of conducrive and convective k a t  transfer. 

In a i i  seven IGWs the thermal nsistanu of the cdge-seai is less than the cornsponding 

resistance of the centre-glass ami. This thermal bridge causes higher heat flux and colder 

warm-side surface tempratwes at the pairneter of the IGU. Each curve shows a local 

minimum at, or very near, the top and bottom of the gïazing. 

The effect of edge-seal conduction is seen at both the top and bottom. FiU gas motion 

provides additional cooling at the bottom edge and reduced cwling at the upper edge. 

Therefore, the combined effect of the cdge-seal conduction and the fiil gas convection 

consistently places the coldest temperature near the bonom edge. For this reason 

condensation resistance studies focus on this region of the window. 

Lf one focuses on the centre-glas portion of the profiles a change in dope can be scen 

as a function of pane spacing. This characteristic is a nsult of the different aspect ratios of the 

gazing cavities. Glazing systerns widi n m w  pane spachgs (EU'S #3 and #7) have the 

fiattest temperame profiles thmugh the center-glass area and the narrowest region where 

edge-glass effects can be seen. Widcr pane spacings are accompanied by a more pronounced 

dope in the center-glas temperature profile and edge-effkcts that extend m e r  h m  the 

si@ t line. 
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In addition, at the widest pane spacing @GU M) the ~ 0 1 1 s  show cvidcnœ of 

laboratory data do not show these rippk- This disacpancy is iikcb canseâ by the fact tnat 

the Rayleigh numba of the cavity (RU 2-2 x 10') is hïgh enough (Le., pane spacing and 

temperature differiencc are high enough) not ody to exceed the critical value of Ra for 

secondary cells to form (Rac s 6.85 x 103) but &O for a tirne-unsdeady fiil gas flow to exkt 

(Wright and Sullivan, 1989% 1994). Consequently, the local e&ct of individual ceils wouid 

not be apparent in the glass temperature as the œil locations constantly change. L> contrast, 

die numerical calcuiation generates a steady solution with stationary ce& and their effect is 

then seen in the temperame of the giass. 

Figure 6.22: Temperature Profiles, KGU Il, Clear Double 12.7 mm Foam Spacer* 



Figure 6.23: Temperature Profiles. IGU #2, Ciear Double 12.7 mm Aluminum Spacer. 
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Dkanœ [mm] 

Figure 6.24: Temperatme Pn,filcs, IGU #3, Qcat Doublt 6.4. mm Foam Spacu. 
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Figure 6.25: Temperature Profiles, IGU M. Qear Double 19.1 mm Foam Spacer. 

Figure 6.26: Temperature ProfilCs, IGU M. Low-E Double 12.7 imn Foam Spaœr. 
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Figure 6.27: Temperatm Profiles, IGU Mi, Ciear Triple 12.7 mm Foam Spacer. 
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Figune 6.28: Temperature Ronles, IGU W. Qear Triple 6.4 mm Foam Spaca. 
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6.5 Deflected Windows: Sensitivity Analysis 

This section pxesents a sensitivity analysis to study the effects of glazing Wection on 

heat nansfer and fluid fiow in an IGU when the nII gas pressure changes. merence in 

pressure between the IGU cavicy and smunding environment will deflect the IGU glass 

panes. This pressure difference may be causeci either by a change in altitude, Le., the window 

is aansported to a higher elevation, or vice-versa, or by changes in temperature as occur 

during nomial temperature variations. The simulation results are presented as soeamlines, 

surface temperature pronles, and local Nusselt number distribution. 

6.5.1 Glazing Units Details and Mounting Configuration 

The double glazed unit involving a 12.7 mm foam spacer is modeled as shown in 

Figure 6.29. The clear double glazed IGU, 12.7 mm foam spacer, was chosen to provide a 

source of cornparison with the experirnental data of Beck et ai. (1995). 

It is wonh noting, again, that the IGU is mountcd in a mask wall without sash or 

fiame. The advantage of this simple arrangement is the removal of complicating factors. The 

disadvantage, however, is that the reader must keep in min& for instance, that scnsitivities to 

edge-seal saucture niay bc magniûed, in particda., the edge-seals of these giazing units 

stuâied account for a greater percentage of the heat loss than they would be a sash present 
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Figure 6.29: Deflected Window - GlaPng Unit and Mask Wall Geometry. 

6.5.2 Simulation and Test Conditions 

The glass panes of a clear double glazed IGU, 12.7 mm spacer, filW with air is 

deflected in incremtnts of 1 rm on tach side to a maximum of 5 mm. The rcsults are 



evaluated only qualitativdy because the actuaï deflection in the expaimnts of Beck et aï. 

(1995) is not reported. Five cases are simulatrA with dtfltctions of 1. 2,3.4 d 5 mn on 

each side of the IGU. 

The boundary conditions used arc listai in Table 6.12. nie heat transfcr coefficients 

include both long wave radiation and convective effects. No solar radiation is present These 

are the boundary conditions reponed by Beck et al. (1995). 

Indoor Temp Indoor Heat Outdoor Temp Outdoor Heat 
Ti Transfer T.0 Transfer 

Coefficient Coefficient 
hi ho 

Table 6.12: Deflected Window - Glazing Unit Boundary Conditions. 

6.5.3 Simulation Results 

Streamlines are shown in Figure 6.30, local Nusselt n u m k  distribution on the w m  

side of the cavity in Figure 6.31, and temperature profiles in Figure 6 32. 

In Figure 6.30 it is observed that with a 1 mm deflection. two weak ~itcircuiation œlls 

appear at the bottom and top of the IGU, and gain sangth as the &fiection is incnased. A 

unicellular motion around the IGU walls stiil exists in a i l  cases, 
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It is interesting to note in Figure 6.31 that the k a t  flux at the top and bottom of the 

cavity and at the center is augmentai as the deflection hueases until d = 3 mm. At d = 4 m n  

heat flux begins to decmse shaipIy at the bottom and siîghtly at the top, with a continuous 

increase at the center of the cavity. This inaease in the heat fiow at the top and bottom of the 

cavity untii d=4 mm is due to the fomiation of the ah. The ctnter inc~tase is due to a 

decreasing conduction path. 

Figure 6.32 shows the wium sudacc temperature p f l l t s  for the five deatcted IGU's 

and the IGU without defiection. It can be seen that, with iacnaSing IGU defomiation, the 

center temperature demeases and is no longer uniform. 
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Nu 

Fi- 6.31: Dcflcctd Window - k a 1  Nusselt Npmba Distribution. 

Figurit 6.32: Defîecctcd Wiidow - Wam Si& Surface Temptrahirt RotilCs. 
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Table 6.13 shows the k a t  flux, overall heat m s f e r  coefficient, U-factor, and the 

resistance, R, for the IGU without dcflcction and for the deflccted cases. As expccted, it can 

be noticcd that increasing the deflection ùicrrases the heat transfer. 

Deflection, d Heat Fiux, q Overail Hcat Trader Coefficient, U- Resistance, R 

[mm] [w/d Factor ~ ( m ~ c ) m  

cw/(m2~c) 1 

- - - - - - -- - - - 

Table 6.13: Deflected Wmdow - Heat Flux, Overall Heat Tmsfet Coefficient and Resistance. 

A cornparison is made with the w m  surface temperature profile reported by Beck et 

al. (1995) and it is found that the best agreement for the center glas temperature corresponds 

to the case of 2 m deflection. However the temperatures dBer about 1.25OC at the top, 

0.6S°C at the bottom and 0.2S°C at the center glas 
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6.6 Sensitivity Analysis 

In this Section to test the effects of outside and inside heat transfw co&cicnts a 

sensitivity analysis is made. These results arc particularly applicable when ana1y;ting the 

results of Section 6.4 where attempts wuc made to compare simulations with mtasurements 

in two laboratones h m  a "blind study" in which amal test conditions are udcnown a prion. 

At the outset of Section 6.4 it was clear that although several laboratones would 

attempt to test identical sets of glazing units at the same test conditions, physical differences 

in the laboratones would invaxiably lead to different boundary conditions. For example, one 

laboratory uses a perpendicular wind direction whereas the other laboratory uses a paralle1 

wind direction on the cold side. In addition, the= are differences associated with the presence 

or absence of constant temperature radiation bafnes. These diffmnces are expected to 

influence the cold side and wam side film coefficients. When simulating a given configuration 

the geometries of the test chamber differ, which in tum rnay have an impact AIso, the 

laboratories were testing similarly constructed windows, not the same windows. thus minor 

differences in mawial properties and geometries also exist 
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6.6.1 Effects of Heat Tmnsfer Coefficients. 

In the literature rcvicw, Section 2.2.1.6, i t  is shown that heat transfer coefficients are 

an important issue in window themai performance. It is known that with an increase of the 

thermal resistance of windows the exttnial heat transfer coefficient does not becorne 

unimportant until the window reaches a thermal resisfance in the range 1.4-1.8 (rn2K')/w 

(Yazdanian and Klems, 1994). It is not known how changes in kat transfer coefficients affect 

the surface temperature of the window. The purpose here is to Vary the heat transfer 

coefficient and obseme its impact in the surface temperature of the IGU on the wam side. 

Although the simulations, in most of the cases prrsented in Sections 6.2 to 6.5, are 

performed with constant outside and inside heat transfer coefficients, the test conditions and 

the real world installation geometry (sash and firame components, süls, recessed windows etc.) 

are not &ely to yield unifonn film coefficients. This invariably wiil lead to Merences 

between simulations and rneasurements, the extent of which can only be detemineci by data 

cornparison. 

First a sensitivity analysis of a flush mounted window (on the warm side) is made. 

Second a recessed window is used to investigate the impact of the stagnant air pockets at the 

edgs  of the glas pane. 



6.6.1.1 flush Mounted Insuiating Glazing Units 

To relate the hdings of this Secrion with Section 6.4 a c k  d o u b k - g I d  unit, with 

a 12.5 mn air cavity and foam dge-seal is chosea for the stnsitivity d y s i s .  'hk is the 

configuration uscd as the iefcscnce glaPng unit in Section 6.4. Figurit 6.15 and Table 6.10. 

Figure 6.15, insen a, give details of diis giazing unit and of the mask wall in which it is 

mounted. 

The total heat transfer coefficients on the cold and warm sides, designated hi and hi, 

combine both the convective and dative effcct. nie nominal test conditions arc to 

reproduce forced convection of 6.7 mls on the coid ride and naanal convection on the wam 

side. Typicaiiy this would nsult in coefficients for ho of up to 34 w / ( ~ ~ ~ c )  and for hi of 8.3 

w/(rn2' c). To have 4bsUnuiation conditions" match "test conditions" (sec section 6.4), these 

coefficients are fixcd at 30 and 8.3 w/(~*oc), rcspectively. 

F i p s  6.33 and 6.34 display the cffect on the indoor surface temperatme profile for 

the reference glazîng to changes in hi in inacments of 1 (6'7. 8 and 9 w/(d0C)) for a hed 

ho of 30 w/(rn2'C) and to changes in ho in incruncnts of 10 (10,20,30 and 40 ~ / ( r n ' ~ c ) )  for 

a fixed hi of 8 w/(rn2'~). 
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Figure 6.33 shows that vanations in in the range 6 to 9 suiply SM the profile but 

preserve the profile simihity. Figm 6.34 shows that beyond a value of h,, = 30 w/(rnbc 
littie additional eBect is expected and bat in the range h m  10 to 30 the major qualitative 

effea is to shift the temperature profile with the profde shapc mnainjng unchan@ The 

nsults in Figure 6.34 were &O calcuiatd using hi = 8.3 w/(rnbC) to correspond to Section 

6.4, with no qualiîative variation h m  Figme 6.34. 

Figure 6.33: Enect of Changes in hi with h,, nxed at 30 w/(m2*C). 
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Figure 6.34: E f k t  of Changes in h, with hi fïxed at 8 w/(rn2 OC). 

6.6.1.1.1 Flush Mounted Insulating Glering Units - Localîy Vaiying Heat 

Transter Coeffictent 

Although the actual local convection heat transfer profile is unknoua, it is intellesting 

to see how the surface temperature p d e  changes when a spstisilly varyuig heat transfer 

coefficieat on the wa,rm side (hi) is used Ine most reasonabk assumption is to use hi for a 

non-isothennai flat plaîe (Smith et al., 1993). The pmbkm in applying the fht plate profîle is 

to &temine where the boundaqr layer orighates. This is compücated by the stagnation zone 

at the top edge of the m m  (ceiüng - waii masic) and the large step change in tempemure 
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ktween IGU and mask waU Five starhg location for the thermal boundary hyer are 

sirnulami. nie most convenient scenario is to place the fim start poînt at the top of the IGU 

(spacer/mask waii), 508 mm h m  the bottom of the IGU. niis is case el. The subsopuent 

starring points were Iocated h m  the botumi of the IGU as follows: #2 at 538 mm, #3 at 

629.6 mm, #4 at 720.8 nim and #5 at 8 12 mm. For simulation purposes the starting point is 

detemiined when the calcuiated window temperature profile becornes insensitive to the 

starting point, in particuiar, when the maximum local temperature di&nncc between two 

starting points is less than 1%. Figures 6.35,6.36 and 6.37 show the schematics for the mask 

wali and IGU, convective heat transfer, and the temperature distribution variation with the 

distance fkom the bottom of IGU, respectively. 

Coid S i d e  W arm S ide 
h o .  T e  h,.  Tt 

Spaccr 

Spacer  

Figure 6.35: Schematic Configuration for Determination of Boundary Layer Stanuig Point 
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Figure 6.36: Aeat Transf'er Coefficient  butio ion for Non-Tsothefmal Flat Plate for ail 
Starting points. 

Figure 6.37: Temperature Distribution fa a Non-Isothcrmal Fiat Plate for dl Starhg Points. 
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Rom Figure 6.36 anà 6.37. it can be sccn that the starbig point of the boundary layer 

has a substantial effkct on the temperature profile at the top of the IGU. if the stmhg point 

of the boundary layu coincides with the top of the IGU, thcn b is very high and then is an 

increase in tempeTaturc at the top of the IGU. It is observcd that for an incrtasing distance 

h m  the top of the IGU meight of the boundary layer starhg point), there was a decrease in 

the nominai value of & that consequently decreases the temperature at the top of the IGU. It 

is wonh noting, for these cases, that the temperatures at the bottom of the IGU are almost 

unaffected by variations in starting point height. This happened because the IGU is tau 

enough for the boundary layer to be weil developed at the bottom hence it is much less 

dependent on the starting point of the boundary layer. This fact is impoztmt when the 

concem is the detemination of a surface temperature profile to estimate condensation 

resistance, a bottom of the IGU concem. R e d  that diis is not a real window since it is not 

recessed in a fiame. Frame effects are analyzed in Section 6.6.1.2. 

Figures 6.38 and 6.39 show the heat transfer coefficient profiles. hi, and the surface 

temperature profiles, respectively. for the four cases presentcd in Table 6.14. 

In the Equations of Table 6.14 L is the height of the surface behg considercd. TM is 

the temperature of the surface, Ti is the mom temperature, Ray is the Rayleigh number based 

on the distance y measurtd in the direction of the developing boundary layer, and k is the 

conductivity of the interior (room) gas, i e .  air at atmosphenc pressure. 



Cases Wann Si& Convective H a t  T d e r  Coefficient 

ki [ w/(m2"c)l 
#1 Constant = 8.3 

112 Constant, based on the surface average temperature 

ASHRAE equation for flat plate (AS-, 1993) 

#3 Isothemal flat plate (McAdarns, 1956) 

#4 Non-Isothermal flat plate fiom Equation (6.1) 

For the cases #2, #3 and #4, both components of hi (convection and radiation) were 

updated C O ~ M U O U S ~ ~ ,  i.e.. estimateci after each ittration. For cases #2 and #3 the surface 

temperature is based on the averaged window surface temperahue. This gave si& result. 

to those based on the giazing center temperature. 

Figure 6.38 shows, as expected, that the local heat transfer coefficient value, hi, for the 

flat plate, either isothermal or non-isothemial, goes h m  a higher value at the top decreasing 

to the bottom of the IGU. This is due to the downward movemcnt of the air over the IGU 

face and mask wail, fomillig thermal and velocity boundary layers. 
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Figure 6.38: Heat Tmsfer Coefficient Distributions for cases #1, #2, #3 and #4. 

The surface temperature phles for these four cases are shown in Figurit 6.39. The 

tcmperatures are warmer at the top and colder at the bottom for the non-isothcnnal fht plate 

case in comparison with the constant h, cases. The same pattern occm for the non- 

isothermal fiat piate in reIation to the isothm~I one. T'bis is due to the hi* heat a ~ s f e r  

coefficient at the top that decnases towards the bottom in the case of the non-isotbamal flat 

plate. 
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Figure 6.39: Temperature RofiIes for Cases Wl, #2, #3 and M. 

Figure 6.40 shows a cornparison of s d a c t  teqmturc profiles fot the four cases and 

the rneasured values h m  Griffith et al. (1996) paiesentcd in Section 6.4. It shows that the 

surface temperature for case #4 pnsents the kst  agreement with the m t a s d  te-. 

For case #4 the temperature profile pracocally snprimposcs the expairnaifai one over the 

center glas region and &parts from it at the top and bomm regions of the IGU. Note that 

there is greater nmsurcrnent unccrtainty (Sullivan et d., 19%) at the top and bottom. 
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Figure 6.40: A Cornparison of Four Simalaad Surf' Temperature Profdes v e r w  a 

Measured Surface Temperature Profile. 

6.6.1.2 Recess8d Insulating Glazing Units 

The common practiœ in heat transfer analysis in windows is to consider the insidt heat 

wnsfer, hi, constant. Cleady, h m  the previous section the convection heat traiisfa 

correlation for a fiat plate provides a bctter approximation than a constant k-. For a rccased 

window, the effcct of a sep change is to locaiiy reduœ &, due to the formation of air p o c h  

(stagnation regions) at the top and bottom edges of the IGU (Curcija and Goss. 1993). There 

is also a change in Ih- causcd by the radiation exchange between IGU, mask waU (step), and 
, 
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room waJi sdaces (in particuiar ncar the cdgt wherc the %apng surface sccs the mndow 

sash and fÏamc that are expected to be col&r than the room surfaces). 

In this section the effet of naturai convection is v u i f i d  with no radiation exchange 

between IGU suIfam and fiame surfaces. To study convection efftcts five cases of hn 

boundary conditions are considucd as follows: 

case #l - constant, using Equation (6.7); 

case #2 - isothermal flat plate. utilizing Equation (6.8); 

case #3 - non-isothennal flat plate. employing Equation (6.1); 

case #4 - isothermai f i t  plate, Equation 6.(8), with comlations suggested by Curcija and 

Goss (1993). Equations (6.3) to (6.6); 

case #5 - non-isotherrnai flat plate. Equation 6.(8), with comlations suggested by Curcija and 

Goss (1993), Equations (6.3) to (6.6). 

For ail cases above the radiation mode1 uses the black body assurnption for the room 

waii surfaces and air temperature outdoor environment In the radiation model, no exchange 

arnong IGU and h e  sdaces is considered. i.e. the IGU and fhme surfaces "see" oniy the 

room walls. The radiation heat uansfer coefficient is estimated using Equation (6.2). 

Figure 6.41 shows the iegions what  the flow stagnates and recirculatcs in the IGU 

and mask wd. The flow stagnates at the top and bottom edges of the IGU, and rrcirctdates 

at the upper edge of the vertical surface of the bottom mask wail. Details of the insulatecl 
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giazing unit and mask wall can be seui in Figure 6.5. The IGU is cicar. air filLd with 19.05 

mm foam spacer. 

Cold Side 
T, = -17.S°C 
h. = 30 w/(rn2c) 

Figure 6.41: IGU and Mask Waii Geometry with the Regions of Stagnation and 

Recirculation. 

Figure 6.42 shows the local heat transfer distribution on the wann side and Figure 6.43 

presents the effect of the convection heat tcansfer in the suriace temperature profile It is 

observed that the temperature profile for a constant L case #l, prescrits a "fiatter" center 

glas temperatme profile, with colder temperames at the top and w m r  at the bottom of the 

IGU. The center glass temperature distribution for the cases whete hi is estimated using f i t  

plate ccrrelations, with or without correction. cases 442, #3, #4 and #5, have almoa the same 

dope d i f f e ~ g  in the bottom and top temperatures, with the coldest temperature in the bonom 

for case #5 and wannest in the top for case #3. 
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43: nie enta of in the Surface Tt- on the Warm 
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6.7 Closure 

In this Chaptcr the numaicpl code, BRAVO, is s~ccessnilly applied to simalate 

realistic window problem. A surrniary of cach application and major conclusions are given 

klow: 

1. In Section 6.1. a grid refinement shidy. the foilowing observations are made: 

the calculated explicit thne step for the meshes studied are multiplied by a factor 

n=50 for EDS and na.95 for CDS; 

although secondary cells couid be generated spontamously using EDS, they were 

in lower number then if they were pemirbed when using CDS r e s d ~ g  in a lower 

total heat flux; 

the established condition for CDS stability that the alls Reynolds number be 5 2, 

seerns not be vaiid for buoyancy dnven flows in a cavity as also reported by Shyy 

et al. (1992); 

2. In Section 6.2, a qualitative cornparison bctween a simulatcd rectssed IGU and Sargent's 

(1992) comsponding thennographic measwements, shows vcry good agreement in the 

center glas region ( s a m  dope) when a convective heat auisfer coefficient h m  a non- 

isothermal flat plate comlation is used; 
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In Section 6.3, an e n t h  wood fkamc window is modebd Exceiltnt agnement between 

BRAVO and a modificd cornmerciai code when the same boundary conditions are applicd 

is observed. The LI-factor error is 0.38% while temperature diffcrences over the entire 

surface are less than 0.5%; 

In Section 6.4, a quantitative comparison with a set of thermographic masuremnu h m  

Griffith er al. (1996) and Elmahdy (1996) are made for flush mounted IGU's. The 

agreement is saàsfactory for the double glazed units. with the center glass temperatures 

differing by about 1°C, and very good for a triple glazed units, with the center glass 

temperanues differing by less than O.2S0C; 

In Section 6.5. a sensitivity analysis for deflected IGU's is performed. A qualitative 

comparison with the results of Beck et aL(1995) shows the ability of BRAVO to mode1 

deflected windows; 

in Section 6.6, a ansitivity analysis on the eEects of heat a ~ s f e r  coefficient variations for 

flush and recessed mounted IGU's is perfonned. The importance of modeling a varying 

heat uansfer coefficient is clearly demonstrated When a convection heat transfer 

coefficient based on a non-isothemal fiat plate comlation is used and compareci with 

thermographic rneasmments for a flush mounted IGU the agreement in the center glus 

temperaaut profile is excellent 
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Al1 these observations kad to the conclusion that BRAVO is reliabk and can be 

applied to the thanal and fluid flow anaiysis of a whok fcnestration sysoem within numcrical 

and mode1 limitations. nie capabilitits and limitations of BRAVO arc k f l y  describeci in the 

next chapter dong with die conclusions and recomrnendations. 



7 CONCLUSION 

The objective of this smdy was the numerical ClefCrmination of the overall heat msfer  

coefficient (U-Factor) and the solar heat gain f~*or (SHGF) to evaluafe the thermal 

performance. and surface temperature profiles to assist in the prcdiftion of condensation on 

windows. It focused on the presence of naaual convection, the radiation berneen panes, solar 

radiation, and the thermal effécts of the barm. 

At present, there is no computer program capable of providing data for the bermai 

analysis of a whole window (glazing systcms and 6rames) with two or morr panes in the 

presence of radiation (solar and thermal), with the ability to generate secondary ceiis near the 

critical Ra number, and the ability to handie deflected ghings and bar gdis.  Also, this code 

cm mode1 temary ceh which, for the windows investigatcd in diis work, are found not to 

exist. Therefore, this code provides a unique insmimnt for the thanal analysis of naniral 

convection in ta11 cavities, in pazticdar windows. This code is designeci to m on a PC or 

compatible platforni to permit portability and sccess by the rcstarch cor ri muni^ and window 

manufacturers. 



7.1 Conclusions 

This work is dinded in two majot paris: the assessmnt of the numtrical rnethod and 

the application of the numerical code. The conclusions arc prcstnted in the same way. 

7.1.1 Assessrnent of the Numerical Method 

BRAVO'S capability to mode1 windows, with respect to accuracy. cost and neliabilif~ 

is exarnined in three stages: 

1. Pure Natural Convection Problem in Enclosures 

benchmark solutions cornparison with the works of Vahl Davis (1983). 

Hortman et al. (1990) and DemirdPc et al. (1992) the mors were lower than 

10 -*%; 

BRAVO generatcd secondary cells near the criticai Rayleigh nurnber, Ra, with 

the calculateù averagcd Nusselt Nurnbcr agtecing to within about 1% or less 

with the nwntrical nsalts of Lce a d  Kapela (1983). Raithby and Wong 

(1981), and Wright (1989), and in about 1% and 596, or less, with the 

rneasured data of Shewen (1986) and ElSherbiny et al. (1982a). respectivtly. 

2. Conjugate Heat Transfer Roblem 



a heat flux di&:~tnce of ltss than 1% d t s  for the heat flux in the hot waii of 

a cavity bounded by two shats of glass and spaccr bars when compared with 

the numrical rcsults of Wright (1989); 

it is proven that BRAVO is capable of maàüag new edgc-seds dcsïps. 

3. Interaction of Conduction, Natural Convection and Radiation 

BRAVO'S ability to tadde window sysum heat transfer problems (prcdicting 

the themai and solar radiation heat transfer togethu with viscous fluid flow 

and conducaon heat transfer) is proven; 

the heat flux agreement betwcen BRAVO and the heater plate apparatus 

experimentai results of Wright (1989) slightiy excceded the experimentai error 

of 10% when only themal radiation was considered; 

when solar radiation was added to the cornparison of simuiated solar heat gain 

factors with the solar calorimeter experimental resuits of Harrison and 

Wonderen (1994) good agrttmmt is obtaincd for nint samplts, with crrors of 

2.5% or Iess for sevcn samples, and with enors of 12% and 5% for the other 

two. 
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7.1.2 Application of the Numerical Method 

The following obsmations are made whcn mom &tic window problans, both 

geometrically and physicaliy, arc simulaccd with BRAVO: 

1. in the grià refincment study, the obsavation made by Shyy et al- (1992) that the 

established ceii Reynolds nurnber bascd condition for CDS stability, ic., Re < 2, seems 

invalid for buoyancy driven flows is vained; 

2. in the qualitative cornparison betwecn a simuiatcd recessed IGU and Sargent's (1992) 

thennographic measunments, vcry good agreement is shown for the ccnter giass 

region (i.e.. same slope) when non-isothermai flat plate heat transfer coefficients are 

used; 

3. in modehg an entire wood fiame window, excellent a p m e n t  is observed between 

BRAVO and a modifiai commeraal code when the same boundary conditions are 

applied. The enor in U-fanor is 038% while the maximum surface temperature 

Merence is less than 0.5%; 

4. quantitative cornparisons with a set of thermographie measunments h m  Griffrths et 

al. (1996) and Elrnahady (1996) for a flush mountcd IGU, yieM satisfactory for the 

clear double glazed units, with the ccnttr glass ternpcratwt diffcring by about I0C, 



and very good agzccmtnt for the triple giazed units and the double low-E with the 

center glass tcmpcratwc diffiring by kss dian 0.2S0C; 

5. a qualitative cornparison betwccn the rcsults of Bedr et uL(1995) and BRAVO for 

deflected IGU reveais the ability of BRAVO to mode1 dcfltcttd wiodows; 

6. the effects of heat muisfer coefficients in flush and rccessed mounted IGU's, clearly 

reveais the importance of modeling a locaüy varying heat transfer coefficient When a 

convection heat transfer codncient using a non-isothexmal flat plate correlation is 

used, and results compand with thermographie measmments for the flush mounted 

IGU, the agreement between the cenm Nass temperature promes is excellent 

7.2 Contributions 

F W g  the void of information regarding energy flows within windows and 

temperature distributions in individual glazhgs and frwie are rcasons cnough to jusoify the 

importance of this study. For example surface temperature distributions are nlevant in the 

prediction of condensation problems and volume temperature distributions are relevant to 

evaluating t h e d  stress in glazings. 

BRAVO is part of an effort by the University of Wawloo Advanced GlaSng 

Laboratory to expand its modehg capabilitics to systcmatically addrcss window problems. 
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The major contributions of this work an: as follows: 

1. the formulation of a unique tool, BRAVO, for the t h d  analysis and &sigo of new 

windows; 

2. the capability to simulate a whole window with multiple glazings, cavitics in the firame, 

and exposure to solar radiation; 

3. the demonstration of die naed to mode1 with a IocaiIy varying heat transfer coefficient as a 

wann side boundary condition; 

4. the modeling of a deflected @nt) insulated @azing mit; and, 

5. the ability of BRAVO to nui on a PC or compatible placfom thus permitting potential 

portability and access by the nsearch cornrnunity and window manufacturers. 

7.3 Code Features and Limitations 

BRAVO is a non-orthogonal grid, conuol-volume bascd, cornputational code 

developed specifically for the two-dimcnsional modelhg of mndow. One smgth  of the 

code is its ability to mode1 an entire window assembly (centre-giass, edge-giass, b, and 

wa.ü) sirnultaneously. This is in conmt to cumnt industry practice of modtiling the centre- 

glas region separately h m  the edgc-giass/fiame/wall region (EEL 1995, U W  1995. LBL 
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1994) as practised by the Canadian Standards Association's (CSA) window entrgy rating 

(ER) procedute (CSA 1993) and the National Fénestration Rating Council (NFRC 1995) 

procedute. 

BRAVO incorporates much of the appropriate physics, it yielâs detailad sudace 

temperature profiles, it provides flexible bowidary condition capabilitics, and it d y  adrnits 

modification as refïnements are developed. For example, no assumptions conceming the 

location of edge-giass demarcation is needed: a &tailed vertical temperature profile dong the 

entire window is available for cornparison with thermographie measurcments; speafication of 

an indoor window surface temperature or heat transfer coefficient can be replaced with room 

air convection; and. different algonthms modelling specuh reflection of solar radiation can be 

tested. 

The ability of BRAVO to accurately detennine local window temperatures makes it 

possible to be used to supplement experimental &ta in validating sinrpler. more user ftiendly, 

codes (EEL 1995, W 1995). 

7.3.1 BRAVO'S Capabilities 

There are seven feams that together distinguish BRAVO h m  other computational 

fluid dynamics (CFD) codes. They are as foUows: 



1. it can model thermal radiation, convCCCion, and conduction hcat transfu m multiple 

cavities simuitaneously. The goveming equations conming mass, moinentum, and 

energy arc aü solvd It daes not quire ,  for instance, an c&ctive conductivity or 

codations inside cavitits; 

2. it can moùel the impact of solar radiation in a rnuiople glazed window without fidl or 

partial intemal obstructions in the cavities; 

3. bounàary conditions and system boundarits can -y be changed This includes the 

ability to input spatially varying boundary conditions; 

* 

4. it can mode1 secondary fiow (cat's eye ab) (Wright and SuMivan 1989, Lee and Korpela 

1983) expected for rnany combinations of IGU design and indoor-outdoor temperature 

combinations; 

5. it c m  model the specular nflection of solar radiation within nctanguiar cavities. 'Ihis 

feanne is needed to model the nal Iife situation of incident solar radiaiion s-g a 

window £kom an off-nomal direction; 

6. it c m  model non-orthogonal structures. niis feanire is usefiil for modciing -es or for 

modeling deflected giazings; 

7. it can be mn on a pasonal cornputer, operating on an 80386 processor or bctter, with 

16Mb of rnemory- 



The code, BRAVO, modtls combined radiation, convection and conduction in a entire 

window with the following modeling f e m s :  

1. it is structureci in such way that the user can change or mate new modules to, for 

example, 

b) use more complex radiation (solar and thermal) models. 

C) input a new type of boundary condition, 

d) mode1 infiltration; 

2. it simulates multiple cavities in glazing and frame; 

3. it accounts for solar radiation without partial obstruction inside any cavity for 

a) one to three pane windows, and for normal and off-normal solar radiation with 

either 

0 an one band mode1 (i.e., short wave), or 

ii) a multi-band mode1 (te., spectrai), 

b) more than threc pane window with normal solar radiation (for off-normai 

&es an approximation) with either 



i) an one band mode1 c.e., short wave). or 

ii) a multi-band mode1 (Le., spectral); 

4. it estimates Iong-wave radiation (one band) (in cavitics no obstructions arc pemitted 

except as outlined in 6); 

5. it has the capability to model either conduction. surface radiation, or convection alone, 

or any combination of these thnc of heat transfer modes; 

6. it modeis horizontal or vertical partitions without radiation, i.c. venetian blinds, grills, 

muntin ban, etc., and can rnodel with radiation either one partial vertical or one pamal 

horizontal partition (the edges of the partition must bc separateci h m  the cavity 

wds) ,  for example, one muntin bar inside a giazing cavity; 

7. it determines the pmperties for n1l gases or mixtmes in the inter-pane spaces; 

8. it provides necessary information for a heat uansfu analyses: 

a) it calculates the overall heat uansfer coefficient, U-$actor, of the whole 

window or center glass, edge-d.  and 

b) it estimates solar heat gain factor, SHGF; and, 

c)  it provides surface temperature profiles, isotherms and heat4u.x . and 

9. it provides velocity distributions and mm lines for a convectivc flow analyses. 
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7.3.1.2 BRAVO'S Limitations 

C m n t  mjor limitations of BRAVO are as foilows: 

it is a nsearch tool not Radüy adaptai for widesprcad commrcial use by the window 

industry, i.e. it lads a user-niendly interface: 

it is a two dimensional model, Le. it does not account for tbrec dimensional effects; 

it is not a robust code, Le., for each configuration a new mtsh nquires a search for the 

range of tirne seps which guarantee convergence; 

it does not model radiation with obstructions inside cavities except as mentioned in 

Section 7-2-1.1, item 6; 

it does not account for turbulence; 

it cannot mode1 a full room problem; 

it is not able to model honeycombs or siniilar convection suppresser smicnnes; and 

it calculates solar radiation in a window without fidl or partial intemal obstructions in 

the cavïties. 



7.4 Future Research 

The e s t  a m  for future rcsearch is an effort to improve the heat transfer modeliag 

capabilities of the code by 

1. incorpora~g a turbulence model suitabIe fm confinecl flows, 

2. devisinp better solar and th& radiation modeis to account for fidl or partial 

O bstmc tions inside cavities, 

3. improving the radiation model for extemai surfaces to account for radiation between glas 

surfaces and fÎame, and 

4. modeling nanird convection inside the room and forced convection outside the room. 

Other areas for code irnprovement include 

1. making it user fiiendly by improving the pre-processing (grid generation), 

2. determinhg the range of time stcps for a set of representative EU'S curnntiy on the 

market with a fixeci grid, thus making the code robust for these configurations, 

3. introducing a more cornplex solar radiation model for either one band or multi-band 

calcuiations, and 
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4. implemnting f o d  convection (Le. adduig idWation and caicuiation of outdoor 

convection) and naMal convection in a fidi m m  (considcling themial plumes) veloaty 

boundary conditions. 
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The Discretization of the Non-Orthogonal Terms 

In this appendix the collocated appnuich, due to Rhic (1981), to obtain the pressure- 

velocity coupling within a single control volume (i.a, scalar variabks and velocitics share the 

same control volume) is used to discretize the goveming equations for a non-orthogonal grid 

in an arbitmy bounded geomtry domain. To avoid die calculation of extnmly grid sensitive 

curvature ternis (Perïc, 1984) cartesian veloQty components am usai as dependent variables 

on a non-orthogonal grid. VeIocity components, for the node and faces of a non-orthogonal 

conuol volume. cm be seen in Figure Al, w h e ~  node P in the control volume is surrounded 

by four neighbouring nodes (East=E, Wtst=W, North=N and South*. The discrete 

equations for each variable dates to values at P to values at these neighbouring nodes- For 

the 2-D problems considucd in this thesis, the grid is &finai by the location of the North- 

East corner of every control volume. The following subsection dtscribcs how a i l  parameters 

of the grid can be found h m  this information- 



1 
Y ,  

Figure Al: Non-Orthogonal Grid with Cariesian Velocity Components. 

Grid Layout 

This section describes how the location of the node within the control volume, the 

location of the integration poinis, and ail the dinction vectors on the facts of the control 

volumes are found. Figure A2 contains the notation for these parameters. 

Each face is defincd by two corner points' and contains an iningration point. Only 

values for variables in the north and cast faces are stored The other two f- have theu 

values stored in sunoundhg control volumes2. htcgration points lit at the midpoint of their 



respective faces (i.e., rnidpoint between the c m -  points thPt d d h ~  the f-). 'Lhe control 

volume node, denoted by P in Figure A2, lies at the cenur of the conuol volume. nie 

location of node P is denncd by the intersection point of the main diagonals in the control 

volume. Four subquadnuit distancts. shown m Figure A3, are required. Nodal point 

distances are necessary to comp1etc the gtomttric description of the grid, since they ae used 

in the calculation of gradients. Figure A4 presents the definition for the nodal point distances. 
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Figure A2: Notation for htegration Points and Direction Vectors. 
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Figure A3: Sub-Quadrant Distances in Non-Oahogonal Control Volume. 
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Figurt A4: Nodal Point Distances in the Non-Orthogonal Grid. 



A PPENDIX A 

Boundary nodes are necessary for the application of ôoundary conditions and an 

placed on the same location as the integration point of the control volume face exposai to a 

boundary. 

Algebraic Equation for the General Scalar Variable 9 

To simpli@ the explanation of the discretization procedures employcd in this work, the 

discretization of the general scalar variable @ equation is presented fim This is usefid since 

the same procedure is applied to conservation of mass, momentum and energy. This equation 

for $, in differential form, is expressed as 

Each term will now be treated individually. me fkst term on the L.H.S. of Equation 

(Al), the rate of change, is discretized as follows 

where superscript n represents new value (active or value king calculatcd) and superscript o 

indicates old values (fiom previous t h e  stcp). nie second tem~ on the L.H.S. of Equation 



(A2), which represents the convection of O. is integratcd over the four conml volume faces to 

produce 

where nj is the normal vector of area element dS, ne and n, are Cartesian components of 

the normal vector at the east face, (p Af-uf,nr-+ pAf ,ufoer)rnfM), )  is the flux 

across a face, and $f.,. is interpolateci h m  nodal values. The fint t m  on the R.H.S. of 

Equation (A2) is discretilcd as foiiows 

Since the control volume is non-onhogonal and the velocity components are 

Cartesian. the terms in the last equation ~tquirc mon work. Discrctïzation of the ternis m 

Equafion (A4) is carrïed out in the next subsection. 

Treatment of Diffusive Terms in Non-Orthogonal Grids 

From calculus, the no& gradient at a face containcd in Equation (A4). can be 

expressed as 
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The nomial gradient at the east faa can be expressed as follows, 

Since one wants to have the equations in mms of ca~esian velocity components, 

Equation (A6) should be made explicit in the gradients of @ in both cartesian directions. 

The first step is to express the gradient of $ dong F and ?. These ovo gradients are 

easily expressed in ternis of surroundhg nodes and corner locations, and can be expressed as. 

where, 
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and $, is calcuiatcd by intapolation b m  the smunding nodes. DIEP end DJEP an nodal 

point distances presented in Fi- (A4). Ont can now mah gradients. of the canesian 

components, explkit, Thes cquations arc 

and 

Substituting Equation (Ag) hm equation (AlO), to ob*ùn an expression for a@ fax/ .  

yields 

Therefore, the canesian gradient components, of Equation (A6), are describeci for the 

east face as 



where / Sxf/ = (s, t, - S, tx) and the local gradients a$/& and a@/& arc expresseci by 

do O, - 0, = DJEP 

where DIEP and DJEP are nodal point distances presented in Figure (A4), @, and 9, are 

nodal values of 0, and $= and h are corner point values. 




